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Black Capitol investigates the persistence of racial inequality in the federal legislative workforce. 
I frame the existence of racial inequality in Congress not as an outgrowth of certain racist 
members of Congress, but as a defining characteristic of the institution. I analyze how these 
disparities are produced by and through an institutional structure formed by race. This leads me 
to offer the concept of Congress as a raced political institution. I use the term raced political 
institution to mean institutions, organized for the purposes of government, in which race is 
embedded in the organizational structure, and is a determining factor of how labor and space is 
organized on the formal level. In addition, I use the term to informally capture how perceptions 
of power influence identity construction, interactions, and culture.  I build on scholarship from 
critical race theorists, to argue that Congress is a seminal institution in the American racial state, 
responsible for structuring race and inequality in American society.  From the perspective of 
Black legislative staff, who currently or previously worked in the Capitol, I assess how the 
congressional workforce is stratified, how physical space is segregated, and how interactions and 
identities are racialized. I employ a mixed methods approach, including over 70 semi-structured 
interviews with current and former legislative employees, archival research, and ethnographic 
observations of the staff organizations. This analysis contributes to a wide range of scholarly 
conversations about citizenship, representation, democracy, and bureaucracy. More broadly, this 
work raises important questions about the distribution of power in the American political system 
and how inequality in Congress reverberates off of Capitol Hill. 
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As a someone who was always interested in politics, I knew as soon as I was accepted to The 
George Washington University (GWU) that I would take the opportunity to intern in Congress 
during my four years living in the nation’s capital. The opportunity to work on Capitol Hill first 
presented itself the summer after my freshman year when I was selected as a Congressional 
Black Caucus Foundation intern.  My internship in the office of Congressman Chaka Fattah 
proved invaluable and revelatory in more ways that I can count. While many young college 
students come to Capitol Hill bright-eyed and eager to work for their member of Congress, they 
quickly learn that most of their time will be spent assisting legislative staff. Many of my intern 
colleagues were fascinated with members of Congress, some even donned member pins and 
pretended that they too were elected representatives. They spent their free time amassing pictures 
with the most powerful lawmakers during what turned out to be a precursor to the selfie era. 
Meanwhile, I became captivated by the role of congressional staffers, who were powerful in their 
own right.  
Representative Fattah and his staff generously extended my internship during my 
sophomore and junior years at GWU, which allowed me the opportunity to be more 
substantively involved in the office. It was during this time when I visited the offices of various 
lawmakers to obtain their signatures for congressional letters and sat in on meetings between 
staffers developing political strategies that I first noticed the lack of racial diversity amongst 
staff. When visiting the offices of White lawmakers there were often no persons of color in sight 
and in many staff meetings I was the only Black man in the room despite discussions that often 




important role of staff and the lack diversity in the congressional workplace, led me to question 
how this dramatic inequality effected the policymaking process.  
Originally I set out to understand the lack of racial diversity in top staff positons. 
However, as I began my data collection and analysis, it soon became clear that this problem was 
bigger than a few missing staffers of color at the top. Historical documents quickly revealed that 
Black staff have always been underrepresented and the inequality that I observed was just a 
contemporary manifestation of a racial hierarchy that has been reconfigured over and over from 
its inception through subsequent racial epochs. Thus to comprehend the underrepresentation of 
Black staff today it is essential to recognize the central role race has played and continues to play 





CHAPTER 1: CONGRESS AS A RACED POLITICAL INSTITUTION  
 
“All of us who serve here, whether members or staff, see the Capitol as more than a building.”  
 
Former Speaker John Boehner (R-OH), YEAR 
 
In 2013, leaders from both houses of Congress gathered to recognize the contributions of slave 
laborers in constructing the United States Capitol. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) 
told attendees that enslaved laborers, “quarried and cut and hauled the stones that formed the 
walls of the most enduring symbol of this nation's democracy.”  Republican and Democratic 
leaders placed a marker in Emancipation Hall in the Congressional Visitors Center to 
acknowledge this forgotten contribution. “This stone is not only a memorial to that tragedy and 
sin,” said House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), “it is also a tribute to our progress as a 
nation and a people, to an unending search for liberty and justice for all.”  
 However, it was Civil Rights veteran, Congressman John Lewis (D-GA), who that day 
most aptly pointed out the contradiction in America’s ideals of liberty and equality that is 
literally embodied in the Capitol. He said, “maybe no one even mentioned the clear discrepancy 
that among those who toiled to build a monument to freedom were men and women who came to 
our shores in chains.” He continued, with a cadence that reflected his training as a Baptist 
preacher, “they waited for a moment of relative peace at the silent turn of the 21st century for 
evidence of their art to be brought to light.” Lewis passionately described various chapters in 
American history from the Emancipation Proclamation to Juneteenth Day and from the flights of 
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the Tuskegee Airmen to the protests of the Civil Rights Movement.1 They waited, he said, until 
this historical moment for their skill and endurance to be honored. However, no speaker 
mentioned the contemporary racial dynamics that continue to plague American society, even 
within the walls of the Capitol building itself. In fact, there seemed to be a consensus among all 
the speakers that the structural dimensions of inequality that had characterized earlier historical 
moments were gone. As Representative Lewis stated, we were in a moment of peace. 
 Yet many African Americans who currently work in Congress and perform much of the 
foundational work that allow it to operate (some as service employees maintaining the physical 
structure of Congress and others as legislative staffers handling much of the background work in 
the policymaking process) continually see the salience of race in the institution. As one Black 
staffer put it, “Capitol Hill is a White world, a White man’s arena, and they are just letting us 
operate in it.” Another told Black staffer told me, “it’s a plantation, man, because all the work 
done behind the scenes is done by Blacks.”2 He emphasized, “Whites maintain the visible face of 
Congress.” Many Black and brown workers identify Congress as a White space; so from that 
perspective, the 2013 recognition of slave laborers’ contributions to the construction of the 
Capitol was little more than a vain attempt to refute that designation.3 In the years that followed, 
                                                      
1 June 19, 1865, Juneteenth Day, is the day remaining slaves were freed in the United States 
following the conclusion of the U.S. Civil War. 
2 I use the terms Black and African American interchangeably. I capitalize Black as it refers to a 
specific culture and group of people related to the African diaspora.    
3 The term “White space” is broadly used by sociologists and other scholars to indicate how 
social spaces are raced and in this case is a reflection of white dominance.  While numerous 
scholars such as Wendy Leo Moore and Elijah Anderson use this term and have slightly different 
definitions, I have been unable to find its origin or central definition.   
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political leaders have continued to celebrate famous Black Americans with pageantry, adding 
monuments and plaques to the halls of Congress, making it partially a Black Capitol.4 
 The antebellum relationship between race and power is easily discernible. However, 
contemporary articulations of race and power are less visible and harder to untangle. Thus, it is 
unclear how race presently functions within the institutional structure of Congress. This study 
aims to excavate the organizing and defining role race plays in the U.S. congressional workplace 
by navigating through the experiences of Black workers.  
 In Black Capitol, I bring insights from critical race studies to political and organizational 
sociology and build upon scholarship from feminist scholars to develop a theory of Congress as a 
raced political institution. I use the term raced political institution to mean institutions, 
organized for the purposes of government, in which race is embedded in the organizational 
structure, and is a determining factor of how labor and space is organized on the formal level. In 
addition, I use the term to informally capture how perceptions of power influence identity 
construction, interactions, and culture. This intellectual endeavor recalibrates our understanding 
of Congress and calls attention to the integral ways in which race is a constitutive and organizing 
force within it. To my knowledge, Black Capitol represents the first major study to examine race 
in the congressional workplace and investigate the experiences of staffers of color.  I begin this 
introduction with a review of the relevant literatures and then move on to consider my own 
conceptual framework. I conclude by discussing the scope and methods of this study before 
outlining the forthcoming chapters.  
                                                      
4 Lawmakers have recently added busts of Rosa Parks and Fredrick Douglass, and a portrait of 
Shirley Chisholm to the Capitol.  
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Introduction to Critical Race Theory  
Critical race theory represents an oppositional account of the organization American racial power 
first propelled by legal scholars (Crenshaw et al. 1995). Their incisive analysis of legal doctrine 
lays bare contradictions in the “rule of law” and exposes the centrality of race in the American 
legal system. This epistemological position has gained many followers, including race scholars 
from across various academic disciplines, who similarly ague that race is a central organizing 
feature of American society and government (Bell 1992, Bonilla-Silva 2006, Feagin 2006, 
Feagin 2010, Fields 1990, Goldberg 2002, Hochschild 1984, Omi and Winant 1994). The critical 
race theory literature demonstrates that race and racism is deeply embedded in the values, laws, 
and organizations that structure daily life.  
Among the many impressive theoretical concepts postulated from critical race theorists is 
the idea of a racial state. Philosophers Charles Mills (1997) and David Theo Goldberg (2002) 
offer  masterful treatises articulating the genesis of the modern nation-state and its entanglements 
with race. In The Racial Contract, Charles Mills writes that “White Supremacy is the unmade 
political system that had made the modern world what it is today (1997:1)”, contrary to 
traditional political theory that emphasizes a raceless social contract to explain the genesis of the 
modern state and society, Mills forcefully argues that it has always been race or the domination 
of whites over non-whites that has fueled the development of political empires over the last four 
hundred years.  Mills writes, 
The racial contract established a racial polity, a racial state, and a racial juridical 
system, where the status of whites and nonwhites is clearly demarcated, whether 
by law or custom. And the purpose of the state, by contrast with the neutral state 
of classic contractarianism, is, inter alia, specifically to maintain and reproduce 
this racial order, securing the privileges and advantages of the full White citizens 




In Goldberg’s wide-ranging account, The Racial State, he blends scholarship from philosophy, 
political theory, and historical sociology to cogently argue that race is just not threaded through 
the fabric of the modern racial state, but that race is the modern precondition that brought these 
states into being. He outlines the aims of the racial state as dividing its population into racially 
identified groups and regulating social, political, economic, and legal relations between those 
groups, which permits the state to govern in explicitly racial terms by mediating relations 
between White and non-populations. Goldberg provides more conceptual clarity on the 
operational and functional goals of the racial state than Mills. However, these global theories of 
racial states do not explicitly focus on the United States and leave unresolved and masked the 
racial organization of American political institutions. 
The notion of a racial state does not appear prevalently in the sociology of race nor in the 
study of racial inequality, although leading research from the subfield would generally support 
this conceptual claim. From research on housing and employment inequality to the 
categorization of human bodies based upon phenotypic traits (Massey and Denton 1993, 
Morning 2011, Wilson 1987), sociological findings document how many of these racist policies 
develop from state institutions. The acquiescent positon of sociologists of race around the idea of 
a racial state ignores an opportunity to elaborate theoretically and with sociological perspectives 
frameworks for contemplating the intersections of state formation and racialized social 
structures. While the most serious interrogations of a racial state have come from critical race 
theorists outside of the discipline of sociology, sociologists Michael Omi and Howard Winant do 
partially engage this concept in their quest to decipher the trajectory of U.S. racial politics.  
In an effort to understand the racial transformations between the 1960s and 1980s that 
brought forth a tumult and reconciliation of racial conflicts, Omi and Winant (1994) offer their 
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theory of racial formation.  Accordingly, their analysis situates three transformative decades in 
American society that produced an expansion and subsequent retrenchment of minority political 
rights within the larger trajectory of racial politics in the United States evincing both the 
historical flexibility of race as a governing tool and its enduring impact on social structures. Like 
many scholars, they recognized the organizing role of race in our democratic republic, however 
their constructivist definition of race more robustly identifies it as a signifier and symbol of 
social conflict related to the categorization of different types of human bodies. To this end, their 
term “racial formation” represents “the social historical process by which racial categories are 
created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed” (1994: 55). The tension to create racial projects, 
large and small, that organize American society along racial lines is mediated between two poles. 
On one end, racial projects, the explanations of racial dynamics and reorganizing efforts to 
redistribute resources, are guided by discursive means in which is race is identified and signified. 
On the opposing end, racial projects are routinized and standardized by institutional forms. Here, 
Omi and Winant make a significant contribution by explicating the role of the state in racial 
projects, whereas previous race scholarship has focused primarily on the discursive forms. They 
write, “previous research depicts the state as intervening, but not intervened, structuring, but not 
structured. Such a state is not basically shaped by race since it is intervening in race relations 
from outside of them” (1994:82).  By theorizing a racial state, wherein all state institutions are 
racial institutions, they adeptly identify the state as the preeminent source and perpetuator of 
racial conflict (See Figure 1).  They depict the racial state as a complex web of interrelated state 
institutions that implement, explicit and implicit racial policies that structure the racial politics of 
everyday life (See Figure 2). Moreover, within the racial state there is a level of incoherence, 
wherein state institutions may serve cross-cutting purposes and the centrality of race within 
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particular institutions may vary across time. Thus, in contemplating the trajectory of U.S. racial 
politics, the racial state plays a crucial role trying constantly to impose and enforce a racial order 
that, by virtue of its divisive nature, is always percolating with conflict. Racial formation is then 
a result of this balancing act wherein the racial state is the primary location for a (re)negotiation 
of power.   




Figure 2: Theory of the Racial State 
 
Omi and Winant outline the contours of the racial state in an effort to direct sociologists 
of race to investigate how it structures and intervenes in racial projects; however, within their 
definition there is little consideration given to its internal structure. They primarily rely on 
definitions of the state provided by political scientists (Jessop 1982, Skocpol 1982) and in the 
process abdicate an opportunity to develop a multi-level description of the racial state. As it 
stands, their definition seems to equate all state institutions with a similar level of power and the 
only hint that there is a political hierarchy comes from the ability of key political actors to 
impose unity on a discordant political system. This would suggest that political institutions on 
the federal level hold equal influence as those on the state and local levels and that state 
institutions across different branches of government (i.e. Congress and federal agencies) hold the 
same level of power to implement racial projects. But most importantly, they provide no insight 
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into how state institutions become racial institutions. One explanation could be that state 
institutions are racialized from the beginning. However, there is little detail provided into how 
various political institutions maintain their racial institutional structure.  If we are to fully 
understand how the racial state facilitates racial projects, much more insight is needed about state 
institutions as racial institutions, including thick descriptions of institutional structures and day-
to-day operations, documentation of institutional transitions through various racial epochs, and 
logging and analysis of the interactions and relationships between state agencies and entities.  
To think more deeply about the internal organization of the racial state and the 
configuration of racial institutions, research from political sociology and feminist sociologists 
provide the necessary tools. Elite theory within political sociology considers how power is 
distributed across various political institutions and within the state and has rendered a compelling 
account of the American political hierarchy. Feminist sociologists’ work investigating how 
organizations are themselves gendered has led to significant revelations in our understanding of 
how gender is woven into institutional structures. Together, these theoretical perspectives are 
instructive for contemplating the role of race in the organization of state institutions and the 
relationships between these state and political entities. Of course, there has been little 
consideration of race in elite theory and feminist sociology, so an engagement of these theories 
and their racial intersections also advances these respective literatures.  
Elite Theory  
Broadly conceived, political sociology is a study of power. The vast subfield encompasses as 
variety of perspectives that include macro analyses of state formation  (Moore 1993, Weber 
1978) to local accounts of political organization (Logan and Molotch 1987) . In this literature, 
there is a deep intellectual tradition that simply asks what is power (Lukes 2004), who has it 
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(Dahl 1961, Domhoff 1967, Domhoff 1978) and that describes the axes along which it is 
dispensed (Mann 2012, Mills 2000). One of the most popular and long standing explanations for 
who holds power is elites, or those with a disproportionate control or access to a resource (Khan 
2011). In his review of the sociology of elites, Khan (2012) documents that in the transition to 
modernity there has been a reconfiguration of elite power that has shifted from individuals to 
organizations. Moreover, this shift has also changed how sociologists think about elites.5  In 
American elite scholarship, this shift is best exhibited in the postwar writings of eminent 
sociologist C. Wright Mills (2000, 2002), where he explores fundamental questions about the 
American political hierarchy. 
In the Power Elite, Mills (2000) writes forcefully that leading figures in business, 
government officials, and top military brass effectively control American government and 
society. He argues that American power is stratified across three tiers (see Figure 3). On the top 
level, the power elite, are titans of industries and government, who occupy positions that allow 
them to make decisions of national consequence. On the middle level, are members of Congress, 
other professional politicians, and group and opinion leaders. The power elite are mostly hidden 
from action, while decisions made on the middle level give the pretense of democratic 
governance.  Finally, the great mass of society occupies the least powerful positon. Mills’ 
analysis resonates today as growing income inequality pushes economic capital into the hands of 
the moneyed elites (Atkinson and Piketty 2007, Piketty and Saez 2001) and turns whatever 
semblance of a democracy into an oligarchy (Bartels 2009, Gilens and Page 2014). However, 
what remains unclear in Mills’ analysis is how the power elite exercise control over society. In 
                                                      
5 Of course, this transition did not erase elite actors’ position or power, instead, elites were 
instrumental in setting up governing organizations and securing dominant positons within them.  
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his analysis, the power elite appear untethered from institutions that are capable of making policy 
decisions and unresolved is how this class settles competing interests. Subsequent research 
addressed these limitations in part by focusing on organizations as dispensers of power instead of 
individuals.6 While Mills goes into considerable depth detailing the backgrounds of the power 
elite, he fails to mention how the power elite are mostly White men. There is no discussion of 
race or gender in his analysis, nor is there is a reference to how racial subordination and 
inequality are persistent and deciding factors in American politics and economics. 
Figure 3 Mills Distribution of American Power 
 
 
In his multi-volume work, the Sources of Social Power, sociologist Michael Mann (2012) 
argues for an organizational approach to understanding power in the contemporary era.  
Organizations as he identifies them, provide the “institutional means for the attainment of human 
goals.” Eschewing class and functionalist perspectives, he situates organizations as networks 
where power is diffused though overlapping and intersecting ties. This view of society as a 
collection of organized power networks in many ways resembles how Omi and Winant describe 
                                                      
6 Recently, there has been a resurgence in elite studies that provide a look at inequality from the 
top down and demystify the production of elite status Mizruchi, Mark S. 2013. The Fracturing of 
the American Corporate Elite: Harvard University Press, Rivera, Lauren A. 2016. Pedigree: 
How Elite Students Get Elite Jobs: Princeton University Press.,  including its racial intersections 
Sherwood, Jessica Holden. 2010. Wealth, Whiteness, and the Matrix of Privilege: The View from 
the Country Club. New York: Lexington Books, Lacy, Karyn R. 2007. Blue-Chip Black: Race, 
Class, and Status in the New Black Middle Class. Berkeley: University of California Press. 
Power Elite
Congress, Interest Group 





the racial state as a web of state institutions that have the capacity to implement racial policies. 
Additionally, this view deemphasizes the role of influential actors, like the power elite, and 
elevates elite institutions like Congress, that have the institutional capacity to realize elite 
interests to the top level of the political hierarchy. However, like Mills, Mann’s sweeping 
account of state formation and the bases of social power omits discussion of White supremacy 
and racism. Nonetheless, this elite perspective is instructive for contemplating the internal 
structure of a racial state as a series overlapping networks of social interaction and organizations.  
Theoretical insights from elite theory have important implications for our understanding 
of how the racial state operates. First, elite theory reinforces that the racial state is not a single 
entity, but instead is constituted by various institutions. Second, it emphasizes that power is 
concentrated amongst elite actors and elite institutions, adding a dimension of stratification that 
is currently not present in definitions of the racial state. Third, the weight placed on 
organizations as key sites of action forces a more nuanced understanding of elite political 
institutions as racial institutions. As such, these are important social locations that mediate 
conflict, coordinate agendas, and institutionalize consensus along racial lines. Analyses of racial 
institutions within the state offer the potential to generate richer descriptions of the what racial 
state is and how it operates. Unfortunately, our knowledge of racial institutions is considerably 
limited.  As leading race scholars such as Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2015) and Elijah Anderson 
(2015) point out, we lack an adequate theory that explains the racialization of space within 
organizations. As they note, we are decades behind the work of gender and class scholars in 
thinking about how race shapes the institutional functioning of organizations. Fortunately, the 
work of feminist sociologists on gendered organizations provides a template to understand how 
institutions are similarly raced.  
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Gendered Organizations  
Beginning in the 1980s feminist sociologists advocated for a more critical approach to 
studying gender disparities in the workplaces. To this end, they moved from questioning why 
women are missing from top positions to ask instead how “the overall institutional structure, and 
the character of particular institutional areas, have been formed by and through gender”(Acker 
1992:568).  As a result of this analytical shift, feminist sociologists argued that organizations 
themselves are gendered. The concept of gendered organizations demonstrates the extent to 
which gender is a part of the formal and informal structure of an organization and influences 
action on the micro- and meso-levels. While early scholars like Kanter (1977)  highlighted the 
divisions of labor along lines of gender, later feminist scholars documented how gender is a 
constitutive element of organizations, underlies institutional logic, and is textually mediated in 
governing documents. Moreover, they also showed how gender is also a part of organizational 
culture that shapes the aspirations, spirits, and perceptions of (Duerst-Lahti 1987, Duerst-Lahti 
and Kelly 1995b). This impressive body of research demonstrates that gender is not a fixed 
characteristic defined by a numeric representation of employees hired into the organization, but 
rather, gender—including its associated norms, performance, and hierarchies—is continually 
reproduced and refashioned in work organizations.  
While feminist sociologists continue to expand the concept of gendered organizations, the 
ways in which organizations are similarly raced remains theoretically underdeveloped.  Political 
scientist Mary Hawkesworth (2003) and sociologist Wendy Leo Moore offer some insight into 
how race is incorporated into the organizational structure of leading institutions. Hawkesworth 
demonstrates the limitations of popular explanations of the inner workings of Congress and 
Member behavior such as partisanship, division of labor, specialization, norms, and rational 
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choice theories, by revealing active processes of racing and gendering in the Capitol. Her 
findings reveal that despite equal pay and autonomy of their staff, racing and gendering in 
Congress ensures that African American women in Congress do not enjoy the same power and 
influence in Congress that their White male counterparts do.  On the contrary, Black women 
lawmakers must deploy a myriad of adaptive strategies to gain legislative success. For example, 
in order to attain policy objectives African American women in Congress often accept 
invisibility by partnering with other more powerful and influential members of Congress who 
assume credit for their legislative success (2003:535). Moore, however, goes beyond interactions 
to reveal how race is absorbed into organizations through her concept of White institutional 
space. She argues that elite spaces like American law schools are White institutional spaces, 
where is racism and White privilege is reproduced through interactions, distributions of power, 
and governing logics. For example, she cites law schools’ long history of racial exclusion and the 
racist constitutive elements of American legal pedagogy. White institutional spaces are further 
maintained through daily interactions and confrontations that have historical antecedents. She 
observed how racism is reproduced daily in interactions between and among students and faculty 
through the minimization of race and racism in jurisprudence and when White students challenge 
the right of students of color to be in White spaces.  
Despite these important studies, the limited inclusion of race in organizational studies 
makes it difficult to differentiate between raced and gendered processes in organizations. 
Although Acker points out that processes that are gendered are oftentimes simultaneously raced 
and classed leading her to offer a more intersectional concept of organization as inequality 
regimes (Acker 2006), the distinction in these processes remains unclear.  Furthermore, aside 
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from Hawkesworth, there is little description of how race and gender function simultaneously in 
elite institutions.  
Hawkesworth and Moore advance our understanding of racialized spaces; however, we 
still need a more robust theory of racial institutions. First, Moore’s definition of White 
institutional space offers no significant difference from feminist sociologists’ concept of 
gendered organizations other than its being designated as a raced space. Therefore, it is unclear 
from Moore’s work if there is anything significant about how race is incorporated into 
institutional structures. Second, while Hawkesworth presents a strong interpretative methodology 
to illuminate racing and gendering, her article represents more of a guide for developing robust 
theories of intersectional institutional structures.  What the work of these critical scholars does 
do is push toward a more mechanism-based approach to studying inequality. As Reskin (2003)  
points out, explanatory accounts of how inequality occurs yield more powerful insights for 
understanding raced institutions than questions about why inequality happens, which tend to be 
harder to prove. These insights lead us to focus on the mechanisms that reproduce race and 
inequality in racial institutions as key to understanding the functioning of the racial state.  
There have been great strides in the over one-hundred-year history of the sociology of 
race. However, as Omi and Winant point out, in excavating the determinants of racial projects, 
research has primarily focused on how it is mediated by discursive or representational means, 
rather than organization forms. As such, concepts such as racial institutions remain undeveloped 
and the idea of the racial state, which in effect has a structuring and intervening role in society, 
continues to be theorized from non-sociological perspectives. Despite Omi and Winant’s pivotal 
work in this area, key questions remain including: how is race incorporated into the 
organizational structure of state institutions, how does a racialized institutional structure impact 
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action on the micro-, meso-, and macro-levels, how do racial institutions change over time, and 
what is the relationship between various racial institutions within the racial state. I advance the 
concept of raced political institutions to address these conceptual gaps through an investigation 
of the United States congressional workplace.  
Congress as a Raced Political Institution  
Congress is rarely considered a raced institution, despite the fact that race is a central organizing 
feature of the institution. As sociologist Joe Feagin writes, “the central problem is that, from the 
beginning, European American institutions were racially hierarchical, White-racist, and 
undemocratic” (2010, p. xiv). The Constitution apportioned representation in the House of 
Representatives by the number of free persons, those imprisoned, and three fifths of all other 
persons. Those “other persons” refer to those in chattel slavery, who were seen not as citizens but 
as property by the founding fathers, many of whom were slaveholders (Feagin 2010, Harris 
1993). The Capitol serves as a chilling embodiment of America’s racial caste system, as Black 
slaves contributed to building a monument to a democracy in which their presence was not 
accepted (Allen 2005, Holland 2007). In 1828, Congress banned Blacks, unless they were 
employees, from entering the grounds of the Capitol (Green 1967). Although after the Civil War 
many of these racially exclusive rules disappeared (Masur 2010) , they were replaced by norms 
and rules that established an informal racial hierarchy in the legislature and lasted until the 
1950s. Black political reporters were denied entry to pressrooms in the Capitol (Ritchie 2005), 
while Black legislative staff in the House of Representatives had to eat separately in a segregated 
dining facility, a floor beneath the dining room where Whites were served (Rudwick 1966). Not 
only did White lawmakers enshrine a system of Jim Crow segregation inside the Capitol, they 
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also used their appropriation powers to subvert federal anti-discrimination initiatives in the 
federal workforce (King 2007). 
  This history is not surprising considering that White men have held the dominant 
positions in Congress. African Americans only represent 1.16 percent of the over 12,000 
individuals elected to Congress between 1789 and 2014, and women of color have almost wholly 
been absent during its entirety, revealing how Congress is both raced and gendered. Even the 
current 114th Congress (2014-2016), which bills itself as the most diverse Congress ever, reflects 
a membership that is 80 percent White and 80 percent male.  
 Race is a constitutive element of our republic, textually mediated in governing 
documents, and exhibited by a long history of racial segregation and stratification in Congress. 
However, our understanding of Congress as a raced-gendered institution has so far been limited 
to only recognizing racing among legislators (Hawkesworth 2003). In other words, there is a 
need to explore how racing and gendering occur through all levels of the legislature. 
It is perhaps more appropriate to study legislative staff, among whom racial inequality is 
more widespread. For example, women of all backgrounds and men of color are overrepresented 
in junior staff positions but are rarely found in senior staff positions (Chief Administrative Office 
U.S. House of Representatives 2010, Jones 2015). Legislative staffers are influential actors in the 
policymaking process; they provide critical advice, guidance, and analysis to members of 
Congress and ultimately influence the voting behavior of their member (Fox and Hammond, 
1977; Malbin 1980). Although there is a basic understanding of the profiles of congressional 
staff and their work responsibilities, this view neglects the informal organization of work 
(Romzek and Utter, 1996). It is rarely contemplated how important social dynamics such as race 
and gender influence the careers and work experiences of staff despite the persistence of such 
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widespread inequality.  As Cindy Rosenthal noted, “Our understanding of institutions is 
inextricably bound to the dominant individuals who populate them” (Rosenthal 2000), and 
Congress is no exception. A sociological approach would help to reverse this trend and provide a 
more inclusive and complete portrait of the formal and informal workings of Congress.  
 
The Case: The Congressional Workplace  
In Black Capitol, I investigate the congressional workplace as a raced political institution. The 
congressional workplace represents an ideal setting to deconstruct racial institutions that exists 
within the racial state in several key ways. First and more broadly, Congress represents one of 
the most important state institutions in the American racial state. Since it is inception, it has been 
responsible for defining what race is through law, routinizing it through policy, distributing 
resources along racial lines, and mediating racial conflict. Among other state institutions, 
Congress perhaps best represents the institution where citizens most directly feel their voice can 
be heard through frequent elections and the accessibility of elected officials and their staffs. 
Although it is considered to be an embodiment of our democratic ideals, this view of Congress is 
often at odds with its racialized institutional structure. The tension that exists within the halls of 
the Capitol has made it the preeminent site of racial conflict where citizens of all backgrounds 
and even those who do not hold citizenship come to address their grievances.  By situating 
Congress as key racial institution within in the state, I by no means make any assumptions that it 
is the most influential institution within in the state. I do, however, suggest that is a key 
institution that has been overlooked in this respect. 
Second, rather than investigate the legislature itself, I study its workplace, which presents 
richer data for analysis. As Hawkesworth notes, documenting racing and gendering among 
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legislators is a difficult task, especially through quantitative methods. Of course, this task is not 
impossible. Legislative scholars have utilized as variety of methods to examine racial differences 
amongst legislators, including interpretative methods, content analysis, and roll call analysis just 
to name a few. However, these analyses present snapshots of racing and gendering in Congress 
during certain historical moments.7 These studies are further limited when there are no Black 
members of Congress serving in the institution providing an incomplete view of Congress as a 
racial institution during its entirety . However, the congressional workplace is filled with 
thousands of employees and including hundreds of Black congressional workers. Black workers 
have been employed in the Capitol since its inception, before the election of Black lawmakers, 
during their absence from the legislature. As such, focusing on the congressional workplace 
more clearly highlights the racialized institutional structure of Congress.  
Third, and similarly related, investigations of racing and gendering in the Capitol provide 
a more thorough understanding of the social constructions of race and gender. Here I depart from 
most of the literature on race and Congress that primarily confines analysis to the experiences 
and positons of minority lawmakers and the actions of White racist lawmakers (Brown 2014, 
Fenno 2003, Gamble 2007, Grose 2011, Haynie 2001, King 2007, Minta 2011, Minta and Brown 
2014, Singh 1998, Swain 1995, Tate 2003), to focus on race as a social construct.8 Instead of 
                                                      
7 A notable exception to this trend is Alvin Tillery’s longitudinal analysis of Black 
representatives’ relationship with their districts and how their foreign policy agendas is mediated 
between constituent policy preferences and their own political ambitions. Tillery Jr, Alvin B. 
2011. Between Homeland and Motherland: Africa, Us Foreign Policy, and Black Leadership in 
America. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press. .  
8 My interpretation of race as a social construct differs slightly from more widespread 
constructivist views that are likely to identify race as a product of social life (see Morning, Ann. 
2011. The Nature of Race: How Scientists Think and Teach About Human Difference. Berkeley 




using race as a variable to analyze the differences between legislators, in this analysis race is 
considered as a dynamic relationship between individuals and an active process that materializes 
benefits for Whites over non-whites both in and outside of Congress. I build upon an impressive 
body of research from women and scholars of color inside the discipline of political science, who 
have fought for decades to bring more nuanced understandings of race and gender in the study of 
Congress to the forefront. There has been much progress by women political scientists to 
consider Congress as a gendered institution that has culminated in numerous symposiums, 
articles, and edited manuscripts (Rosenthal 2002). However, our understanding of Congress as 
similarly raced remains theoretically underdeveloped and with most empirical research on how 
legislatures are both raced and gendered existing only on the state level (Brown 2014, Brown and 
Young 2015, Orey et al. 2007, Smooth 2011). 
 Fourth, through a rigorous interrogation of racial dynamics of the congressional 
workplace, it evinces how Congress is a political system unto itself. Analyses of the U.S. 
presidency often note how presidential agendas are driven and supported by a trusted team of 
advisors. As such, there is more discussion about who is in the room with the president as 
important decisions are being made. In comparison, in congressional analyses attention is mostly 
paid to lawmakers as the key decision makers, although as Salisbury and Shepsle (1981a) note it 
only through the assistance of their staff that their political agendas can be realized. As such, 
they argue that we should view individual members of Congress as political enterprises. To this 
end, the congressional workplace represents a collection of political enterprises and the 
management of such a group constitutes a complex political organization. Identifying Congress 
                                                                                                                                                                           
However, I hope to emphasize how race signifies more than identity, how it captures 
negotiations to distribute resources and organize social structures along racial lines. 
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as a complex political organization underscores how the racial inequality within it and that it is 
responsible for more broadly in society is the result of decision-making across multiple 
institutional layers. As a consequence, it moves the racial discourse beyond seeing a racist 
boogieman as responsible for disparate policies and rightfully locates action through 
organizational processes and layers, where these actors are embedded.  
Fifth, the congressional workplace exemplifies an assemblage of power networks. 
Employment in Congress is powered by homosocial reproduction and social relationships 
undergird the conduct of legislative business. Moreover, it is these same social dynamics that 
facilitate the movement of political professionals on and off of Capitol Hill and around 
Washington D.C. These social processes have significant racial implications that exacerbate the 
absence of political professionals of color in elite workplaces.  In this sense, Congress is a literal 
embodiment of Mann’s social networks of power. In this sense, elite networks of power created 
and reproduced by Congress establish a new power elite who influence the racial state in their 
various institutional capacities.  
 Despite the many analytical benefits of studying the congressional workplace it only 
comprises a small portion of the body of research in legislative studies. The familiarity of 
Congress as the federal legislature eclipses its presence as a site of work for over 20,000 
employees (The Brookings Institution 2013). Approximately two-third of those employees work 
directly for Members of Congress as legislative staff in committees and personal offices in 
Washington, D.C. and state offices. Congressional rules allow each office to operate 
independently with full discretion over hiring, salary, and promotion. In many ways, 
Congressional offices operate like small businesses with the Member of Congress as employers 
and the chiefs of staff as senior managers. While there are a number of similarities between 
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different offices in the types of positions occupied, each office differs in terms of the 
organization of work, coordination of decision-making, and distribution of power.  Typically, 
each Member of Congress employs approximately 5-10 employees in the House, and 20-30 
employees in the Senate in their Washington, D.C. office to handle legislative affairs. The typical 
structure of each office includes: Chief of Staff, Legislative Director, Communications Director, 
Legislative Assistants, Scheduler, and Staff Assistant. Senior staffers tend to be more 
experienced and older in age, while junior staffers such as legislative aides are comparatively 
younger, with average ages ranging from 20 to mid-30s. The characteristics of each 
congressional office varies greatly from one office to another; in particular, since Congress is 
such a demanding environment, there is great emphasis put on having a staff that works well 
together (Daub and Jacobson 1981).9 Therefore, the social environment of the office is strongly 
influenced by the personal characteristics and disposition of each Member of Congress. 
 Until now non-sociological perspectives have dominated explanations about how the 
congressional workplaces operates. These descriptions have mostly focused on the formal 
organization of the congressional workplace. Accordingly, there has been attention to 
understanding the role of staff (Fox and Hammond 1977, Malbin 1980, Salisbury and Shepsle 
1981a), their career structure (Henschen and Sidlow 1986, Romzek and Utter 1996), processes of  
socialization and acquisition of skill (Romzek and Utter 1997, Romzek 2000), and what drives 
staffers to leave the Hill (Jensen 2011, Salisbury and Shepsle 1981b). However, we know 
                                                      
9 Article I, Section 6, Clause 1 of the Constitution, provides Congress to establish it itself an 
independent branch of government, separate from the Judiciary and Executive branch. Congress 
has used this constitutional power to justify exempting itself from civil rights law in regard to 
employment. While Congress did pass the Congressional Accountability Act of 1995, which 
applies some private sector and executive branch workplace laws to Congress, the congressional 
workplace is unique in that Members have wide latitude when hiring staff, taking into account 
issues of party affiliation and trust.  
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considerably less about the informal organization of Congress. Inquiries into the informal 
structures of organizations and institutions are profoundly sociological endeavors. These are 
questions about how power is shaped in mostly unseen ways and requires an investigation into 
its culture and performances of everyday life.  A sociological inquiry of Congress is more than a 
study of its social life, but involves coming to understand the social determinants that structure 
the organization itself. 
I have been unable to find any study that examines the racial inequality that is prevalent 
throughout all levels of the congressional workplace. Reports from political journalists have 
provided the most extensive coverage of these inequalities. Unfortunately, these perennial 
accounts from newspapers like The Hill and Roll Call do not offer any deep explanations for the 
persistent underrepresentation of racial minorities in staff positions. Instead, these articles offer 
catchy headlines about the lack of Black staff and rely on quotes from a handful of key actors 
that in many ways do not challenge what has become an accepted truth inside the Washington 
beltway. To expand scholarly and lay understandings about the congressional workplace and the 
racial stratification that characterizes it, I offer my concept of raced political institutions.  
Theoretical Framework  
In Black Capitol, I use the term raced political institution to describe the racialized 
organizational structure of Congress and its workplace. By raced, I mean to emphasize how 
racing is an active process of racial domination that organizes labor, space, and identities along 
racial lines (Hawkesworth 2003). Although I am primarily interested in uncovering the defining 
role of race within the legislature, I do not mean to minimize the influence of gender and class. 
However, I push existing research that has until now adopted gender (Rosenthal 2002) or class 
(Carnes 2013) approaches to studying Congress to be intersectional and inclusive of race. 
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Following Acker (2006), I see Congress an inequality regime, where class, gender, and race all 
operate in intersecting and overlapping ways. Throughout Black Capitol, I draw attention to 
those intersectional moments. Also within this definition, I pay special attention to the fact that 
Congress is the center of federal legislative power. I accent how it is a political institution to 
differentiate it from other organizations that are similarly raced.  
While many of the processes that I describe will accurately characterize other elite 
institutions, I believe this distinction is warranted for several reasons. All of the individuals 
interviewed for this research who have worked in Congress describe the historical weight they 
feel as they walk hallowed halls and inhabit spaces once occupied by storied leaders. While all 
organizations have histories, some dating back centuries, not all are preserved as way to 
celebrate national history and teach about the nation’s identity. As such, those who work in 
Congress are aware of their positon in history in ways that those in other raced organizations are 
not. This awareness of the historical record is not unrelated to the fact that many congressional 
employees know that the work they do for their members of Congress will have far-reaching 
consequences. That contribution may be as small as helping a constituent navigate through the 
federal bureaucracy to secure access to a government program or it could be writing the 
legislation to establish the program itself. In many organizations the actions of employees are 
local and in political institutions like Congress that is almost never the case.  
In forthcoming chapters, I describe in depth the multiple forces that establish Congress as 
a raced political institution. However, first I will explain the essence of those elements that 
organize the formal and informal workings of Congress. Formally, race is a determining factor of 
how labor and space is organized. Ironically, many of the racial processes that shape labor occur 
informally. For example, I have been unable to find any explicit rules that ban African 
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Americans from employment in the Capitol or that specifically block their professional 
advancement. Instead hiring occurs through homosocial reproduction of elite social networks for 
both Black and White professionals. Thus it is not overt racial discrimination that blocks Black 
professionals’ mobility but discrimination in contact (Loury 2009). As we see, this deficit does 
not mean that Black employees are not a part of elite social networks, in fact elite Black 
networks bolster Black staff representation in Congress. However, what the data does indicate is 
that these networks are not powerful enough to overcompensate for such systemic inequalities. 
Furthermore, since hiring is idiosyncratic and most federal employment laws do not apply to the 
legislature, any racist actions can remain hidden. Thus, Black mobility can be blocked by simply 
not hiring Black candidates or not providing any opportunity for promotion, especially since 
there can be little recourse. Thus, on one hand, the primary way in which race structures 
congressional employment is through the lack of formalization in labor rules. This includes 
Congress’ exemption from federal workplace laws, which allowed the institution to ban 
unionization and the application of occupational healthy safety standards until 1995.  
Conversely, this is also achieved through the privatization of low wage labor. For instance, 
service employees who have protested most vigorously against discrimination and unfair 
working conditions have seen their employment outsourced to private contractors and their 
benefits decreased. I argue that this is political retribution against the most marginalized workers 
despite a political discourse that suggests otherwise.  
The physical space within Congress has been shaped by more explicit racial rules. This is 
most expressly seen when Congress banned Blacks who were not employed there in 1828. 
afterwards, however, congressional efforts to legitimize a White space were more discreet. For 
example, a 1934 congressional hearing found racial segregation was allowable because facilities 
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such as its dining restaurants were private spaces organized for the benefit of the lawmakers. 
Beyond these rules it is through pieces of congressional artwork that cover the walls and line 
corridors that construct the Capitol as a White space. These images that deify whiteness are also 
in conflict as they hang in buildings that slaves toiled to build.  
There is a history to congressional labor and space. The racialized institutional structure 
of Congress has had to adapt to changing racial ideologies and etiquettes in ways to preserve the 
racial order. As such there have been gains and concessions for Black workers throughout 
congressional history, all the while keeping Congress as a White-dominated institution.  This 
history is not forgotten. Living within Congress is its racial ethos, a spirit of past discrimination 
and present inequality that structures perceptions of the workplace and events that transpire 
within it. The racial ethos is key to understanding how race structures the informal workings of 
Congress including identity, interactions, and culture. The racial ethos acts as like a mist that is 
invisible, but perceptible as it covers the congressional complex. Inhabitants of Capitol Hill 
breathe in this racial toxicity and unbeknownst to them it becomes an indestructible part of their 
identity and effects how they interact with and as political actors. Of course, political actors’ 
identities are also shaped by being racial subjects in the American state and racial dynamics on 
Capitol Hill amplify that experience (Feagin and Sikes 1994). As such, we see how Black 
professional identities become a response to the racial landscape of Congress.  Furthermore, the 
ways in race is perceived, real or not, have material consequences that further augment Congress 
as a raced political institution.  
Seeing Congress as a raced political institution more clearly identifies its position in the 
racial state. Congress works alongside of and directs other governing institutions that collectively 
produce a White-dominated political system. This is seen in two ways. First, as a center of 
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legislative power it has created the architecture for the racial state through policy. For example, 
Naomi Mukawara (2014) traced the roots of mass incarceration through policy conversations 
spanning over 30 years in Congress. Second, through its appropriation powers it can influence 
executive departments and agencies that are responsible for implementing the racial order. For 
instance, during the beginning of the 20th century Congress subverted federal anti-discrimination 
initiatives in the in the federal workforce (King 2007). Through laws defining what race is, 
policies that support an inequitable distribution of resources, acts that punish and stereotype non-
White subjects, and initiatives that attempt to mediate racial conflict and provide a semblance of 
equality, Congress is a leading architect of the American racial state.   
In this discourse about racial domination, African Americans occupy a subordinate 
position. However, it does not mean that African Americans are powerless. In pulling their 
experiences from the margins and placing them in the center of congressional studies and 
legislative history, I choose to place Black employees in a position of strength and power. In 
Black Capitol, I reveal Congress as political institution through the experiences of Black 
workers, who in many ways, work to challenge this racial order and establish it as a more 
inclusive space. Hence the name Black Capitol, which derives from seeing Congress as a 
location of Black power.  Another way to read this analysis is to see it as Black capital. This 
perspective underscores how Black advancement is tied to the group’s economic, political, and 
social capital. As we shall see, Black social networks, which are linked to Black professionals’ 
economic positions, are key to Black mobility in Congress. Furthermore, it is these social 
dynamics that build the community of Black workers and allow them to expend from it political 
capital to challenge the racial order. Black Capitol captures a long and continuing history of   
Black elites in the federal government (Graham 2006).   
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There are some idiosyncrasies that exist within the congressional workplace that 
distinguish it from other less political workplaces. However, the experiences of Black legislative 
staff in many ways mirror that of Black professionals who are similarly embedded in majority-
White workplaces. To this end, I build upon and advance our knowledge of race in the 
workplace. In particular, I contribute to a growing literature on Black elites (Anderson 1999, 
Lacy 2007, Sherwood 2010), Black professionals’ roles in the workplace (Collins 1989, Collins 
1997, Watkins-Hayes 2009), and the adaptive strategies they use for professional advancement 
(Holder and Vaux 1998, Wingfield 2013). Through this investigation, I engage debates around 
the rise of a colorblind ideology (Bonilla-Silva 2006) and the merits of diversity and inclusion 
(DiTomaso, Post and Parks-Yancy 2007, Page 2008).  
Methods  
Data for this study were collected from 2010 to 2015 through approximately 65 one-hour 
interviews and numerous informal conversations with congressional employees.  My 
involvement with this study was preceded by more than two years of experience working in the 
House as a legislative intern for a Black member of Congress and later for a White member of 
Congress. During the summers of 2010-2013, I worked as a legislative intern and fellow for a 
Black congressman in the House of Representatives to collect a portion of these data. 
For this analysis, I relied on a combination of qualitative methods including ethnography, 
interviews, and archival materials. Ethnographic observations were key to understanding 
Congress as a social space. From observations I was able to glean differences amongst staffers 
that I could later ask about in interviews. Furthermore, the longer I stayed in the field the more I 
became known as a researcher and was able to secure interviews after field visits. As an African 
American man, I had special entrée into the community of congressional Black employees; I was 
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able to situate myself as someone with similar life experiences to better understand group 
dynamics.   In interviews, I asked respondents to discuss their tenure on Capitol Hill, including 
how they obtained each job position and to detail their work responsibilities for each position.  
Next, I probed respondents about their relationships with co-workers and lawmakers. Finally, 
interviews concluded with participants characterizing the social dimensions of the congressional 
workplace. Interviews were primarily constructed to elicit descriptive accounts of the 
respondents’ professional lives and for them to describe the processes related to employment and 
group membership (Weiss 1995). More in depth explanations of my methodology are supplied in 
each chapter.  
A snowball technique was used to recruit and interview respondents, starting first with 
my co-workers and previous contacts from working on “the Hill”, along with soliciting referrals 
from those initial contacts in order to secure additional interviews. In total, I interviewed 65 
former and current congressional employees. Participants in this study represented employees of 
different status and rank, including senior staff (chiefs of staff, legislative directors, and 
communications directors; 49 percent), mid-level staff (legislative assistants; 39 percent), and 
junior staff (staff assistants and interns; 12 percent) from various offices.  Forty-seven percent of 
respondents had worked for a Black member of Congress, also known as the Congressional 
Black Caucus (CBC) offices, while 49 percent had worked for a White member of Congress. 
Forty-nine percent (32) of the respondents were men. Sixty-five percent (42) of respondents were 
African American. This sample of African Americans comprised 35 Democrats, 6 Republicans, 
and 1 Independent.10  
                                                      
10 Over two thirds of African Americans identify as Democrats, while only 5 percent of them 
identify as Republicans (Newport 2013). 
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Overview   
Black Capitol begins with a historical overview of African Americans working in the Capitol. 
This chronology starts with the construction of the Capitol and the use of enslaved labor to build 
the foundations of legislature and spans over 200 years of legislative history. I document a long-
standing history of racism in the Capitol and patterns of racial stratification in congressional 
employment that continue to linger today. The trajectory of Black legislative workers from 
Reconstruction, the New Deal, and the Post-Civil Rights Eras does not suggest a linear 
progression to the attainment of equal rights, instead it shows that political gains are easily 
reversed and how institutional rules are used to legitimate inequality. Specifically, data shows 
that labor and space are privatized to accommodate White supremacy and usurp workers’ 
political and economic rights.  Furthermore, this historical analysis documents how institutional 
rules inside raced organizations change to reflect the current period of racialization and 
incorporate a more dynamic understanding of how raced organizations evolve. Finally, this 
chapter designates congressional dining facilities as an important site of political protest for the 
advancement of African American political rights both in and outside of the Capitol. 
Distinguishing between the different racial epochs in Congress and its evolution as a raced 
political institution, this chapter provides a necessary foundation to understand how race unfolds 
in the congressional workplace today. 
As Congress subtly changes its outward appearance with more Black representatives and 
senators serving in historic numbers and even some Black professionals obtaining entry into top 
staff positons, chapter 3 investigates why the congressional workplace continues to lag behind in 
racial representation and consistently ranks as one of the worst employers for diversity in the 
nation. Examining the career histories of legislative staff with work experience on Capitol Hill 
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between 2000-2015, I study mobility patterns between White and Black staff. Exploring how job 
seekers gain access to the Hill, seek promotions, and exit the congressional workplace elucidates 
the social processes the undergird congressional hiring.  This chapter demonstrates how 
Congress exists as a raced political institution by documenting how Black staff have more 
narrow routes for employment and must hold exemplary credentials to obtain similar positions 
than White staffers. It further reveals the intersections of race, gender, and class in determining 
the composition of the legislative workforce.  
Previous chapters assess racial stratification in the congressional workplace from 
historical and contemporary perspectives, demonstrating the ways in which race is intimately 
woven into the institutional structure of Congress. Chapter 4 analyzes how the professional 
identities of legislative staff are shaped by their location in a racialized space. Congressional 
scholars debate the merits of descriptive representation, or if constituents benefit from having a 
member of Congress of the same racial or gender identity. While there is a robust debate around 
the significance of descriptive representation among elected representatives, this question has not 
been extended to consider descriptive representation among our “unelected representatives”, 
otherwise known as congressional staff. I consider research that demonstrates the importance of 
studying the racial and gender identity of elected officials’ employees and examine how race 
shapes the professional identities of legislative staff. From interviews, I review data on how 
congressional staffers see their role in Congress. I show that there are distinct racial differences 
in how African American and White staffers perceive of their role in the legislature and build on 
Celeste Watkin Hayes’ (2009) concept of racialized professionalism. I establish the importance 
of racial diversity in Congress and show how staffers of color add diverse opinions to 
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policymaking discussions, act as interlocutors between White lawmakers and communities of 
color, and actively work to make the institution more inclusive. 
In chapter 5, we see how a racist history and persistent organization of labor and mobility 
along racial lines resonates in the everyday experiences of congressional staff through the 
legislature’s racial ethos. Throughout the day, African Americans routinely nod to one another 
in the halls of the Capitol, and consider the “Black nod” as a common cultural gesture.  
However, there is an additional layer of meaning to the “Black nod” in Congress. From the 
micro-level encounters, I observed and examined, I interpret the nod as more than a gesture that 
occurs in a matter of seconds between colleagues or even among perfect strangers in the halls of 
Congress. The “Black nod” encompasses and is shaped by labor organized along racial lines, a 
history of racial subordination, and powerful perceptions of race in the post-Civil-Rights era on 
the meso- and macro-levels. Using this interpretive foundation, I show how the nod is an 
adaptive strategy of Black staffers that renders them visible in an environment where they feel 
socially invisible and becomes an external expression of their racialized professional identity. 
The micro-level encounters I observed delineate and reproduce racial boundaries, and reveal 
Black staffers’ racial and moral worldviews. 
Finally, chapter 6 reconsiders the previous chapters, and then discusses the implications 
of Black Capitol, including what the racial organization of the congressional workforce says 
about the institution at large. I reiterate my contributions to sociology, political science, and 
African American studies and underscore how employing an interdisciplinary approach reveals 
the contours of raced political institutions more broadly. Finally, I situate this analysis in broader 




CHAPTER 2: THE RACIAL HISTORY OF THE CONGRESSIONAL WORKFORCE 
 
 
The Capitol building in Washington D.C. is an impressive sight. Situated on what is formerly 
known as Jenkins Hill, the Capitol is one of the tallest buildings in the city. Thomas Walter 
designed its iconic White cast iron dome during the 1850s, when the Capitol expanded to 
accommodate the growing numbers of lawmakers. The Statue of Freedom, designed by Thomas 
Crawford, sits atop the dome, as a powerful symbol of our federal democracy. However, it is 
only because of the ingenuity of Philip A. Reid, a Black slave, that the bronze monument exists 
as it does (Architect of the Capitol , Walton 2005). After a payment disagreement with an Italian 
sculptor hired to reassemble the statue from its mold, Reid solved the mystery that had left others 
baffled and the statue in five disjointed sections.  Reid labored for over year, seven days a week, 
and only earned $42 for his work on Sundays to assemble the Statue of Freedom. He gained 
manumission in 1862, a year before the statue was put on top of the Capitol (Allen 2005, 
Holland 2007). 
Philip Reid was not the only slave who labored to build the Capitol. Records show that 
Black laborers helped build the “Temple of Liberty” from its inception. They hauled, cut, and 
carved stone for the edifice and acted as carpenters inside (Allen 2005). Ironically, enslaved 
laborers contributed to building a monument to freedom, when they themselves were not free. 
The contradiction between the use of slave labor and American ideals embodied in the building 




For over 200 years African Americans have worked in the Capitol and served the 
legislature as laborers, custodians, cooks, and professional staff. Their experiences reveal the 
ways race has been and continues to be embodied in the Capitol itself, while also being a 
determining force for organization within its social organization. This chapter identifies five 
major racial epochs in the congressional workforce and follows the evolving status of Black 
workers (See Figure 4). Categorization of racial epochs are determined by ideologies and 
operations of race in the legislature and American society more broadly. As such, what 
distinguishes each epoch are historical shifts in the status of Black workers and the institutional 
rules governing labor and space in Congress. Furthermore, societal understandings of the racial 
hierarchy and race’s determinative role of one’s political rights, position in the labor market, and 
sense of one’s identity also differentiate each epoch (Omi and Winant 1994).  
During the slave era from 1789-1865, Black slaves toiled alongside free Blacks and 
Whites to build the Capitol and the institution of slavery dictated organizational business and 
legislative deliberations. Following the Civil War, Black citizens began to work in greater 
numbers as service employees during the Reconstruction era. After Reconstruction, White racist 
lawmakers’ implemented the Jim Crow Congress that created a rigid two-tier labor system that 
kept Black workers in menial positions and designated space along racial lines. Next, the Post-
Civil Rights period that began in 1960 and continues today captures the dissolution of a racial 
caste built over 150 years and the emergence of a new racial hierarchy that has a veneer of 
equality. Inequality is harder to see in this new racial order, where the presence of elite Black 
professionals overshadows the majority of Blacks and Latinos who are confined to subordinate 
positions. It is in this lower class of workers that allegations of racism and mistreatment are most 
common, while the dearth of Black workers in top staff positions indicate the unwillingness of 
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White lawmakers to hire candidates from diverse backgrounds. The end of the Post- Civil Rights 
era coincides with the beginning of Obama era, which will be explored in forthcoming chapters. 
Here, not only is racial inequality harder to identify, but in an era of political correctness, it 
becomes impossible to decipher individuals’ racial motivations (Jackson 2008). In many ways 
then, Black lawmakers and staffers begin to fight against the invisibility of race, although active 
processes of racing and gendering still occur. As a result, this new epoch breeds racial paranoia 
that tightens social boundaries in White spaces and solidifies the determinative role of race in 
interactions, identity, labor, and space in the Capitol.   
A historical sociological perspective evinces how the presence of racial inequality in the 
contemporary congressional workforce is not new; instead, it is a reconfiguration of previous 
racial barriers like race in U.S. society more generally. Moreover, it distills patterns from a 
disjointed historical record and pieces together the constitutive elements that establish Congress 
as raced political institution. Across various racial epochs we witness the profession of equality 
and the ironies of it not being present in the Capitol. Although we know how democratic ideals 
are embodied symbolically and structurally, this chapter aims to fill in the gap where less is 
known about how these contradictions manifest and themselves give rise to inequality.  
Black workers are not elected nor do they cast important legislative votes. However, they 
are historically important actors that are key to revealing Congress as a raced political institution 
because the presence of Black workers predates the election of the first Black members of 
Congress by almost 80 years.  Their presence continued in the Capitol throughout the nadir of 
Black politics when no African Americans served in Congress between 1901 and 1928. Black 
workers are witnesses to two centuries of racism. Their careers and experiences make it clear that 
institutional analyses of Congress that do not account for the constitutive role of race in 
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legislative history are inaccurate and incomplete. Furthermore, the history of Black 
congressional workers demonstrates the dynamism of race, where institutional rules and logics 
within Congress are constantly remade to correspond to shifting racial ideologies more broadly 
seen across the racial state (Fields 1990).    
In this chapter, I briefly describe each major era of race relations in the Capitol and detail 
how racial stratification was manifested in labor, space, and interactions. Specifically, I explain 
how race governed legislative operations and employment practices to provide a more inclusive 
and complete perspective that is necessary alongside the extant literature on how Congress 
operates. Within each era of race relations, I provide specific accounts of Black workers, who 
were employed in Capitol and whose contributions are often overlooked by both members of 
Congress and scholars. I include the biographies of Black workers, who were important leaders 
that challenged racist practices, to signal the worthiness of this community for scholarly inquiry. 
For too long their stories have been left untold and their indelible imprint on congressional 
history unknown. Including the perspectives and experiences from those on the margins of 
legislative history yields important insights into political and scholarly debates about democracy, 
citizenship, and bureaucracy. Furthermore, historical analysis reveals the importance of social 
networks and group solidarity for the professional advancement of Black workers across various 
racial epochs into today. The advocacy of Black workers establishes Congress as important arena 
for the articulation of Black rights that often was a harbinger for national debates and campaigns 
for racial justice.  Finally, excavating race from the interstices of Congress more clearly 
determines its positionality in the racial state (Goldberg 2002, Mills 1997, Omi and Winant 
1994). Congress’ existence as a raced political institution is not insular, but it works alongside 
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and directs other governing institutions that collectively produce a White-dominated political 
system.  
Archival resources, congressional records, and interviews with former Black employees 
from the 1970s-1990s provide the basis for this chapter. By no means is this chronicle of Black 
workers meant to be an exhaustive account of the racial history of Congress. For example, I am 
unable to determine the number of Black employees in each racial epoch beyond broad estimates 
that are only occasionally captured in archival material and journalistic reporting. Rather, this 
chapter elucidates the different racial epochs in Congress to document how it has evolved as a 
raced political institution and to comprehend the nuances of how race unfolds in the 
congressional workplace today. As forthcoming chapters will reveal, Congress’ racist history 






Figure 4 : Racial Epochs of Congress 
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History and Raced Political Institutions  
Although empirical research on racialized spaces and organizations remains limited (Anderson 
2015, Bonilla-Silva 2015), there is a growing body of research that has documented the ways 
that race unfolds in various organizations such as schools, workplaces, and political institutions 
(Anderson 1999, Beasley 2011, Hawkesworth 2003, Karabel 2006, Moore 2008, Wingfield 
2013). These scholars have investigated its demography, interactions, culture, and symbols, all of 
which signal unequal distributions of power in White-dominated institutions. While this remains 
an impressive body of research, missing is an examination of how raced organizations change 
over time. As the race literature points out, ideologies of race are constantly evolving and racial 
structures are constantly reconfigured (Bonilla-Silva 2006, Fields 1990, Omi and Winant 1994). 
While scholars such as Moore (2008) document how race is a constitutive element in the 
development of important institutions, less is known about how these institutions adapt to 
changing racial ideologies. A focus on the historical trajectory of raced organizations illuminates 
not only how individuals inside organizations understand and experience race, but show how 
they operationalize it across different racial epochs.  
Recent scholarship on the racialization of space has mostly focused on interactions within 




display the material consequences of racialized spaces in very tangible ways. These encounters 
reflect how race unfolds in the daily experiences of people of color and how perceptions of those 
encounters shape identity construction. However, as the literature on gendered institutions by 
feminist sociologists reminds us, gender is not only (re)made in interaction, but (re)produced 
through the organization of labor and the development of organizational logic and rules (Acker 
1992, Hawkesworth 2003, Kenney 1996, Rosenthal 2002). Investigating institutional rules, 
logics, and labor are instructive for revealing how raced political institutions change over time.  
In this chapter, I follow the resistance of Black workers to formal and informal 
institutional rules that limited their rights as employees and citizens in Congress. From these 
struggles, we glean some insight into the racial logic of White elites and how it informs their 
decisions to build and maintain a political system that supports White supremacy. These logics 
consist of how they frame and respond to Black workers’ demands for equal rights. 
Simultaneously, we learn how race is operationalized across different historical moments, 
constantly adjusted to correspond to contemporary racial ideologies. As such, institutional 
changes in raced political institutions reflect a compromise between the radical egalitarian  
imaginations of Black workers and the extent to which White elites are willing to concede power 




African Americans construct the capitol: 1789-1865. 
The Slave Era sets the standards for the contradictions that we will witness throughout the racial 
history of Congress. At the start of our Republic, professions of equality were made throughout 
governing documents and the political discourse that urged for the independence of American 
colonies. However, these were just professions, not realties.  The inalienable rights the Founding 
Fathers described did not extend to white women, Black slaves, nor to Native Americans. 
Through the organization of labor and space, the Slave Era captures how White lawmakers used 
racial subordination to build the American state.  
As mentioned earlier, slave labor was used to construct the Capitol. The most extensive 
use of slave labor was during the 1790s for the construction of the North wing of the Capitol. 
President George Washington had grand ambitions for an expansive capital city in what was then 
rural, tidal Maryland. Unfortunately, the area lacked both the human and natural resources to 
build both the Capitol and the President’s House (Lusane 2011). Whereas buildings of the time 
were made of brick, President Washington wanted the government buildings in the capital to be 
made of stone. Stone is one of the most durable building materials and it would add grandeur to 
these new national landmarks and signal the longevity of a nascent democracy (Allen 2005).  
Skilled labor was, however, in short supply, especially to meet the tight deadline for completion 
by 1800, when the federal government would officially move to Washington D.C. from New 
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York. However, Virginia and Maryland had the largest concentration of slaves in the nation, a 
source of labor that would meet the demand to complete the construction on time (Holland 
2007).   
 Records show that, from 1795 to 1801, more than 385 payments were made for 
individual Negro hire, referring to enslaved Black laborers.11 The federal government paid 
enslaved Black laborers earned $60 per year, $10 less than White laborers, and $70 per year 
toward the end of construction and the approaching deadline (Allen 2005). Enslaved laborers 
were not congressional employees; they were a contracted labor source. Slave-owners would 
receive payment for renting out their slaves to meet the labor shortage. However, slaves would 
be paid directly for their work on Sundays and during holidays and if their owners permitted they 
could use the money they earned as a way to purchase their freedom.  
 Although slaves contributed most directly to the construction of the North wing of the 
Capitol, they were involved in every aspect of construction. Architectural historian William 
Allen indicates, “they worked alongside free Blacks and Whites in the areas of carpentry, 
                                                      
11 Although no records exist of the use of slave labor after 1801 this could be an indication of 




masonry, carting, rafting, roofing, plastering, glazing, and painting” (2005:9). Slaves labored in 
sweltering heat, tormented by mosquitoes, and according to a grueling work schedule.  
 The status of African Americans in Washington D.C. was complicated during the first 
half of the 19th century, when both free and enslaved Blacks lived in the city. Washington, as the 
capital, was a symbolic representation of the future of African Americans in the country. 
Members of Congress often intervened in municipal politics to preserve the institution of slavery 
(Masur 2010). For instance, they objected to attempts to ban slavery in the city and secured the 
right for slaves to be traded there, remarkably these transactions occurred only a short distance 
from the Capitol (Green 1967, Northup 2013). There were also efforts to limit the increasing 
population of free Blacks in the city, which highlighted their status at a time when the country 
was grappling with the future of slavery.  
 Records of African Americans working in the Capitol during the early 1800s are 
incomplete. Beyond work as laborers, Blacks may have worked in service positions, like Tobias 
Simpson, a Senate messenger.12 However, there were few Black faces in the Capitol prior to the 
Civil War, especially after Congress banned Blacks from its grounds in 1828, unless they were 
                                                      
12 In 1814, Tobias Simpson worked as a Senate messenger and contributed to saving records of 
the Senate when the British invaded and burned the Capitol. Without the valiant efforts of 
Simpson and Senate Clerk, Lewis Manchen, the executive records of the first 25 years of the 
Senate would be lost.  
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there on official business.  The rights and freedoms of free Blacks were limited, most drastically 
by banning them from the halls of the Capitol (Green 1967, Masur 2010).  
From 1789 to 1865, enslaved African Americans played a pivotal role in constructing the 
Capitol, contributing to nearly every facet of construction of a lasting monument to freedom. 
However, by the 1850s there is an indication that more African Americans worked as service 
employees in the Capitol, and their numbers would increase after the Civil War (Masur 2013). 
Reconstruction and the Beginnings of the Jim Crow Congress 1865-1959 
The conclusion of the Civil War brought more African Americans to the Capitol, most 
noticeably as member of Congress. In 1870, Hiram Revels (R-MS) and Joseph Rainey (R-SC) 
became the first African Americans to serve in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives, 
respectively. There was also an increase in the number of African American congressional 
employees that reflected a shift in their status to citizens. The 14th amendment, adopted in 1868, 
granted citizenship to all individuals born in the U.S., thereby reversing the 1857 Dred Scott 
decision by the U.S. Supreme Court that declared that Blacks were not and could not be citizens. 
As citizens, African Americans could now enjoy the patronage that previously had been the 
preserve of White Americans only (King 2007, Masur 2010). Members of Congress appointed 
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African Americans to various positions in the Capitol, from bathroom attendants to Senate and 
House pages.13   
The defining aspects of the Reconstruction era is the shift to seeing African Americans as 
citizens worthy of employment opportunities in the Capitol with the right to inhabit the social 
spaces of Congress. Although African Americans’ new status as citizens and Congress’ valiant 
attempts immediately following the Civil War to promote racial equality, the congressional 
workplace was racially stratified, and Black workers rarely held positions of authority. 14 
As already noted, congressional employees are rarely included in the history of our 
legislative democracy, which tends instead to focus on the behaviors and actions of members of 
Congress to explain legislative outcomes and developments within the institution. However, the 
historical figures I highlight illuminate important dimensions of the informal aspects of 
                                                      
13 Virginia Representative Charles Porter sponsored Alfred Q. Powell as the first Black page to 
serve in the House in 1871. Chicago Tribune. 1871. "Colored Page." Chicago Tribune, April 2, 
Detriot Free Press. 1871. "A Colored Page." Detriot Free Press, April 2, New York Tribune. 
1871. "Continuation of the Ku-Klux Debate in the House-the Democrats Driven by a Colored 
Orator- Congress Expected to Adjourn About the Middle of the Month " New York Tribune, 
April 3, pp. 1, Atlanta Constitution. 1871. "First Negro Page of the House." The Atlanta 
Constitution April 5. 
 
14 George Downing represents an exception as one of the most visible African Americans in 
Congress during Reconstruction. He served as the first African American manager of the 
Members’ dining room in the House of Representatives from 1868-1876. Downing, George T. 
1887. "A Sketch of the Life and Times of Thomas Downing ". The A.M.E. Church Review April. 
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Congress, namely how it operated as a workplace. African Americans workers considered even 
menial service positions to be good jobs that provided a decent salary, an ideal work 
environment, and normal working hours. As such, many congressional Black employees became 
part of a growing Black elite; their positions afforded them the opportunity to participate in 
Black civil society (Masur 2013).  
 Kate Brown began working in Congress, first as a laundress, in 1861 and then secured a 
job as the attendant in the Senate ladies’ retiring room (Masur 2010, Masur 2013). Brown was 
more than just a service employee in the Capitol; she had close relationships with senators and 
was influential in the political circles of the Black elite in Washington D.C. In 1868, she 
protested against segregated practices on a train from Alexandria to D.C. As she was returning to 
D.C. after visiting a sick family member, train officials refused to let Brown sit in the ladies’ car. 
The altercation ended with Brown being violently beaten and thrown off the train and on to the 
platform. Hospitalized for several months and unable to return to work, Brown sued the railroad 
company for damages she suffered and for violating its congressional charter that forbade 
discriminatory practices. The incident sparked a congressional investigation in the Senate 
(Committee on the District of Columbia 1868). Upon her return to the Capitol, Brown’s 
experience was the spur for legislation that would make racial segregation in public 
transportation illegal. Brown was so well regarded that senators made a specific appropriation for 
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her salary that would have guaranteed her job security. Unfortunately, when Southern Democrats 
gained controlled of the Senate in 1878, they eliminated Brown’s name from the appropriations 
bill and fired her in the next session. 
The highest-ranking African American employee in Congress during this period was 
probably William H. Smith, who served as the House librarian during the 47th Congress (1881-
1883) (Atlanta Constitution 1883, Chicago Daily Tribune 1892, Washington Post 1903). A 
native of the District of Columbia, Smith began working in Congress in 1864 as a messenger, 
with assistance from Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner. He stayed in this position until 
Clerk of the House, Edward McPherson, promoted him in 1881. This promotion proved 
controversial among Southern Democrats who ascended to power in the House of 
Representatives. Southern Democrats tried to demote Smith, but there was strong bipartisan 
support for him among members of Congress, who called him “the ablest man possible to place 
in charge of the library” and “an authority on the questions of reference” (Washington Post 
1892). The New York Times noted that “his memory of speeches, and points made by different 
public men in debate, was remarkable” (1903). After his short tenure as House librarian, 
President Grant appointed Smith to the board of Police commissioners, and he stood with 
Frederick Douglass to oppose segregated schools within the city. 
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Informal rules governed employment practices in Congress; there was no explicit ban on 
hiring African Americans in professional positions. Instead, a patronage system operated in 
which members of Congress sponsored or appointed employees, even in service positions 
(Masur 2013). The ability of African Americans to secure patronage positions reflects how 
members of Congress saw them as an important voting constituency that they needed to support, 
especially after the Civil War. However, gains in employment often depended on who controlled 
Congress (King 2007). After Reconstruction, Southern Democrats often reversed appointments 
made by radical Republicans, as evidenced by Kate Brown and William Smith. Most frequently, 
it was through informal networks that Black workers gained employment in Congress. Family 
connections were especially important; Kate Brown obtained her position through her husband, 
Jacob, who first worked as a laborer in the Capitol, and she later used her relationships with 
senators to secure government jobs for family and friends (Masur 2013).  As shown in 
forthcoming chapters, Black professionals’ access to elite positions in Congress is still supported 
by familial networks.  
 Yet the most enduring impression of African Americans in the Capitol during the 
Reconstruction era is how their situation paralleled the opportunities for Black workers in the 
South. Even after the conclusion of the Civil War and after some African Americans had become 
Members of Congress, work remained racially stratified in the Capitol with Black workers at the 
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bottom. During Reconstruction, when members of Congress had the courage to and did promote 
equal opportunity for African Americans, Blacks were still primarily concentrated in service 
positions. Desmond King (2007) documents how, after the end of Reconstruction in 1876, 
Southern Democrats imposed racial segregation on the federal workforce by implementing 
discriminatory mechanisms in hiring and by exercising close oversight over race relations in 
federal departments and agencies. Members of Congress ensured that the federal workforce 
operated as a racial bureaucracy, a two-tier system that afforded mobility and prestige in 
professional positions to White workers and secondary employment for African Americans. 
However, contrary to racial bureaucracies in which race was explicitly linked to the rigid rules of 
professional access and mobility that governed hiring and promotion, in Congress the racial caste 
system was more informally defined.  The Post-reconstruction era in Congress symbolizes the 
institutionalization of Jim Crow segregation. A de-formalization of employment rules facilitated 
this shift from Reconstruction, during which we saw greater racial inclusion.  
 
The nadir of Black politics in the Capitol in the Jim Crow era  
When Republican Congressman George White left Congress in 1901 as the last Black member of 
his time, it ended a remarkable 32-year period when African Americans served alongside White 
lawmakers. Not until 1928, when Oscar De Priest was elected from a newly created majority 
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Black district in Chicago, was there another Black member of Congress. Between those dates, 
the only African Americans seen regularly in the Capitol would have been service employees.  
 African Americans worked as attendants, cooks, waiters, messengers, and chauffeurs. 
Remarkably, Black workers stayed in these positions for long periods, even outlasting some 
members of Congress (Congressional Record Gillesie 1946, New York Times 1983, Roll Call 
1960, Washington Evening Star 1960, Washington Star 1949). There are numerous references in 
the Congressional Record to members paying tribute to Black workers with whom they 
developed special relationships during their decades-long acquaintance. In some cases, when a 
Black worker retired, a family member would replace him or her in the Capitol (Dunnigan 
1949a, Dunnigan 1949b, Dunnigan 1950a, Dunnigan 1950b).15 However, by the end of the 
1920s, African Americans were finally able to gain professional employment in Congress.  
This period within the Jim Crow Congress is important for many reasons. While there 
were many Black workers in service positions and white lawmakers who spoke fondly of them, it 
demonstrates the difficulty to challenge the racial order. Viewing the long Civil Rights 
movement (Hall 2005, Morris 1986), we observe how Black Americans, more broadly, during 
                                                      
15 Alice Dunnigan was one first African American reporters to be credentialed in the Capitol. 
After the informal racial ban in the congressional press ended in the 1940s, Dunngian wrote a 
series of articles that covered race, politics, and power in Congress.  
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this time were continually met with violence for efforts to exercise their citizenship. Without 
African Americans in visible and influential positons, it becomes almost impossible to challenge 
the racial order. Furthermore, this quiet is not so much an acceptance of the racial order, but a 
display of the dramatic imbalance of power that was skewed toward White lawmakers.    
 
The emergence of Black legislative staff : the Jim Crow era 
Professional employees assist members of Congress in almost all facets of their legislative 
responsibilities and play a vital role as the duties of Congress continue to expand, from acting as 
a watchdog over new agencies and departments to regulating a steadily growing and complex 
society. The appointment of professional staff for members of Congress and committees is, 
however, a relatively recent development in legislative history (Fox and Hammond 1977, Malbin 
1980). Official records from the House of Representatives and Senate show expenditures for 
legislative staff did not begin until 1840s. Even then, access to personal staff was rare and 
reserved for the most senior members. It was not until the late 1920s, some eight decades later, 
that African Americans began to serve as professional staff.16  
                                                      
16 Again records of the number of African Americans employed in the Capitol across different 
epochs are limited. Congress has never collected any demographic data of its employees and 
there are only occasional reports from journalists that provide snapshots of the distribution of 
Black workers in specific years.  
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 The entry of African Americans into the professional workforce in Congress has had 
significant implications for race relations in the Capitol and the work that is done in there. 
Although Black employees were initially confined to entry-level positions, such as secretaries 
and clerks, they challenged racially segregated practices and organized together to increase their 
numbers.  African American staffers not only served their members of Congress but also acted 
on occasion as race representatives in legislative discussions, when there were no African 
American members of Congress present. Black professionals played a crucial role in illuminating 
the contradiction of democratic governance in the Capitol. While their employment is a mark of 
racial progress, their efforts to change the racial landscape of congress demonstrates the failure 
of the legislature to live up its symbolic representation.  
 From the late 1920s and 1930s onward, African Americans began to occupy professional 
staff positions, working for both White and Black members of Congress. Robert H. Ogle, a 
Cornell graduate, was probably the first African American to work in Congress as a member of 
the professional staff. Senator Francis Warren appointed Ogle to the appropriations committee in 
1929-1930 (Senate Historical Office). Black members during this time, including Reps. Oscar 
De Priest (R-IL), Arthur Mitchell (D-IL), and William Dawson (D-IL), all had Black staff.17 In 
                                                      
17 Reps. De Priest (1929-1935), Mitchell (1935-1943), and Dawson (1943-1970) all represented 
the same majority Black district in Chicago and served successive terms.  
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1937, Jesse Nichols became a document clerk to the Senate Committee on Finance. Along with 
Ogle, Nichols was one of the first African Americans to serve in top clerical positions in the 
Senate (Senate Historical Office 1994). Christine Ray Davis became the first African American 
chief clerk of a House committee in 1949, when William Dawson became the chairman of the 
House Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments (Afro-American 1950, Atlanta 
Daily World 1960, Chicago Defender 1951, New York Amsterdamn News 1950, Spraggs 1951). 
This powerful position elevated Davis to become the highest paid African American woman in 
the federal government and afforded her full access to the House Floor (Dunnigan 1950b). 
However, the vast majority of African Americans working in Congress in the early 20th century 
were still in service positions. In her 1949 and 1950 articles in Service, Alice Dunnigan found 
that one-third of the 1,500 service workers employed by the office of the Architect of the Capitol 
were African American.  
 
A fight in the Capitol. 
For most of the history of Congress, its workforce remained, with some exceptions, racially 
stratified. African American workers typically occupied lower positions than Whites in the 
hierarchy. It’s worth noting again that racial segregation in the congressional workplace was 
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never codified, only informally enforced. De facto segregation was not only the rule in regard to 
occupations, but it also governed the physical organization of space in the Capitol.  
 On January 23, 1934, Morris Lewis, the private secretary to Rep. Oscar De Priest, was 
denied service in the public House restaurant.18 Morris, who was with his son at the time, was 
informed that the restaurant did not serve “Negroes”, and was asked to leave. Incensed, Lewis 
asked to speak to the manager, P. H. Johnson, who informed him that the order came directly 
from Rep. Lindsay Warren. Warren was chairman of the Accounts Committee and had direct 
control over the House dining facilities. Having unsuccessfully searched for Rep. Warren on the 
House Floor and in his personal office, he informed Rep. De Priest about the unfortunate 
incident. The story spread across the Capitol and received attention in the national press the 
following day (New York Times 1934, Washington Post 1934). 
Rep. De Priest offered a House Resolution to investigate the incident and the 
discriminatory policies in place at the House restaurant. He gathered the signatures of 145 
members of Congress to bring the petition to the House Floor for a vote. The resolution passed 
by a vote of 236 to 114 and created a committee to investigate the incident. Democratic House 
Speaker Henry Rainey appointed three Democrats and two Republicans to the panel. Serving on 
                                                      
18  During this time, a private secretary was the highest-ranking aide to a member of Congress, 
essentially acting as what we presently call a chief of staff.  
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the panel were John Miller (D-AR), chairman, Francis Walter (D-PA), Compton White (D-ID), 
Louis McFadden (R-PA), and P.H. Moynihan (R-IL). The panel found that no discrimination had 
taken place and the House restaurant, not being a public facility, could operate as it wished. 
Minority members dissented, arguing that discrimination did in fact occur and that the House 
restaurant was a public resource, as visitors and constituents frequented the facility.  
Themes of citizenship and democracy, private versus public space, and racial equality 
permeate the testimony in these congressional hearings. Discussions of the status and rights of 
African Americans in Congress were a metaphor for larger discussions of the rights of Black 
citizens more broadly. What makes this case so compelling and important is that the right to 
secure freedom for African Americans across the nation depended on first securing basic equal 
rights for African Americans in Congress. As De Priest stated, “If we allow segregation and the 
denial of constitutional rights under the Dome of the Capitol, where in God’s name will we get 
them?”  De Priest highlights how Congress has consistently fallen short of modeling American 
ideals of freedom and equality as an institution and workplace.  
In 1921, the House passed H. Res. 254, which gave the House Accounts Committee 
control over the management and operations of the House restaurant. Whereas it previously 
operated as a concession, the new authority was supposed to increase the quality and service of 
dining in the House for members, staff, and visitors. Dining facilities in the Capitol consisted of 
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the members’ dining room (reserved for members and their guests), the main dining room (for 
members, staff, and visitors), and the grill (an informal dining area on a lower level for Black 
patrons).  
 Representative Warren, the chairman of the Accounts committee who controlled the 
dining facilities, testified that there were separate dining facilities for Black and White 
employees in the House. He stated that Black workers were provided with “The same service, 
the same food, the same waiters, the same cleanly surroundings” (p. 6).  The only concession he 
admitted was that since the dining facilities for Black workers was closer to the kitchen prices 
were cheaper because of the reduced overhead costs. Although African American employees on 
occasion ate at the public House restaurant, the informal rule was for Black and Whites to eat 
separately in the Capitol. The racial hierarchy established in Congress literally placed African 
Americans on the bottom, as their dining facility was underneath the dining area reserved for 
White patrons.  
Former chairman of the Accounts Committee, Representative Charles Underhill (R-MA), 
testified that he never received any complaints from Black workers against the segregated 
system. He did admit, however, that a conflict arose when Rep. De Priest was elected to 
Congress and White representatives refused to eat with him in the Members’ Dining Room and 
absconded for the Senate. Rep. Underhill’s extended testimony offers insight into the worldviews 
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of White elites and their contemporaneous rationalizations for segregated spaces in the Capitol. 
He testified:   
 
I have no comment to make upon the controversy which led to this hearing. That 
is another problem. It was never my problem. But I will say the arrangements 
which have been made downstairs for guests or the entertainment of guests, for 
the serving of guests, have been perfectly satisfactory. The room is scrupulously 
clean and neat, the service is prompt, the food is exactly the same as is served in 
the main dining room. 
Both Reps Warren and Underhill argued that segregation was allowable in the Capitol because 
the services rendered to White and Black patrons was the same, disregarding the psychological 
effect of eating in separate spaces. Rep. Underhill further argued that segregation was a desirable 
practice for Black workers. He stated:   
We might just as well speak plainly. I think as a rule that the colored group prefer 
to attend their own churches and to attend their own schools. They are not seeking 
the society or the company of any other group. They are sufficient unto 
themselves. My experience has always been that they are very happy in their 
attitude.  
Rep. Underhill’s testimony put blames for the segregated system on the preferences of Black 
workers and casts White lawmakers’ as dutiful and responsive democratic custodians. However, 
the testimony of Morris Lewis, who was denied service in the main dining room contradicts the 
formulations of the congressional Black community ideologies offered by Rep. Underhill. In an 
exchange with Democratic Representative Compton White, Lewis asserted his right to use the 




Mr. White: Is it your understanding that the House restaurant is run for the 
membership and their guests? 
 
Mr. Lewis. Yes. We are guests of the membership and guests of the Nation too, if 
you please. 
 
Mr. White: Under that interpretation, and under the rule of the restaurant, if you 
were to go there as a guest of a Congressman, there is no bar against you? 
 
Mr. Lewis: That is true. 
 
Mr. White: Then is there anything in your complaint? 
 
Mr. Lewis: Yes. My point is that, as an American citizen entitled to the facilities 
that are afforded to a citizen of the United States of America, I have the right to 
go into any public facility that is provided by the Nation. 
 
Mr. White: You just stated as a guest of a Congressman you have that right. 
 
Mr. Lewis: As a guest of a Congressman, but I am talking about my own right as 
an American citizen. 
 
The debate between Morris Lewis and Rep. White centered on whether the House restaurant was 
a public facility. As a senior staffer, Lewis had the right to use the dining room as a guest joining 
his lawmaker.  However, according to this conservative perspective the House restaurant was a 
private space organized according to the wishes of lawmakers. However, if the House restaurant 
was a public facility, then equal access should have been accorded to all patrons regardless of 
their racial backgrounds. Account Committee Chairman Warren argued that although outside 
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visitors patronized the dining facilities, it was organized for members of Congress. Republican 
Representative P.H. Moynihan engaged Chairman Warren on if the House restaurant was a 
public or private dining facility and if the recent interpretation of the House restaurant as a 
private space was a cover to enshrine Jim Crow in the Capitol. The exchange follows 
accordingly:  
 
Mr. Moynihan: But the fact still remains that the restaurant is patronized by White 
people, is open to the public, and there is no question as to who may be served 
when they come in there. 
 
Mr. Warren: It is not generally open to the public. 
 
Mr. Moynihan: In effect, it is. 
 
Mr. Warren: It has been more or less of a sufferance, because it has been 
absolutely impossible always to know, we have limited force there. 
 
Mr. Moynihan: But there is never any question about who comes in there if they 
are not colored? 
 
Mr. Warren: Oh, yes; they have been questioned many times; many times people 
have been told they could not be served. 
 
Mr. Moynihan: That is, if it was crowded? 
 
Mr. Warren: Yes, if it was crowded.  
 
Mr. Moynihan: But, in ordinary procedure they walk in and out, whether they 




Mr. Warren: As I have stated, that has been a permissive arrangement, under 
sufferance, more or less.  
 
As Rep. Moynihan learned through his questioning, the enforcement of the House restaurant as a 
private space was arbitrary. In practice, the House restaurant was a public space used by 
members, staff, and guests throughout the day. Former Accounts Committee Chairman Underhill 
also testified to extending the restaurant’s services because of its use as a public space. He stated 
“It should be run only for the membership of the House; but as a concession to the employees 
and to the general public, who find it a great convenience, we have enlarged the capacity and the 
function of the restaurant.” The arguments asserting the House restaurant as a private space can 
only be seen a tactic by White lawmakers to formally legitimize segregation in the Capitol and 
resist the demands of Black workers. More broadly in the racial history of Congress, this 
moment represents the initial experimentation of White lawmakers with a colorblind ideology. 
Their rationalizations around the racialization of space are framed as a matter of racial preference 
and not racial bias. As such, racial discrimination is perpetuated through a race-neutral discursive 
framework.   
The report produced by this special congressional committee reflected a split along party 
lines. Democrats voted to uphold racial segregation in the House restaurant, while Republicans 
contended that the dining facilities were a public space and equal access should be granted to 
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patrons. Although African Americans were able to eat in the White cafeteria on occasion, the 
unofficial ban remained intact until the early 1950s. Christine McCreary was one of the first 
Black secretaries in the Senate and help to desegregate the Senate restaurant when she began 
working for Senator Stuart Symington (D-MO) (Senate Historical Office 1998). These incidents 
help to convey the extent to which race organized congressional employment.  There is no major 
documentation as to how many African Americans worked in Congress during this time as 
professional staff, however, we can surmise they were few and far between. But we can more 
clearly see how racial boundaries were drawn in the Capitol with reference to who had access to 
certain facilities and who did not.19 Segregated facilities in the Capitol challenge the notions of 
Congress as an egalitarian institution and highlight African Americans democratizing efforts. 
Black staff made claims as citizens to the right to equal access to resources that Whites freely 
enjoyed. They made specific reference to their constitutional rights and asked, if they were 
                                                      
19 Segregation in the Capitol extended beyond the dining rooms; as I highlighted earlier Congress 
banned African Americans from the grounds in 1828. Masur (2011) recounts one of the first 
moments when African Americans were able to come to Capitol en masse, when African 
American minister Henry Highland Garnet delivered a speech from the Speaker’s dais in the 
House of Representatives in 1865 (49). Donald Ritchie traces the history of the Washington 
Press Corps and how Black reporters were excluded from joining White reporters in the Senate 
and House Press galleries. Ritchie, Donald A. 2005. Reporting from Washington : The History of 




unable to secure those rights in the Capitol, how Congress was supposed to support and advance 
the rights of African Americans more broadly. Furthermore, this case highlighted the particular 
social situation of African American staff and how their experiences in the Capitol differ from 
their White counterparts. African American staff serve members of Congress just as White staff, 
but their professional identity is distinct from their White peers, as they had to fight for equal 
treatment and basic rights. This racialized professional identity encompasses more than just 
advocating for a better workplace, but as we will see, it includes promoting legislative changes. 
Lastly, this event also set an unfortunate precedence in which White lawmakers privatized space 
(and labor) in response to Black workers’ demands for an equal and just workplace.  
The Jim Crow era lasted for over 80 years in the congressional workplace. During this 
epoch, the severity of racism vacillated according to the strength of White racist lawmakers. At 
the beginning of this period, White racist lawmakers removed Black workers in top positons. 
After this initial purge, there was a settling period during which Black workers were firmly 
entrenched in subordinate positions and disenfranchisement had effectively removed all Black 
lawmakers. Accordingly, there were no Black elites who could push racial boundaries and make 
trouble. This quiet was disturbed when African American lawmakers returned to Congress 
during the depression and Black workers gained access to professional positons. Moving into 
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more influential roles, African American advocated to overturn the informal racist polices that 
segregated space and that stratified labor. These efforts continued into the next racial epoch.  
The Post Civil Rights Era Congress 1960-Present  
What distinguishes the Post-Civil Rights Era Congress from earlier racial epochs is the removal 
of obvious barriers that limited the mobility of Black workers and the gradual erasure of rigid 
racial lines delineating space in the Capitol. The ascension of Black workers to professional 
positions stands as a mark of racial progress in the Capitol during the era. However, the 
bifurcation of the congressional Black community underscores how the legislature continues as a 
raced political institution—one inflected by class and elite social networks. The experiences of 
Black service workers and auxiliary employees demonstrate the extent to which labor is still 
organized along racial lines.  These changes in the stratification in the community of Black 
congressional employees are no different than what occurred in the broader African American 
community. Gains from the Civil Rights movement magnified economic, spatial, and social 
divisions within the Black community as Black professionals increasingly entered majority-
White workplaces leaving behind Black blue collar workers in precarious work situations. 
During the 1960s and 1970s, more African Americans entered the congressional 
workforce, increasingly obtaining senior staff positions. Numerous factors explain the growing 
presence of African American professionals on Capitol Hill. First, shifting racial views made it 
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more acceptable for White liberals and progressive members to hire African Americans in a 
professional capacity. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 stands out as a particularly important 
moment that raised awareness among members of Congress about workplace barriers for African 
Americans, even though Congress exempted itself from the effects of the law. The Civil Rights 
Act outlawed discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin by employers.   
This exemption prompted Sen. John Glenn (D-OH) to deem Congress “The Last Plantation,” one 
of the last places where racial discrimination in the workplace could exist. Members of Congress 
argued that including Congress in the Civil Rights Act would violate the separation of powers 
between the legislative and executive branch, as it would allow the Executive branch to interfere 
with congressional operations. Second, the increasing number of Black members in the House of 
Representatives also meant an increase in the number of Black staff, as they were likely to hire 
African Americans.20 In the context of an unprecedented number of Black members and White 
liberals and moderates, professional Black staff became more numerous. However, even as 
African Americans entered into positions of power and influence, these appointments were still 
too few. According to the Washington Post, in 1974, African Americans accounted for only 28 
                                                      
20 In 1971, thirteen Black members of Congress formed the Congressional Black Caucus, which 
was then the largest number of Black representatives to serve at one time.  
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of 900 professional positions in the Senate, approximately 3 percent. The 28 Black staffers 
identified by the Washington Post worked for White senators of both parties. 21 
  
“The Bright Young Bunch” 
In May 1978, Ebony Magazine profiled 29 Black professionals who worked in the Senate, 
describing them as “the Bright Young Bunch.” These young and ambitious senate staffers were 
often the only African Americans in their office and sometimes the first ever in their position. 
Their presence was a powerful symbol that signified how African Americans had finally gained 
access to the inner most workings of American political power and how they too were now part 
of the power elite. In 2012, the Congressional Black Associates, the leading Black staff group in 
the House of Representatives, held a special evening program titled “The Bright Young Bunch 
Revisited.” Almost 100 staffers packed the Cannon House Office Building Caucus room to hear 
Ralph Everett and Riley Temple, part of the original “Bright Young Bunch,” reflect on their 
groundbreaking experiences. Ralph and Riley were among some of the Black Senate staffers that 
                                                      
21 There was one Black member of the Senate at the time, Edward Brooke (R-MA). According to 
the Post, he did not have a Black employee at the time their study was done, but records show he 
did employ African Americans during his tenure in Congress Ebony. 1978. "The Bright Young 
Brunch on Capitol Hill." Ebony May 1978, pp. 106-11.  
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worked on the Hill during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s that I had the opportunity to interview. 22   
These participants all occupied prestigious and powerful positions, such as chief of staff, staff 
director, legislative counsel, and legislative assistant.  
The oral histories gleaned from these interviews provide a rare glimpse into legislative 
history and disclose the unique experiences of Black professionals during the first three decades 
of the Post-Civil Rights Congress. Most importantly, their narratives as pathfinders illustrate how 
the racial system within Congress evolved and adapted to a political and social context in which 
civil rights for Blacks were codified and enforced at the federal level. Their testimony reveals 
only an elite facet perspective Congress as a raced political institution during this time. As we 
see later, Black employees in low-status positions provide an opposing view for the racial 
dynamics of Congress. Yet, the evocative accounts of these senior legislative staffers serve to 
characterize a defining time in American history, illuminating the changing status of Black 
politics and the evolving power relationship between White elites and Black Americans in the 
racial state.  
                                                      
22 Interviews were conducted confidentially, and names have been altered to protect the identity 




What came across most distinguishably from interviews with Black professionals that 
worked in Congress the three decades immediately following the Civil Rights Movement was the 
level of civility that characterized the professional congressional workplace. Former Black 
staffers described close social relationships that extended across party lines, a pattern that is still 
observed today. Black Democrats, Independents, and Republicans all explained how they were 
friends with each other to demonstrate solidarity that bonded the small group of Black elites. For 
example, many former staffers described their participation in the Black Staff group. Anna, a 
legislative aide in the 1980s said, “The larger African American staff [group] included people 
who worked for Republicans as well as Democrats. For the most part, there was not any 
tension.” She continued, “Once again, this was in the eighties, a different time period, much 
different from today.” Anna also added that, “Because there were so few of us, I don't think there 
was a tension around the differences in who you worked for.” Others who worked during the 
same time as Anna described how when conservative Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas 
worked as a senate staffer, he would occasionally drop in these proceedings to again demonstrate 
the bonds of racial solidarity.  
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In these meetings, particularly in the Senate, Black professionals crafted their unique 
professional identities as racial brokers. As Ralph stated, many Black staffers during served as 
interlocutors between the White senators and the civil rights community. 23 He stated:  
Once Senator Brooke got defeated, people who were trying to get inside 
information understanding how the Congress worked, particularly in the African 
American community, came to the Black staffers. The Black staffers were 
actually fairly powerful because they had knowledge. They could help folks on 
the outside understand the system. They could help them strategize as long as they 
didn’t get crossed wires with their particular bosses. There were a number of 
people who worked in the Senate at that time who were part of this group but they 
were members in secret because they did not want their bosses to know that they 
were going to a separate meeting. So, we would meet with all the national leaders 
at the time. They would come by. They would speak. Black, White leaders just 
talking to us, getting our opinions. 
 
Their informal gatherings around lunch and coffee, were the beginnings of what would develop 
into more established groups like the Senate Black Legislative Staff Caucus. Former staffers 
recollected about their strategies to diversify the Senate workforce, share information, coordinate 
agendas, and their doorkeeper roles for civil rights organizations. The role of social networks 
                                                      
23 The Senate remains an institution with few African American Members. During the period 
when these respondents were working (1970-2000), there were only two Black senators. Edward 
Brooke (R-MA) was the first popularly elected African American senator and served from 1967 




was and continues to be an important source of social support, information sharing, and strategic 
planning (Lewis 1974). 
 Following many of the successes of the Civil Rights movement, principally with 
legislative action by Congress, there was a shift in the tactics to agitate the American political 
system by African Americans. As activist Bayard Rustin (1965) articulated in his classic essay 
“From Protest to Politics”, Black Americans would go from protesting to demand change to 
working directly with political actors and within political institutions to advance racial equality. 
Several participants spoke about being politically involved during the Civil Rights movement 
and identifying Congress as a location for them to enact political change as an employee. 
Although each respondent had a different story about how he or she got to the Hill, the former 
Black staff I interviewed shared common work experiences and aspirations about trying to 
promote racial equality and diversity within the workplace. The congressional workplace 
represented a new site in which Black professionals could work to advance racial inequality, 
particularly as influential senior staffers.  
The civility that bonded Black professionals together was linked to the bipartisanship of 
that era. Black staffers in the Senate worked for Southern Democrats and moderate Republicans.  
Participants described what would be considered unlikely parings todays, where even staunch 
conservatives hired Black staff. For instance, James Meredith worked for conservative Senator 
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Jesse Helms as a domestic policy advisor. Meredith was the first African American to enroll in 
the University of Mississippi  and participated in the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s (New 
York Times 1989).24  Surprisingly, there was little mention of overt racial discrimination in 
interviews, except from Black women who did on occasion speak about gender limitations and 
their inability to bond with White male elites in ways that Black men could. Still, their role as 
trailblazers was a position for which they were trained. Respondents described growing up in the 
Civil Rights Movement and being expected to be the generation that would integrate a racially 
divided society. The preparation and respectability that accompanied their training offers a 
powerful explanation as to why there is little discussion of racism in the interviews specifically 
because they were groomed to fit in these majority-White spaces.  
As numerous scholars note (Jacobson 2000, Layman, Carsey and Horowitz 2006, 
Theriault 2008), Congress and political parties have become increasingly partisan in recent 
decades, which has important and unexpected implications for the careers and work experiences 
of Black staffers. Contrary to today, political boundaries were more blurred and partisanship was 
                                                      
24 By the 1980s James Meredith’s political and racial worldview had drastically changed as 
evidenced by his strong opposition to integration and would no longer be considered as a racial 
liberal. This shift in part explains his employment with the conservative senator versus working 
for a more liberal senator.  
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not as strong. The loss of Southern Democrats and moderate Republicans has narrowed the 
career pathways for Black professionals in Congress.  
 As I argued earlier in the chapter, during the Reconstruction Era the gains of African 
Americans depended on support by members of Congress. In this racial epoch, Black 
employment in the Capitol again depended on the support of White elites. While the dominant 
approach to understanding the growth of Black professionals in Congress is to view it as a mark 
of racial progress, an alternative method of comprehending these changes in the racial makeup of 
the legislative workforce is to view it as a negotiation of power. In this sense, the gentility 
described by participants is not so uncharacteristically different than racial etiquette found in the 
South, on plantations and various social settings that afforded Whites and Blacks close proximity 
(Doyle 1968). To this end, White civility is not so much a mark of progress as it is an 
acknowledgment of a particular racial order that assuages concern for racial representation with a 
few highly visible appointments but that nevertheless does not eliminate the fundamental 
organizing role of race. These highly visible appointments did not necessarily equal the power 
required to influence lawmakers’ voting behavior and decision-making or to advance a racial 
justice framework.  Indeed, some participants who worked in Congress during this time said that 
they were racial tokens and admitted their limited influence. The other segment of a bifurcated 
congressional Black community, Black service employees, provides a less bright assessment of 
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the legislature and exposes the persistent role race and racism play in congressional employment 
and operations during this same time period.  
 
 “The Last Plantation” 
Although African Americans have made significant gains in obtaining elite staff position, many 
African Americans continue to work as service employees in the Capitol.  While the subject of 
this study is the status of Black legislative staff, I will focus briefly on the social situation of 
Black service employees. Their experiences show the pervasiveness of inequality in the 
congressional workplace, demonstrating how Congress has failed to act as a model employer.   
 As mentioned earlier, Congress earned a dubious nickname as “the Last Plantation” as a 
result of its exemption from workplace rights laws that the institution itself has passed 
(Baltimore Afro-American 1979, Molotsky 1988, Perry 1978, Wall Street Journal 1988, 
Washington Post 1994). These laws are meant to protect workers from discrimination and 
dangerous workplace environment, however, since executive agencies enforce these laws, 
Congress has excused itself from executive oversight to preserve a balance of powers (North 
1978). Work protections for congressional employees were not available until 1995 when 
Congress passed the Congressional Accountability Act, applying thirteen civil rights, labor, 
workplace safety, and health laws.  As a result, congressional employees now have many of the 
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same rights that employees in the private and non-profit sector have including the right not to be 
discriminated based upon race or gender and the right to sue their employer. Service employees, 
in particular, have benefitted the most from these workplace protections. 25 However, the 
application of these federal workplace laws has not benefitted professional staffers because of 
their unique relationship with members of Congress.    
 The Congressional Accountability Act marks a significant advance in the workplace 
history of Congress and signifies the culmination of two decades of protest by congressional 
employees to receive rights that other American workers enjoy. It was again in the Capitol 
Cafeterias that workers challenged their status as workers and spoke out against what they 
perceived as inequality in the legislative workplace. In 1979, Senate cafeteria workers, who were 
mostly Black and Hispanic, formed the Capitol Employees Organizing Group (Brown 1980). At 
the center of their discontent was the ability to redress at-will firings, to establish the right to 
unionize, and to create a forum to address their grievances. Cafeteria workers protested in spite 
of the relative privileges they enjoyed working in the Capitol including higher wages than 
                                                      
25 It should be noted that legislative staff are less likely to sue their employers or allege 
discrimination as it could negatively affect future employment with other members of Congress. 
Additionally, given the small size of staff and the confidentially and trust needed in a political 
workplace, Members of Congress are more likely to consider personal attributes as they 
determine how job applicants potentially fit in their offices.  
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comparable work in the District of Columbia, free uniforms, free meals (during working hours), 
and annual sick leave. In 1980, sixty percent of Senate cafeteria workers signed cards stating 
they wanted an independent union. What makes this historical case important for the present 
analysis is the unique way workers articulated their positions in the organizational hierarchy of 
Congress, drawing on the racial history of the nation and how they see their own work.  
According to a 1980 Washington Post article, restaurant workers often referred to themselves as 
“field hands” (those employed in the less prestigious eateries of the Russell and Dirksen office 
buildings) and “house niggers” (those employed in the more prestigious senate restaurants in the 
Capitol). The fight to unionize was among the “field hands”, who alleged promotions were based 
on race (Washington Post 1980). According to Dorothy Garnett who served as the treasurer of 
the union group “Whites come in and are moved up” (Kessler 1983a).  Representatives from the 
Architect of the Capitol, who employ the restaurant workers, said while they didn’t have an 
objection to unionization, they did not have the authority to grant such a request. Congress 
excluded itself from the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, again with the rationale to 
preserve the co-equal branches of the government. However, in 1978, Congress granted the 
Library of Congress, Government Printing Office, and Government Accountability Office, all 
auxiliary agencies that serve Congress, the right to unionize (Brown 1980). Despite claims that 
unionization would be interfering in the work of Congress, there is little evidence to support that 
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claim. In 1983, cafeteria workers even appealed to the International Labor Organization (ILO), a 
United Nation agency that promotes labor rights and works with governments, employers, and 
workers (Kessler 1983a). However, by the time the Senate Rules committee took action in 1983 
cafeteria workers voted against being represented by a union, by a vote of 146 to 35 (Kessler 
1983b). In 2008, the Senate voted to privatize Senate restaurants (Black 2008). 26In contrast,  
House restaurant workers formed a union in 1987, after the cafeterias were privatized a year 
earlier (Pianin 1987).  Similar to how lawmakers resolved the conflict of racial segregation in 
1934 by privatizing the House Restaurant, senators and representatives privatized labor in their 
cafeterias after workers demanded higher wages and transparency in protections. The fight for 
higher wages continues today as Black and Latino cafeteria workers employed by private 
contractors stage walkouts to protest unfair working conditions and low pay (Bowman 2015, 
Gangitano 2016a, Gangitano 2016b, Resnikoff 2015). Their protests draw attention to the 
dramatic inequality still present in Congress and the indifference of Members of Congress, who 
have abdicated their legal role as employers, as defined by Congress’ own legislation. 
 Another group of African American workers in the Capitol, Black police officers, allege 
that they are victims of racial discrimination and describe the Capitol Police workforce as 
                                                      
26 I use the terms restaurants and cafeterias interchangeably.  
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racially stratified. The U.S. Capitol Police was first established in 1821 to protect the Capitol, its 
members, staff, and visitors.27  In 1947, Congressman Claude Bakewell (R-MO) appointed 
Finest L. Gilkey, a native of St. Louis, as the first African American to serve on the Capitol 
Police (Courier 1947). 28 Almost three decades later, Arva Marie Johnson became the first 
African American women on the Capitol Police force in 1974.29 Although there were an 
increasing number of African American Capitol Police officers, they remained concentrated in 
junior positions, and were rarely promoted to become senior officers. According to a 1993 report 
by the U.S. Capitol Police chapter of the National Black Police Association, African Americans 
accounted for 29 percent of the 1,110 member force and only held 16 percent of the ranking 
positions, like chief and detective (Cooper 1993). Despite numerous efforts to remedy these 
disparities including meetings with top officers and the support of the Congressional Black 
Caucus, by 2001 African American representation among officers had actually declined slightly 
                                                      
27 Prior to 1984, the Capitol police operated as an extension of the Washington Police 
department, but now operates under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol. 
28 Two years later in 1949, two other African Americans men served on the Capitol police force.  
Reps. John Sullivan (D-MO) and William Granahan (D-PA) appointed J.H. Young and Thomas 
L. Johnson Dunnigan, Alice. 1949c. "Second Negro Named to Guard Duty in D.C." Atlanta 
Daily World August 2, pp. 1..Reps Sullivan and Bakewell belonged to the same district that has 
sizeable population of African Americans.  
29 For more information about Officer Johnson, see her 2007 oral history interview with the 
Senate Historical office. 
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to just 13 percent of ranking positions (Miller 2001). In comparison, women officers had 
proportionate representation among the general member-force and ranked positions.  
 In 2001, over 200 current and retired Black officers filed a complaint against the U.S. 
Capitol Police that alleges “continuous, pervasive and egregiously discriminatory actions” and 
work environment with “rabid animosity” towards racial minorities (Miller 2001). Similar to the 
cafeteria workers, Black officers used history to describe their current work environment. The 
lawsuit alleged that without action “the Capitol Police will continue to be a modern day version 
of a 19th Century Southern Plantation in law enforcement” (Miller 2001).30 In 2013, seventy 
Black officers amended their the lawsuit alleging racial harassment and intimidation against 
Black employees from senior-level officers.  
 According to a 2011 report from the Office of Compliance, the agency set up to enforce 
the Congressional Accountability Act, over three quarters of complaints filed come from 
employees in the Architect of the Capitol and Capitol police, 40 and 36 percent respectively. In 
addition, when employees file a complaint, they most frequently cite discrimination or 
harassment based upon a personal trait including race, age, and gender.  A possible explanation 
                                                      
30 In 1990, Black Capitol Police officers used stronger language to describe the racial hierarchy 
in the police force, urging help to stop the “apartheid” in Congress. Pincus, Walter. 1990. "Black 
Capitol Police Officers Organize for 'Fair Treatment'." Washington Post, March 2, pp. A21..  
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for the few claims submitted by professional staff, who work directly for a Member of Congress, 
could be that they are less likely report claims because it could negatively affect their reputation 
and future career options.   
The post-civil rights era sees a bifurcation in the community of Black workers. On the 
one hand Black professionals have gained access to elite positions. Conversely, with the threat of 
privatization against their racial advocacy, Black service workers are in a more precarious 
positon. We should look at this divergence as representing two sides of the same coin. The 
endurance of Congress as a raced political institution lies in its ability to be internally flexible. 
Thus, internal dynamics are allowed to shift, some power is able to be ceded, while the overall 
racial contours of institutional power remain the same. This point underscores how race 
continues to be determinant in congressional employment; however, the day-to-day role of race 
as an organizing force in the congressional workplace manifests itself differently based on the 
positions of Black staff (legislative, service, police).  In some ways the visible progress of Black 
staff actually serves  to support Congress’ image as a colorblind institution.  The paradoxical 
irony of Congress as an institution of freedom but also one of racism endures as the appointment 
of visible Black professionals and Black lawmakers allow allegations of racism to be dismissed. 
In this way it is a broader representation of how systemic racism is easily dismissed by Whites, 




Although Congress stands as the symbol of our legislative democracy, imbued with the powers 
to protect the rights of all Americans, it has, since its inception, perpetuated a racial hierarchy 
within its workforce that has limited the career opportunities of Black employees and denied 
them equal rights. The racial history of Congress commenced with African Americans working 
as enslaved laborers to build the Capitol, working throughout the year, in extreme conditions, 
with few breaks, and their remuneration paid not to themselves but to their owners. While 
Congress has made attempts to recognize the contributions of enslaved labors in building the 
Capitol, it has yet to acknowledge how race has organized and continues to shape work in the 
legislature.  
 After the Civil War, Blacks became citizens and obtained patronage positions in the 
Capitol. Following the Reconstruction era, Southern Democrats tried to eliminate African 
Americans in high status positions and maintained rigid racial boundaries in employment, 
limiting Blacks to employment in menial service jobs. During the New Deal Era, African 
Americans began to occupy professional positions in the legislature as clerks and assistants. As 
Black legislative professionals elevated in position and status, they had greater to authority to 
challenge racist practices. 
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 Racial segregation not only defines the career structure of congressional staff, but it is 
also embodied in the buildings itself.  Throughout the Capitol there are spaces that African 
Americans were excluded from including the dining facilities and press galleries. Black 
professionals fought to make the congressional workforce equal and fair. Not only have Black 
workers fought to dismantle segregation barriers, but also for the right to have workplace laws 
applied to Congress that are already in place in other sectors of employment. Although African 
American professionals continue to break glass ceilings by occupying more elite staff positions, 
party affiliation and partisanship shape the availability of desirable positions. For over two 
hundred years African Americans have worked in a federal legislature that is stratified and 
segregated by race. Both the shape and scope of the racial hierarchy in the congressional 
workforce has changed, however, vestiges of inequality still remain in the contemporary 
congressional workplace as Black professionals are underrepresented in elite staff positions and 
concentrated in offices headed by racial minorities.    
 This chapter serves as a foundation for understanding the contemporary racial dynamics 
of the congressional workforce. In the forthcoming chapters, I will examine how the 
congressional workforce is stratified and segregated and detail the processes that produce and 
reproduce these phenomena. This chapter makes an important contribution that challenges the 
depiction of Congress as our “Temple of Liberty” by chronicling the experiences of 
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congressional Black employees. While other race scholars focus on the role of Black Members 
of Congress, which is indeed vital to understanding how race and racism operate within the 
Capitol, I choose to highlight the history of congressional Black employees, especially since 
their presence predates the election of the first Black members of Congress by 80 years and 
continued during periods where there were no African American Members of Congress. 
Additionally, in their positions of influence, Black staffs use their position to advocate for racial 
equality in legislative decision-making.  Race and racism create a different set of experiences for 
Black workers in the Capitol and that is not fully accounted for in the literature of legislative 
staff. The distinct experience of African American workers in the Capitol allows for the creation 
of a racialized professional identity  
The trajectory of Black legislative workers from Reconstruction, the New Deal, and the 
Post-Civil Rights Eras does not suggest a linear progression to the attainment of equal rights. 
Instead the trajectory shows that political gains are easily reversed, particularly through an 
insidious usage of institutional rules to legitimate inequality. Specifically, data shows that labor 
and space are privatized to accommodate White supremacy and usurp workers’ political and 
economic rights. This historical analysis documents how institutional rules inside raced 
organizations adapt to reflect the current period of racialization.    
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CHAPTER 3 RACE AND MOBILITY: GETTING IN, MOVING UP, AND LEAVING THE 
CONGRESSIONAL WORKPLACE  
 
As the staff director and chief counsel of Senate Commerce Committee, Ralph Everett was one 
of the highest ranking African American staffers in Congress during the 1980s.31 Ralph’s 
appointment to this top position was an historic first in the Senate and only happened by chance. 
Shortly after finishing Duke Law school, he began work at the North Carolina Department of 
Labor as an associate attorney general. As he recounts, Ralph was a low-level employee when 
Civil Rights activist Angela Davis came to the state to protest the treatment of migrant farm 
workers in 1977. To make a positive impression on Ms. Davis, Labor commissioner T. Avery 
Nye summoned Ralph to this meeting, as one on the few Black employees in the department. As 
a result, Ralph had his picture in the newspaper with the commissioner and Ms. Davis as they 
                                                      
31 Democratic powerbroker Ron Brown, who was the first African American to serve as 
Secretary of Commerce, is perhaps the first African American to serve as a staff director of a 
Senate Committee. Senator Edward Kennedy appointed Brown as the staff director of the 
Judiciary in 1981, after the Democrats lost control of the upper chamber. However, quickly after 
his appointment he left Congress for employment in a prominent law firm in Washington D.C. 
Manegold, Catherine S. 1994. "Washington at Work; Ron Brown Re-Emerges in Halls of Power, 
and Thrives." New York Times, April 12.(http://www.nytimes.com/1994/04/12/us/washington-at-
work-ron-brown-re-emerges-in-halls-of-power-and-thrives.html?pagewanted=all).  Ralph 
Everett, however, was staff director of  a full Senate committee when his party was in power. 
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negotiated better working conditions for migrant workers. That photograph was then seen by the 
best friend of Frist Hollings, the junior senator from South Carolina, who sent the senator the 
article stating that Ralph was an up and coming lawyer who he should consider hiring if he ever 
had a vacancy. A few days later, Senator Hollings’ chief of staff reached out to Ralph to set up 
an interview. Immediately following the interview, Senator Hollings offered Ralph a position on 
his personal staff and made him the first African American lawyer he ever hired. From there, 
Ralph worked his way up and joined his committee staff, where he would eventually lead one of 
the most powerful committees in Congress.  
Like Ralph, many other Black staffers who were trailblazers in integrating the Senate 
workplace had unique stories about how they came to Congress. Black staffers from this 
generation belonged to elite social circles that often pulled them into Congress by happenstance. 
This cohort of Black professionals was among the first beneficiaries of affirmative action that 
removed barriers to access historically White-dominated undergraduate and graduate institutions. 
One the first Black chiefs of staff in the 1990s was acquainted with the children of Vernon 
Jordan, an influential advisor to Democratic and Republican presidents and a leader in the civil 
rights community in the 1980s and 1990s. After meeting with John., Mr. Jordan made a direct 
recommendation to get him a senior positon in the Senate. Many of the elite Black staffers I 
spoke with had law degrees and graduated from elite schools that helped them gain entry into 
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Congress. As Riley T. indicated, a senior counsel who worked alongside Ralph, Black 
professionals entering elite White –dominated occupations were in many ways prepared to be the 
only ones. He said, “Most of us came from backgrounds in which we were just expected to 
integrate.” Riley, who had gotten his first job through a colleague in the late 1970s and his 
second position after running into a friend a social gathering in the mid 1980s, continued “most 
of us, frankly, came from backgrounds in which we were groomed for the purpose.” Anna, who 
worked for a top Republican senator in the early 1980s and who knew Ralph and Riley, had a 
similar opinion. She said: 
 As I think of the African American staffers, many of the people who were around 
at that time were all overachievers. That is the same thing that Riley is talking 
about. I grew up in the segregated South too and went away to an elite school. I 
had a lot of good experiences. Our grooming not only prepared us for being in 
those situations and in many ways thriving in them, but also, on the flip side, 
made us more acceptable, as it were, to the people who were selecting us. 
Absent of any formal hiring policy to recruit diverse staff and only a decade way from the 
passage of the Civil Rights Act that outlawed racial discrimination in the workplace, many White 
senators hired Black elites into top staff positions, those with impeccable credentials and who 
came from political families beginning in the 1970s. During this time, the number of African 
Americans professionals working in Congress was few. In 1978, among the 1200 aides that 
worked in the Senate, only 29 were Black.  As Anna suggested during our conversation, “true 
parity would exist when you could get an average Black person to be selected for some of these 
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jobs because average White people were being selected.” Ralph Everett, who became staff 
director and chief counsel of the powerful Commerce, Science, and Transportation committee 
bragged about how he increased Black staff representation after his historic appointment. He said 
“on the committee itself, I ended up hiring eight Black lawyers, which was the largest number 
ever to work on a committee.  At one point, it was so large that Jet magazine did a story on 
Senator Hollings in terms of being the senator who had the most African American lawyers on 
his staff.” While he started a tradition of hiring Black lawyers, this also had an unintentional 
effect of increasing the credentials necessary for Black professionals to be hired on the Hill.  It is 
perhaps to be expected that a generation of African American trailblazers would come from elite 
backgrounds. However, one might also assume that this would change as the number of Black 
staffers in Congress continues to grow. However, the role of race, class, and gender are still 
influential in determining not only if Black staffers get to Congress, but the type of Black 
employees who are hired there.  
The ways in which race operate in Congress are constantly reconfigured as the legislature 
evolves and as race and racism change to correspond with governing logics and ideologies.  In 
the previous chapter, I presented the origins of Congress as raced political institution and 
demonstrated the presence of a rigid, racialized job hierarchy alongside the overt discrimination 
that Black employees faced inside the Capitol for over a century. Until the 1930s, racist White 
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lawmakers limited the career opportunities of Black employees to service positons. It was not 
until the election of more Black Members of Congress that Black employees were able to serve 
as professional staff members. The congressional workplace slowly integrated as White 
lawmakers began to hire Black staffers and as they pushed concomitantly to eradicate racial 
barriers in American workplaces more broadly with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
The 1980s and early 1990s was an unprecedented time when African Americans began to occupy 
for the first time highly visible top staff positions. This milestone of Black achievement also 
marks the beginning of race entering into the background of congressional workplace and its 
operating in more unseen ways.  
Although Congress continues to exist a raced political institution, Members of Congress 
and their staffs no longer call the legislature “The Last Plantation.” In 1995, Congress passed the 
Congressional Accountability Act, which applied thirteen civil right and workplace laws to the 
legislature and ended two decades of protests from workers demanding greater workplace 
protections. In addition, lawmakers silenced the dissenting voices of cafeteria workers, who most 
forcefully used the plantation metaphor, by privatizing dining services in the House of 
Representatives and dismantling unionization efforts in the Senate. Again, this all occurred 




Even though its dubious nickname has disappeared from newspaper headlines and formal 
discrimination has been outlawed, Congress remains a White-dominated institution. In 2006, 
Diversity Inc. (Brown and Lowery 2006) labeled the Senate the worst employer for diversity and 
noted that people of color were better represented in senior positions in the top 50 corporations 
than in the Senate. Surprisingly, political news outlets like the National Journal and Politico give 
more attention to the issue of stratification in the congressional workplace than sociologists, 
releasing yearly studies of the most influential Hill staffers and noting the dearth of senior staff 
of color. Not only are there few African American legislative employees, but also, according to 
the 2010 House Employment Survey (Chief Administrative Office U.S. House of 
Representatives 2010), Blacks and Hispanics are mostly concentrated in junior positions such as 
staff assistants and schedulers.  In a 2015 report for the Joint Center for Political and Economic 
Studies, I found that African Americans represent less than one percent of top staffers in the 
Senate. Out of the top 334 staffers in the Senate, only 3 were African Americans. In addition, 
there was only one Black chief of staff in the Senate.  Comparatively, I completed a separate 
analysis of the racial diversity in the House of Representatives which demonstrates the extent to 
which the congressional workplace is racially stratified and segregated. In September 2015, 9.5 
percent (42 out of 442 positons) of all chiefs of staff working in the House of Representatives 
were Black; however, the majority of them worked for Black Members. Approximately 86 
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percent of Black chiefs of staff worked for Black Members and 80 percent of Black Members 
had a Black chief of staff. In contrast, only 14 percent of Black chiefs of staff worked for non-
Black Members and only 1.5 percent of non-Black Members had a Black chief of staff.  
Political newspapers provide yearly attention to racial inequality on Capitol Hill and offer 
cursory explanations to a problem that has persisted for decades. While these journalistic 
accounts document the paucity of Black staffers, they do not rigorously interrogate the pipeline 
issues that limit the development of top Black staff. More clearly put, we do not how Black 
staffers get jobs and, once inside the congressional workplace, how they think about and obtain 
mobility. This chapter advances our knowledge on these fronts by charting the career trajectories 
of Black legislative staff in the House of Representatives and Senate.  
Sociologists and political scientists give little attention to racial underrepresentation in 
the congressional workplace and almost no consideration to understanding the social dynamics 
that create and maintain a racially unequal workforce. Beginning in the 1970s, political scientists 
dedicated considerable attention to understanding the bourgeoning legislative workforce 
(Kofmehl 1977, Malbin 1980). Three themes organize most research on the congressional 
workplace. First, Salisbury and Shepsle (1981a) argue that any analysis of the U.S. Congress 
must incorporate staff because they are the individuals who do most of the work. To this end, 
research along this path examines the specific contributions of staff in the policymaking process. 
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Next, acknowledging the rapid growth of congressional staff and their contributions, legislative 
scholars question the power and influence that staffers exert (Malbin 1980, Romzek 2000). Often 
referred to as unelected representatives or surrogates, political scientists try to uncover if the 
power that staffers hold usurps the democratic process and who holds congressional staffers 
accountable. Third, attention has been paid to the careers of staffers, their tenure on the Hill and 
what happens after they leave Congress (Fox and Hammond 1977, Jensen 2011, Salisbury and 
Shepsle 1981b). Some argue that Congress is training ground for the political elite in 
Washington D.C. and the time staffers spend on the Hill shapes and is by shaped future careers 
goals and political networks. 
 For over two decades, from 1980 to 2000, legislative scholars investigated the duties of 
congressional staff and their influence in the policymaking process. However, by the end of the 
1990s new research on congressional staffs slowed and attention was again redirected to 
Members of Congress, who were assumed to have the most influence in legislative decision-
making. Indeed, there are noticeable gaps in the extant literature on the congressional workplace. 
Missing from this literature is an informal understanding of how the workplace operates and 
documentation of the experiences of staffers of color (See Hawkesworth 2003; Rosenthal and 
Bell 2003). While there is considerable research examining who congressional staffers are, their 
backgrounds, their motivations for coming to work in Congress, and their future ambitions, 
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almost no research addresses the racial and gender identity of staffers. Furthermore, we know 
very little about how staffers gain entry into the congressional workplace, which has serious 
implications for distributions of power within Congress and American society more broadly. 
 The sociological literature on race in the workplace is instructive for understanding the 
social situation of Black legislative staff and how race might affect mobility within the 
congressional workplace. Workplace scholars have shown how the roles, backgrounds, and 
social networks of Black professionals can affect their career trajectories in majority-White 
workplaces. While we have long known that employees are likely to get jobs based upon who 
they know (Granovetter 1978), social network scholars have demonstrated how African 
Americans often feel excluded from the networks that are likely to be instrumental for hiring and 
promotion (Dickens and Dickens 1982, DiTomaso, Thompson and Blake 1988, Fernandez 1991, 
Irons and Moore 1985, Morrison and von Glinow 1990) and often do not have the right types of 
social ties  necessary for mobility (Ibarra 1993, 1995). In addition, Black professionals’ mobility 
is likely to be determined by how they are personally and structurally situated in the 
organizational hierarchy (Anderson 1999; Collins 1997; Durr and Logan 1997). For instance, 
Black professionals in racialized roles are likely to experience lower mobility compared to those 
in more mainstream positons. Finally, emerging research on Black elites documents how their 
academic training can steer them into specific racialized occupations and how elite credentials 
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become a specific prerequisite for Black professionals’ employment in majority-White 
workplaces (Beasley 2011; Wingfield 2013). I bridge insights from these two disciplines to 
investigate the career trajectories of Black legislative staffers.  
  For this chapter, I interviewed 42 current and former congressional staffers, including 30 
Black legislative staffers and 12 White legislative staff. I excluded interview data from interns, 
Asian and Hispanic staffers, and congressional staffers with work experiences prior to 2000. I 
oversampled the number of Black legislative employees to illuminate the contours of Congress 
as a raced political institution. To understand the relationship between mobility and race in the 
contemporary legislative workforce, I specifically investigated these data as individual cases to 
provide better insight into how Black staffers obtain jobs, seek promotions, and find employment 
outside of the Hill. Data for this chapter are from in-depth qualitative interviews and 
congressional personnel records. This chapter provides much needed empirical insight that 
demystifies the job search process in the congressional workplace and offers clarity as to how 
social networks might matter for Black staffers in comparison to White legislative staff.  With 
little to no data on the racial demographics of congressional staffs nor specific data regarding the 
community of Black staffers, there is much that we must learn about the social organization of 
the congressional workplace.  
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 Interviews were conducted with current and former legislative staff from 2010-2015. All 
participants worked in Congress since 2000, although approximately 20 percent of this sample 
began working in the legislature prior to 2000.  Among the Black respondents, all of them have 
experience working in the House of Representatives and over a third have also worked in the 
Senate. As shown in Table 1, 73 percent of Black staffers identified as Democrats and 23 percent 
identified as Republicans. 
To frame my analysis of race and mobility, I first review the various methods of how 
staffers get employed in Congress and document how social connections undergird congressional 
hiring. Compared to more formal methods, Black staffers I interviewed were more likely to 
depend on their social networks and internships to gain access to the Hill compared to White 
staffers. I then examine legislative staffers’ initial positons in Congress to understand how Black 
staff begin their tenure in the Capitol. From interview data, I found that Black staffers entered 
junior and mid-level positon at similar rates as Whites, but were likely to hold more advanced 
credentials for similar positions. Lastly, I investigate how Black legislative professionals think 
about career advancement in Congress and beyond. I found that Black staff who were concerned 
with obtaining higher salaries and more elite positions crafted specific professional identities that 
demonstrated expertise beyond race. However, race and gender strongly shaped the careers of 
Black women, who were more likely to stay longer in congressional offices once they found a 
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“good job”. This chapter illuminates how race, class, and gender shape the career trajectories of 
legislative staff. Furthermore, it demonstrates how Congress exists as a raced political institution 
by showing how Black staff have more narrow routes for employment than their White 
counterparts and how Black staff hold exemplary credentials to obtain similar positions to White 
staffers with less elite pedigrees. 
  
Table 1:  Black participants by political affiliation 
 
 Democrat Republican Independent  Total 
Black Men  10 4 0 14 
Black Women  12 3 1 16 
White Men 4 4 0 8 
White Women 3 1 0 4 
Total 29 12 1 42 
 
 
Getting on the Hill  
 
While political scientists examine the career structure of congressional staffers (Henschen and 
Sidlow 1986, Romzek and Utter 1996), the socialization of staff (Romzek and Utter 1997), the 
acquisition of expertise (Romzek 2000), and decisions to leave the Hill (Jensen 2011, Salisbury 
and Shepsle 1981b), there is little to no research that examines how congressional staffers get 
their jobs in the first place. This conceptual gap exists in spite of vast literatures from sociology 
and economics about the importance of studying how individuals earn employment offers 
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(Granovetter 1974, Rivera 2016). Furthermore, this lacuna limits our knowledge about the job 
search process and how it contributes to processes of inequality (Baron and Bielby 1980). 
Employment and workplace studies of various occupations inform us of the central role of social 
networks and culture in hiring and how those variables contribute to racial and gender inequality 
in elite workplaces (Reskin, McBrier and Kmec 1999). The congressional workplace is another 
empirical case that demonstrates the importance of social networks in finding employment. 
However, contrary to other workplaces where Black representation is hampered by weak social 
networks (Ibarra 1995), strong Black networks in Congress strengthen Black representation. This 
surprising finding not only illuminates how social networks matter differently for White and 
Black employees, but also how Black networks are reflections of elite social circles that 
comprise professionals of different racial/ethnic backgrounds acquired through educational 
institutions and family acquaintances. For Black staffers to obtain jobs on the Hill they had to be 
a part of the world of Black elites, for White staffers to gain employment in the legislature they 
did not.  
Entry into the congressional workplace occurred through three main routes (see Table 2). 
First, staffers could directly apply to work for a member of Congress after finding a job posting 
or by contacting a lawmaker directly. Second, many offices hired staffers who first served as 
unpaid interns, which in many cases offered a route to a paid position in those offices. Third, 
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potential job-seekers could bypass the formal application process and have someone that they 
knew through a professional or personal connection make a recommendation on their behalf to a 
congressional office. The majority of respondents I interviewed found employment through 
social means. For example, 70 percent of Black staffers gained employment in Congress after 
interning or through their social networks. 
 
Table 2: How staffers got on “The Hill” by race 
Table 2: How staffers got on “The Hill” by race  
 Direct Application Internship Social Networks Total 
Black  9 12 9 30 
White  5 4 3 12 
 
Without an informal knowledge of the norms and inner workings of Congress, directly 
applying for a position on Capitol Hill is perhaps the most difficult route to becoming a Hill 
staffer. First, knowledge of vacancies is not widely shared. Although most jobs are posted 
publically, senior staffers who make hiring decisions often share knowledge of vacancies with 
colleagues before publically posting as a way of controlling the number and quality of resumes 
they receive. For instance, many respondents told me how they shared news of job openings with 
their state delegations and staffers who occupied similar positons.  As a result, jobs are often 
filled before they are publically posted. Second, there is a social etiquette that governs the hiring 
process in most congressional offices. Job seekers are discouraged from hand delivering resumes 
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and directly calling offices, and are encouraged to submit resumes electronically. Third, 
applicants are rewarded if they are from the district or state for which they are applying. Early 
knowledge of vacancies gives an applicant an edge in the hiring process and may be gleaned 
through informal jobs networks. For example, many politically-progressive job-seekers learn 
about job openings through popular email Listservs like the Tom Manatos Job List created by a 
former senior staffer to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi or JobsThatAreLeft started by a former 
Democratic campaign operative.  
A senior staffer told me about how she hired staff for her incoming freshman senator, 
which comprised direct and indirect applicants. She said “A lot was also relationships, which 
goes back to who you know. We would bring in people who we knew were good people to talk 
with the senator. Some were people I had worked with prior.” She continued by indicating how 
part of her hiring was the result of targeted searches through her and her staff’s personal 
networks. She said, “I reached out to my network. Never an email blast. It was definitely going 
to people that I trusted to say ‘who do you think would be interested in working with us’. I do 
not think that we put a generic posting out.” Many senior staffers responsible for hiring, 
managing, and dismissing employees reiterated similar methods for how they found and 
recruited potential staff. Of course, sometimes members of Congress directly handled hiring and 
brought in professionals with whom they were previously acquainted. Nonetheless, Congress 
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stands out as an exceptional institution that is not burdened with the same formal requirements of 
federal law that other employers must comply with to ensure diverse and discrimination-free 
workplaces.   
Everyone had a unique story about how they got on the Hill. Some staffers worked odd 
jobs or had support from their families as the searched for jobs in Congress. In contrast, Cheryl, 
an African American lawyer had a job search process that was easier than most job seekers, who 
typically applied to numerous positions that stretched from several months to a year. Cheryl had 
aspirations of becoming a civil rights lawyer and judge before she learned about opportunities 
working in Congress through a friend. Recounting her journey to Congress, she said: 
 
I had a girlfriend who was applying for jobs on the Hill, and she was the one who 
sort of introduced me to the concept of working on the Hill. She explained to me 
the different jobs that were available, and she started sending me the job 
announcements.  And at that time, nothing was really online as it is today, so 
these are hard print outs that the Employment Office would post once a week.  
And her friend would go get them, and then, I think they were being emailed a 
little bit at the time. But really, get a hard copy of paper in Longworth and they'd 
have the job announcements on there and you could apply, or you could drop your 
resume off and they would send it out to different offices.  And so, that's how I 
found out about it.  And just by luck and good timing, I was able to get an 
interview and it went pretty well, because I was hired. 
 
Among the congressional staffers I interviewed, an equal percentage of Black staffers got onto 
the Hill through direct application versus social connections. In comparison, there was an inverse 
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relationship for the White staffers I interviewed, who relied more on direct application than 
social connections (See Table 2). Eighty percent of the White staffers who got on the Hill 
through direct applications had connections to the district they applied, compared to 11 percent 
of Black staffers.  
Internships are a common way to secure fulltime paid work as a Hill staffer and it was the 
most popular route to gain entry onto the Hill amongst the Black staffers I interviewed (see Table 
2). Senior staffers hire former interns for many reasons, but chief among them is their working 
knowledge of congressional operations and internal office dynamics. Former interns are able to 
hit the ground running as trusted members of the team and often are already adept at responding 
to the idiosyncratic needs of their lawmaker. In addition, compared to job applicants with no 
prior Hill experience, interns often have someone who can help pull their resume from the piles 
of job applications and vouch for them during the interview process. Unfortunately, the majority 
of congressional internships are unpaid, which presents an employment barrier for students from 
less privileged backgrounds who cannot afford to work for free for several months and live in an 
expensive city such as Washington, D.C. However, many of the Black staffers I interviewed 
were either paid interns or had stipends and housing support from internship programs like the 
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation.  
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Keisha began her congressional career working for her hometown congressman as a paid 
intern, a White representative. She told me how she got her first internship, which subsequently 
transitioned into a staff position many years later. She said: 
Since I was a Poli-Sci minor and I was interested in politics one of the deans of 
the Poli-Sci program stated that he thought I'd be a good fit for a congressional 
internship, so that is how I ended up on the Hill initially. Afterwards, by having 
that introduction to the Hill I was offered a job straight out of college to be the 
staff assistant that basically runs the front office, which I declined. If I were going 
to be a congressional staffer I would rather work in policy and have some type of 
substantive work, so I decided to attend grad school. By the time I completed grad 
school and law school the Congressman had left Congress. After some years he 
decided to run for Senate. I had kept in touch and by the time that he became the 
Senator their office had reached out to me and asked if I was interested in a (mid-
level) position. 
Keisha also described how she maintained her relationship with her lawmaker after she left 
Congress for graduate school. She said: 
 
 It is about staying connected. I wasn't special out of all the other interns he's had 
over the years. I always stayed in contact with his chief of staff…They got used to 
hearing from me. On my calendar I literally I had almost quarterly update to say, 
this is what I'm doing. Here is a picture, this is what I look like now. I am going to 
school and these are the things I am doing. It is not just about being in someone's 
face, because I really wasn't in his face like that over the years. It was just that, 
he'd see me and I'd see him. Every time we would see each other he would take 
time out just to say, "How are you?" People love to brag on folks, "This was one 
of my interns and she decided to turn down a job and go to law school. Who does 
she think she is?"  It always made him look good anyway. It was just one of those 
things where, I was just like the other folks, I was just like any other intern. I just 




While Keisha returned to Congress several years after her internship, many interns who are 
college seniors are hired into their offices directly after graduation. The Black staffers I 
interviewed relied slightly more on internships than White staffers, however, Black staffers were 
more likely to receive support from their member of Congress or external organizations for work 
that is typically unpaid.  
The third route to employment on Capitol Hill is through social networks and referrals. 
Throughout my fieldwork, congressional staffers constantly referenced the importance of 
networking like Keisha described. Their declarations about how to best get a job affirm an 
essential truth that politics is all about relationships. Black staffers relied on their social networks 
more than White staffers (see Table 2) and particularly were aided by Black powerbrokers who 
served as interlocutors for White lawmakers. I will further discuss the role of Black 
powerbrokers in chapter 5 when I discuss the racialized professional identity of Black staffers. In 
short, these Black professionals held close relationships with White lawmakers and recruited 
minority staffers to the Hill. As mentioned above, many former staffers cited Vernon Jordan who 
filled this role during the 1980s and 1990s as an external advisor to lawmakers. However, the 
most notable Black powerbroker that I learned about in interviews and informal conversations 
came from within Congress and was referred to as the Godmother of the Senate.  The veteran 
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staffer who I will refer to as Gloria worked in Congress for over four decades and had a 
legendary reputation for increasing minority representation in Congress.32 
Cole began his career as a staff assistant in the Senate through the assistance of Gloria. 
He met Gloria through his sister who previously worked as a Republican staffer.  Cole described 
the short encounter in a Senate hallway with Gloria that lead to his first job.  He said: 
She literally just wanted to see me. She just asked me a few questions about, you 
know, who I was and where I was coming from. Just real general stuff. Not even 
like hey do you have your college degree? It wasn’t even anything like that. It was 
just like she had my resume. We like walked like literally the stretch of the 
hallway and then she was like all right well you’re good. I’ll let you know if I 
hear anything. And literally that was the entire conversation. Like five minutes. 
Maybe even less. 
A month after his short conversation he was contacted to interview for a junior staff position in 
the personal office of a Democratic senator. Cole has had a long career on the Hill and eventually 
worked his way to becoming a legislative director for a representative. In interviews and 
informal conversations with White staffers I never heard references to anyone like Gloria or 
interlocutors that were responsible for finding job candidates positons. This evidence suggests 
that White staffers have more diverse paths to obtaining positons in Congress. Although many 
Black staffers referenced Gloria and other Black powerbrokers, these were only a handful of 
                                                      
32 Despite numerous attempts, I was unable to interview Gloria about her Senate career and 
efforts to increase Black staff representation.  
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individuals who had the power and relationships with White lawmakers to find Black 
professionals jobs. While it is enticing to argue that Black staffers have an advantage in hiring 
over White staffers on Capitol Hill due to the assistance of Black powerbrokers, these cases also 
illuminate the narrow routes that Black staffers have to access this elite institution.  
Social networks are a central theme in the literature of work and occupations that help to 
explain how individuals gain access to information about job openings and promotions, the 
formal and informal rules of the workplace, and social support (Dalton 1959, Granovetter 1974, 
Hughes 1994). Additionally, numerous studies illustrate that African Americans often feel 
excluded from these social networks that are vital to the success of many professionals (Dickens 
and Dickens 1982, DiTomaso, Thompson and Blake 1988, Fernandez 1991, Irons and Moore 
1985, Morrison and von Glinow 1990), yet there is little empirical evidence as to how network 
groups between Whites and Blacks actually differ .  While there is limited data to investigate the 
diversity of the social networks among congressional staffers, these findings illustrate the power 
of minority networks. Although many of the Black staffers I interviewed found jobs through 
other Black professionals, belonging to elite social circles or graduating from top educational 
institutions also meant they were acquainted with and helped by White professionals as well. 
Heterogeneous networks are crucial for more expanding opportunities for employees, especially 
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for Black professionals, however, workplace scholars should also examine how employers can 
support minority networks to increase minority representation.   
Contrary to earlier racial epochs in Congress, Black staffers no longer face overt 
discrimination in hiring. However, as journalistic reports demonstrate, Congress is far from 
having a racially representative workforce, especially in top positons. The Black staffers I 
interviewed relied on mostly paid internships and social connections to gain employment. This 
contrasts to White staffers who had more diverse routes for coming onto Capitol Hill and who 
relied more on formal mechanisms like direct application. While Black networks have been a 
chief reason for why Black representation has grown, these networks are too small to overcome 
decades of underrepresentation. Next, I present another dimension that reveals the racial overlays 
of the congressional labor market which reiterates that for Black professionals to gain access to 
Congress they must come from more elite backgrounds than White employees.  
 
Entering the Congressional Workplace as Junior, Mid-level, and Senior staff 
 
Junior staff 
Although Black and White staffers typically begin in similarly ranked positions (see Table 3), 
interviews reveal slight differences in the professional backgrounds of Black and White staff. 
First, Black staffers tended to have more elite credentials compared to White staff in similar 
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positons. As shown in Table 3, 50 percent of Black and White staff each began their careers are 
junior level staffers. However, 83 percent of White staffers who began their careers in Congress 
as junior staff came directly from college. In comparison, only two-thirds of Black staffers were 
hired into junior level positons from college. In addition, the remaining third of Black staffers 
had attended law school or had prior work experiences in local government and nonprofit sector 
before coming to Capitol Hill as a junior staff member. However, no White staffers had either a 
graduate degree or significant work experience upon entering these junior roles.  
Table 3: Black and White staffers’ initial position by percentage 
 
 Junior  Mid-level  Senior 
White 50 42 8 
Black 50 40 10 
 
In No More Invisible Men, sociologist Adia Wingfield (Wingfield 2013) investigated the 
careers of 42 Black male professionals in Majority-White occupations such as in law, education, 
medicine, and engineering. Wingfield’s intersectional analysis reveals how racing and gendering 
in these occupations required Black male professionals to hold more exemplary credentials to 
obtain similar positions as White men. Qualitative analysis of my interviewees provides some 
evidence to support this assertion in Congress. Kyle transitioned to working on Capitol Hill after 
he graduated from law school and began a career in corporate litigation. His father had a 
distinguished career on Capitol Hill as a staffer and instructed him to meet with staff in key 
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Democratic offices about how to get a job on the Hill. After unsuccessfully applying for mid-
level positions and turning down an entry-level positon that offered limited mobility considering 
his legal training, he was hired a junior staffer on a liberal senator’s policy team. Kellie A. began 
her congressional career as a paid Senate intern in college. After law school and briefly 
practicing law in the South, she made several trips to Washington to inquire about employment. 
Utilizing her personal networks and contacts she made while campaigning for an incoming 
senator, she secured a position as a staff assistant through the help of her mentor. Kyle and Kellie 
both benefitted from elite credentials and strong social connection to land junior positions in the 
Senate.  A more systematic evaluation is needed to fully understand the dynamics, but future 
research should investigate the education and family backgrounds of congressional staff and how 




Black and White staffers entered into mid-level positions at similar rates in the congressional 
workforce; however, in this case there was even stronger qualitative evidence that suggested 
Black staffers held more impressive credentials compared to White staffers entering at the same 
level. Mid-level staffers like legislative assistants or press secretaries are responsible for 
implementing legislative agendas and reporting to more senior staffers. Among the five White 
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staffers who entered into mid-level positons, there was a diversity of occupational experiences 
including: a political consultant, advertising executive, a teacher, a law school graduate, and a 
policy analyst. While there was a range of occupational diversity amongst White professionals 
entering into mid-level positions, 46 percent of Black staffers held law degrees. In many ways 
these Black staffers were exceptional. According to the 2010 House Compensation, only 11.3 
percent of the legislative assistants (LA), a mid-level position, hold a law degree. Jamal held a 
law degree and worked as a military legislative assistant for a Black congresswoman. Keisha, 
who I mentioned above, had stayed in touched with her White congressman that she interned 
with during college and returned to his congressional office after she finished law school as 
legislative assistant; she also mentioned how she had to negotiate for her mid-level positon with 
her senator after her chief of staff initially offered her a more junior positon.  Carla worked on 
Capitol Hill as a staff assistant before she left to attend law school and become a prosecutor.  She 
returned almost a decade later and became a legislative assistant for an incoming lawmaker. 
Similar to Black legislative employees who began as junior staffers, Black staffers who entered 
mid-level positons had more impressive credentials compared to White staffers and the trend 
toward having a law degree was further exaggerated.   
Cheryl G. had career aspirations to become a judge, however, after her judicial clerkship 
she became a legislative assistant to senior Black member of Congress.  After working for her 
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representative for two years, she was promoted to legislative counsel, although many of her 
substantive duties remained the same. Her insight into what the title change means is instructive 
for contemplating about why so many Black staffers held law degrees and what advanced 
degrees meant for them. She said:  
When they see "LA," they're like, "Okay, this is a person, this is a legislative 
assistant, a person who sorta knows the issues."  When they see "counsel" I found 
that they respond to you different. They have a different level of communication 
with you because they feel like you understand these issues on a legal level, and 
they talk to you in a way that's just a little bit different. It's a little bit more 
sophisticated.  And particularly, as a Black woman -- and I say this for -- 
anybody.  I encourage a lot of people to go to law school for that very reason.  
There's a certain level of respect that people give you off the break when they 
know that you're a lawyer, because you have a degree of professionalism and 
experience that others don't have. 
 
There are many reasons why Black professionals in the congressional workplace might hold 
more elite and advanced credentials. As previous Black staffers from the 1980s suggested it 
could be that Black staffers are ambitious and overachievers. It could also be a mechanism to 
thwart discrimination and earn respect in the workplace as Cheryl intimates. Finally, this 
imbalance could also reveal important information about the broader labor market that Black 
professionals are in.  For instance, Black lawyers could be opting out of more lucrative careers in 
legal practices for more mission-driven work, a pattern Maya Beasley (2011) observed among 
Black undergraduates in elite schools. On the other hand, with limited opportunities to practice in 
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majority-White firms, Black lawyers might turn to work in Congress and government more 
broadly, where they could experience greater mobility. The latter scenario would support broad 
findings that indicate African Americans rely on public sector employment to avoid 
discrimination in the private sector (Collins 1983). 
 
Senior staff  
In order to get onto the Hill as senior staffers, all of my respondents had to personally know their 
member of Congress or the staffer who had hiring authority. Steve, a White politico, worked on 
his senator’s reelection campaign before he joined his senator’s personal staff as a 
communications director. Sharon, a Black politico, worked as an attorney at a firm that served 
her congressman as a client, who then hired her as a district director. Finally, Debra A. had 
interviewed her future boss many times on her radio show, before she joined his staff as a 
legislative director. In all of these instances, regardless of race, respondents’ relationships with 
lawmakers were important for hiring, especially since they all lacked congressional experience. 
Participants were able to gain employment in Congress because they were already established 
experts in their fields.  
Black professionals who enter the congressional workplace have more elite credentials 
than their White counterparts in similar positions. It is unclear, however, if White lawmakers 
demand more impressive credentials for Black staffers or if White professionals with more elite 
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credentials make different career choices. However, interviews and informal conversations with 
Black professionals suggest that their credentials are not only tied to their career aspirations but 
also about earning respect in majority-White workplaces.  
Mobility and Aspirations   
During fieldwork, I observed different career trajectories among congressional staffers and in 
particular amongst the community of Black congressional employees. For instance, there was a 
large segment of Black staffers, who had long tenures in Congress, and typically who had only 
worked for a single Black member of Congress. There were also others who had obtained top 
staff positions in the offices of White lawmakers and who had generally held shorter stints in 
each office they worked in. Not only did I observe mobility between the offices of Black and 
White lawmakers and in the House of Representatives and the Senate, but there was movement 
on and off of Capitol Hill to various lobbying and consulting firms and the Executive branch. 
During formal interviews and informal conversations with staffers, we routinely discussed these 
different career trajectories.  
To make sense of these different career histories, I build upon Rozmek and Utter’s 
occupational typology of congressional staff. Based upon forty in-depth exploratory interviews 
with congressional staffers during the 104th Congress (1995-96), their seminal study stands out 
from the existing literature on the congressional workplace by documenting the social 
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dimensions of work in Congress. Prior to this study, the existing literature categorized 
congressional staffers as a homogenous group, who supported members’ of Congress political 
enterprises. Their study demonstrates how staffers have goals and ambitions of their own and 
how those aspirations drive mobility within the congressional workplace. Furthermore, their 
work illustrates the different communities amongst the behind the scenes actors who support 
legislative policymaking. Accordingly, these profiles are immensely important for understanding 
individuals who are imbued with immense power and who have little accountability. 
In this chapter, I elaborate on the preliminary profiles of congressional staffers that 
Rozmek and Utter offer. To this end, I aim to provide a more inclusive portrait of the federal 
legislative workforce and more richly describe who occupies these typologies across racial and 
gender lines. Completed in the mid-1990s, their study of congressional staffers captures a time 
when few staffers of color and women occupied top staff positions (Congressional Management 
Foundation 2001). Although Rozmek and Utter shed light on how staffers’ ambitions drive 
career choices, it is unclear how generalizable these typologies are to the community of Black 
legislative staff that I observed in the field. For instance, are Black staffers represented in the 
same occupational typologies as White staffers or are they likely to belong to different 
categories? Furthermore, if Black staffers do belong to similar occupational categories does 
racing and gendering force them to behave differently to achieve long term career goals? In this 
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section, I provide an intimate look at the various communities of Black legislative staff and their 
career aspirations. I add to Rozmek’s and Utter’s occupational categories a deeper understanding 
of how staffers act upon their ambitions and reveal the strategies and logics behind their career 
aspirations. Interviews reveal Congress as a raced and gendered workplace, where Black staffers 
mobilize specific strategies to get ahead and where they also gain power and influence from their 
connections within the community.  
Occupational Typologies and Race 
Rozmek and Utter categorized congressional staffers into four different occupational 
types by their motivations and career ambitions. First, there are loyalists, devoted staffers who 
follow a particular member of Congress. A loyalist may be someone who started on a campaign 
or worked with a representative in previous office and their career trajectory is tied to the 
political career of their lawmaker. Second and similarly related are regional homebodies, staffers 
who are attracted to politics in a particular region. Here staffers are focused on local politics on 
the state or municipal level, and often have a deep knowledge of local actors and issues. Next, 
politicos are staffers that come to Capitol Hill seeking power.  In this sense, working in Congress 
equals obtaining an important credential necessary to work in other more influential roles in the 
political arena. The intimate knowledge of Congress that a staffer gains working long hours and 
the numerous contacts accrued are seen as valuable assets for future employers and in many 
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instances are considered a prerequisite. The allure of elite positons for politicos is not solely 
about political power, but also the potential to earn a higher salary, particularly in the private 
sector. Finally, careerists are long serving legislative staff, who have developed an expertise in a 
particular policy area and who have amassed a great deal of institutional knowledge. Contrary, to 
other staffers who see their tenure on the Hill as a steppingstone, careerists are more likely to 
have long tenures on the Hill. Additionally, careerists are likely to occupy the most senior roles 
for Members of Congress and on committees. 
Based upon my data, I add a fifth category, explorers, to Rozmek and Utter’s typology. 
Interview data reveals another type of congressional staffers whose career aspirations are 
undecided. Typically, these staffers come to Congress directly from college with a budding 
interesting in politics, but lack concrete career plans. For these staffers, they do not have long-
term ambitions to work in Congress like careerists; instead, during the process of gaining policy 
and political expertise they become aware of new career opportunities and interests that 
eventually lure them off of Capitol Hill.  Similar to politicos, congressional work experience for 
explorers becomes an important credential that they use to open door in other political and policy 
professions. The diverse career paths of explorers demonstrate the value of working in Congress 
and the many ways that citizens can hold careers in government and contribute to public policy 
outside of working in the legislature and executive branch.   
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Invariably any categorization reduces the complexity of social life and the reality is that 
congressional staffers are likely to straddle two or more categories at any given time during their 
tenure in Congress. For instance, staffers who were loyal to their member of Congress or who 
were primarily attracted to local politics also resemble the traits of careerists because of their 
long tenures working for a Member of Congress or lawmakers in a given area allowed them to 
become issue experts. 
Sociological research on Black professionals (Anderson 1999, Collins 1983, Collins 
1989, Lacy 2007, Wingfield 2011, Wingfield 2013) is instructive for contemplating the 
relationship between race and the broad occupational typologies defined by Rozmek and Utter. 
In Black Corporate Executives Sharon Collins (1997)  investigated the career trajectories of 
Black professionals entering in managerial and professional occupations.  Collins distinguished 
between two different types of jobs, mainstream and racialized. She defined racialized jobs as 
“any services directed at, disproportionately used by, or concerned with Blacks (1997:29)”. In 
contrast, mainstream jobs are not concerned with any particular constituency or consumer in the 
private or public sector. Collins found that overall, racialized jobs are more likely to be 
downsized or cut, while those in mainstream positions are more likely to have their duties 
increased or unchanged. While some of the corporate executives who worked in racialized 
positions were able to transition into mainstream positions, many did not. Black executives who 
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were able to transition from racialized jobs were able to do so because they were able to find 
sponsors, many of them White, who could mentor them and teach them skills that were needed in 
other parts of the organization. While those who transitioned from racialized jobs saw their 
positions as a steppingstone, others who remained saw their positions as powerful, often acting 
as a cultural broker and conciliator on racial issues. While there are some key differences that 
distinguish the careers of Black executives from Black legislative professionals, both groups 
navigate majority-White workplaces and are likely to employ similar strategies to get ahead. In 
particular, Collins’ work reveals the importance of identifying how Black professionals are 
positioned in majority-White workplaces as a determinant of their success.  
Using Rozmek and Utter’s typology, I categorize Black staffers according to their 
professional goals and career histories. Tables 4 and 5 show how these staffers fit into these 
typologies according to their political affiliation and gender. The majority of Black staffers I 
interviewed, approximately 40 percent, were politicos. These staffers held top positions for 
Republican and Democratic lawmakers as chiefs of staff, legislative directors, and senior 
advisors. These staffers were not only responsible for implementing the legislative agendas of 
their elected officials, but in their capacities as top staffers they were also influential in creating 
and shaping the political agendas of their lawmakers. I interviewed an equal number of Black 
staffers, who would be considered as loyalist or explorers, who together make up 40 percent of 
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the Black staffers I interviewed. Loyalists worked on average for nine years for their lawmakers 
as mid-and senior level legislative professionals. Explorers held a range of junior to mid-level 
positons and had shorter durations in Congress.  Interestingly, after politicos, Black women were 
most likely to be loyalists, which stands in contrast to Black men who were more undecided 
about their career choices. I interviewed few staffers who would be categorized as careerists and 
homebodies. In this study, I primarily focused on understanding the career experiences of Black 
staffers in the personal offices of members of Congress, where there is a greater racial diversity 
than in congressional committees, which in part explains the low number of Black careerists in 
this study.  
Collins’ distinction between racialized and mainstream jobs illuminates the racial and 
gender distinctions in the occupational categories defined by Rozmek and Utter. While many 
Black staffers occupied the same categories of politicos, loyalists, and explorers as did White 
staffers, these categories have different meanings for White and Black staffers and men and 
women. Black politicos had to deploy specific strategies to get ahead and avoid placement in 
racialized roles. Black loyalists often faced stalled career mobility because they were not in 
mainstream positons, but they saw their positon as influential from the power they derived as 
cultural brokers. Finally, Black women were more likely to be loyalists in part to maintain family 




Table 4: Black participants by staffer type and political affiliation 
Black participants by staffer type and political affiliation  
 
 
Table 5 Black participants by staffer type and gender 
Staffer Type Black Men Black Women Total 
Politico 6 6 12 
Homebody 0 1 1 
Loyalist 1 6 7 
Careerists 2 1 3 
Explorers 5 2 7 
Total 14 16 30 
 
Politicos. 
Most of the most senior staffers that I interviewed were politicos (56 percent). These staffers 
created, shaped, and implemented the legislative agendas of their member of Congress as chiefs 
of staff, legislative directors, communication directors, and top staffers in committees and 
leadership offices. I categorized one-third of Black staffers and one-quarter of White staffers (see 
Tables 6 and 7) as politicos based upon their desires to increase their political and economic 
power in staff positions. Data analysis reveals key differences between White and Black staffers 
who were politicos. White politicos benefitted from prior career experience and social networks 
Staffer Type Democrat Republican Independent  Total 
Politico 7 4 1 12 
Homebody 1 0 0 1 
Loyalist 5 2 0 7 
Careerists 3 0 0 3 
Explorers 6 1 0 7 
Total 22 7 1 30 
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that enabled them to exclusively to start in mid-level and senior positions. In comparison, it was 
more common for Black politicos to work their way up within and across offices to senior 
positons and they often stayed in these roles for long periods.  
The Black politicos that I interviewed all had influence in the policymaking process and 
similar career histories. Among the thirteen Black politicos I interviewed, five served as chiefs of 
staff.  Accordingly, over a third of the Black politicos were lawyers. Among them there were 7 
Democrats, 5 Republicans, and 1 Independent. In Congress, the majority of Black politicos had 
experience working in the office of more than one member of Congress, except for two. Among 
the seven Black politicos who identified as Democrats, only two had exclusively worked for 
Black members of Congress, while the rest had alternated between Democratic lawmakers of 
various racial/ethnic backgrounds.  In contrast, among the five Black politicos who were 
identified as Republicans, four of them worked for White members of Congress.33 
Table 6:Black Seniority and Staffer Type 
 
 Junior  Mid-Level Senior  Total 
Loyalists 0 2 5   7 
Regional Homebody 1 0 0 1 
Politico 0 1 11 12 
Careerist 0 1 2 3 
Explorers  0 6 1 7 
                                                      
33 There has historically been few African American Republicans to serve in Congress and in 
recent years there has been no more than three Black Republicans serving at once.   
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Total  1 10 19 30 
 
Table 7: White Seniority and Staffer Type 
 Junior  Mid-Level Senior  Total 
Loyalists 0 3 1   4 
Regional Homebody 0 1 1 2 
Politico 0 0 3 3 
Careerist 0 0 0 0 
Explorers  0 2 1 4 
Total  0 6 6 12 
 
As mentioned earlier, Black politicos typically began in junior positions and worked their way 
up through various offices. Notably, all of the Black politicos I interviewed held mainstream 
roles, even those who worked for Black lawmakers. The data suggests that occupying 
mainstream positons in part aided their mobility to high-ranking positions. Black staffers most 
directly addressed mobility when they told me about their professional goals, what careers were 
available to them, and how they prepared for these jobs.   
Beyond occupying top staff positons in Congress, there are a number of career paths open 
to politicos off of Capitol Hill. Staffers routinely went to work in the White House or federal 
departments if their party was in executive power, or to think tanks and non-profit organizations. 
In addition, many mid-level and senior staffers aspired to work as lobbyists and consultants at 
lobbying firms and in corporations. Black staffers routinely brought up that they did not have 
same lucrative offers as White staffers to go downtown to lobby. Although many Black 
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professionals saw a change in hiring during the Obama presidency (Mak 2013), many staffers 
discussed how they were stuck on the Hill and had limited career options. The reasons why 
Black staffers and Black lawmakers might not receive these offers are complex. While offers are 
based upon staffer’s expertise and relationships, it is also affected by the reputation of their 
bosses. Staffers who work for Black members of Congress could face a disadvantage compared 
to the staffs of White lawmakers, who legislative portfolios are perceived as encompassing more 
than race. Similiarly, the offers that Black staffers receive might be limited to token roles where 
they focus on minority issues. These unique circumstances lead many Black politicos to craft a 
professional identity that made them relevant for future career opportunities.  
Jonathan is a Black politico and had over two decades of experiences working on Capitol 
Hill. He began his congressional career working in the Senate mailroom and eventually secured a 
top position in the House of Representatives that he has held for several years.   During our 
conversation he said: 
There are very few Chiefs of Staff that I know past and present, Blacks, very few 
that have gone downtown and become heads of government affairs shops or 
lobbying organizations. Unlike some of the Whites who do the same. Very few. I 
recognize that. That's what I said, I'm not blind to the history. So I know I've got 
to be relevant. I know I have to have a niche. 
 Over the course of several hours during our interview, Jonathan described the racial and gender 
landscape of Congress that informed his professional identity, work responsibilities, and how he 
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thought about his future career plans.  His understanding of a Congress as a racialized space 
closely resembles the chronicle provided in the previous chapter. Although he had no immediate 
plans to leave his positon as a chief of staff to a powerful democratic lawmaker, he prepared 
himself for future opportunities. To this end, this meant on top of his duties as chief of staff that 
he needed to still maintain a legislative portfolio like mid-level staff, something that he said 
White chiefs of staff didn’t have to worry about as much. He said “I can run this office in my 
sleep, pretty much, now.” He continued, “I’m not saying there aren't challenges…The real hard 
part is being relevant, knowing what's on the floor still, knowing what's out there that may or 
may not happen.” Jonathan suggested that he not only needed to know the right people, but he 
had to have an expertise to get ahead.  He went on to discuss how incumbency and “safe seats” 
allowed members of Congress and their staff to take a more “relaxed” role to governing and the 
negative implications it had for getting ahead and in particular for Black senior staffers in 
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) offices.   Jonathan continued reaffirming how he needed to 
be prepared and relevant to get ahead, advice that he has followed since he was a junior staffer. 
He said:  
So, again, I'm trying to be relevant. And I'm also preparing myself for the next 
step. You know, just as I was preparing myself with the mailroom for hopefully 
that legislative job. The moment I stop and just keep looking in the mirror seeing 
how cool it is, that's when I'm in trouble. And so many others, from the Black 
perspective, it's another thing that people really don't realize. They don't see that. 
I’m thinking of all the CBC members who are left and where their Chiefs of Staff 
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went. But very few have successful careers downtown…Very few. And I know 
that. And, listen, the same could be said could be said on the White side. I think it 
is. But, you know, I always tell people, "But they've got a deeper network. 
They've got a deeper potential. We are still limited. I don't care what people-- 
want to admit it or not. We are still limited in what we can do and where we go. 
 
Jonathan illustrates how a racialized role in Congress is inclusive of what issues one covers and 
for whom one works.  As he discussed, he believes Black chiefs of staff for Black members had 
to work harder to be relevant and fight against the negative stigma of working for a Black 
member of Congress. Additionally, he argues that there are limited career choices for Black 
professionals who are seeking employment off of Capitol Hill. In short, he synthesizes the 
difference between White politicos and Black politicos. While they have similar roles and power, 
Black politicos have to behave different and developed alternative and more rigorous strategies 
to get ahead. Jonathan’s characterizations of those who know the reality confronting Black 
professionals in Congress and those who do not is a distinction between Black politicos and 
loyalists that I will discuss in the next section.  
 Cole, who I mentioned earlier, articulated the constraints Black politicos faced in another 
way. He said “The challenge of the Black staffer is to be effective for your boss and retain both 
the credibility and marketability to the private sector and for other government positions.” What 
Cole essentially described in our interview is that for Black staffers who wanted to progress they 
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would need to be skilled in not appearing too Black and if they did they would face limited 
mobility in White-dominated workplaces. He expanded on that comment saying: 
In a political environment where economic returns really dominate the rhetorical 
agenda [and] the priorities of members of Congress and Executive, one can find 
themselves marginalized rather quickly if they are advocating for disparate 
communities – for investment in disparate communities where the economic 
return isn’t necessarily immediate. If I walk in and I am a firebrand in a room 
about WIC [Women] or I am a firebrand in the room about, you know, minority-
owned businesses, people are going to look at me like, you know, there you go. 
He’s just advocating – he only sees that one Black – the African American 
agenda. And that doesn’t play. It just doesn’t. 
The scenarios that Cole described are not too different from encounters Black professionals face 
more broadly in a variety of majority-White workplaces. In Congress, politicos are some of the 
most powerful staffers involved in policymaking, however, the ways in which Black and White 
politicos arrive at that power are different. Black politicos tended to work their way up from 
junior and mid-level positons to senior roles compared to White staffers who entered in more 
advanced positons. Once there, Black politicos had to worry about constructing their identity in 
such a way to retain marketability for future career opportunities outside of Congress. Chapter 4 
will examine more fully how Black staffers construct a racialized professional identity. However, 
what distinguishes politicos from other staffer types is how their power is rewarded and 
compensated off The Hill. Black politicos’ ability to succeed in mainstream positons allowed 





Loyalists are tied to the political ambitions of their Members of Congress and often only believe 
in their lawmaker’s political vision. To this end, loyalists are less likely to change offices in 
Congress. Overall, Black and White respondents worked on average in 1.9 and 1.5 congressional 
offices, respectively, during their tenures on the Hill, compared to an average of 1.2 and 1 offices 
for Black and White loyalists, respectively.  For Black and White staff, loyalists tended to be 
women; six out of seven Black loyalists were women. In numerous interviews, Black women 
explained that they stayed committed to their lawmakers because their offices offered a flexible 
work schedule that allowed them to take care of their family responsibilities, including raising 
their children.  For example, Kelly worked as a lobbyist before being recruited as top staffer for a 
Republican. She said “I have 2 kids, and I won’t ask permission to be the mom I need to be.”  
She continued, “I’m going to give you 150 percent because that’s just my nature, but I need the 
flexibility to be able to be a mom without asking.” She worked for her Member of Congress for 7 
years as a senior staffer. In another interview with Carol, who worked for her boss for over a 
decade, she explained her dedication to her lawmaker by describing her vision of the millions of 
Americans who would benefit from her congressman’s legislation. Later, she began to cry as she 
recounted when her boss gave her time off after numerous deaths in her family. She said “I don’t 
think another office would be as understanding and compassionate. In another office I would 
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have gotten about 5 days. But the Rep understands personal situations.” Finally, Cynthia, who 
worked in Congress for over two decades, discussed how older Black members of Congress 
came from the Civil Rights movements and how they were sympathetic to single mothers and 
their obligations to their families.   
Understanding the career paths of loyalists often required more critical assessments of 
what respondents said in interviews. While Kelly worked for a two White representatives, Carol 
and Cynthia were loyal to their Black representatives. Another explanation for why Carol and 
Cynthia stayed in their offices for such long periods is because they did not receive better offers 
of employment. Compared to Kelly who had traditional forms of power as a chief of staff to 
White representatives, Carol and Cynthia had power through their informal connections, 
particularly tied to the Black congressional community, which is not as easily as transferable to 
positions in other elite political workplaces. Their stalled mobility is tied to their positions in 
racialized jobs and in racialized spaces working for Black Members. Similarly, if Black loyalists 
chose to leave their congressional office they would have to deploy strategies similar to Black 
politicos to remain attractive to future employers. Black loyalists’ different career outlook 
allowed them to stand out in the field and they did not adhere to the traditional rules of 
professionalization in terms of appearance. While Black politicos sought power and influence, 
Black loyalists were committed to their member and more importantly saw their positions as 
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secure jobs. Politicos remind of us how the Capitol is the seat of federal legislative power, but 
loyalists also demonstrate how government is also used for patronage and stable employment for 
supporters. 
 The divergent outlooks, presentations, and career trajectories between Black politicos and 
loyalists resemble the dichotomy that sociologist Elijah Anderson (1999) observed between 
Black professionals in a majority-White financial services corporation . Utilizing Erving 
Goffman’s concept of stigma, Anderson documented how Black executives strategize and 
negotiate to carefully balance their professional identity, appealing to the White corporate 
culture, but yet still maintaining a Black identity. Distinguishing between two groups of African 
Americans, he categorized Black employees as either belonging to the core own or the 
peripheral own. Anderson writes, 
 “The core own may be identified as those Blacks who have recently emerged 
from traditional segregated Black communities or who maintain a strongly 
expressed or a racially particularistic sense of identity, while the peripheral own 
are often the products of less racially isolated backgrounds and tend to be more 
universalistic in outlook (P.10).”  
 
Black executives portrayed characteristics associated with belonging to the peripheral own, with 
prestigious educational credentials, professional dress, and their interaction with Whites outside 
of the workplace. Key to the success of Black executives is their ability to distance themselves 
from the core own by holding a cosmopolitan disposition and colorblind attitudes. Similarly, in 
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Congress, Black loyalists resembled characteristics of the core own, who had a strong sense of 
racial identity and whose appearance did not always appeal to the dominant White political 
culture in the legislature.  Again, Black loyalists found satisfaction from their racial identity and 
derived power from their connections within the community. Contrary to Anderson, I found little 
evidence of the social distancing between loyalists and politicos or among the core and 
peripheral own, which I will more fully examine in forthcoming chapters. Nonetheless, Black 
loyalists who resembled the core own suffered in career advancement in part because of their 
unwillingness to appeal to the dominant White political culture.  
 
Explorers  
Compared to loyalists and politicos, who had more defined outlooks on their careers, explorers 
arrived at Congress more uncertain about their future career objectives. For most explorers 
working in Congress was their first job, which helps to explain some of their career ambivalence. 
Many staffers I spoke with often referred to Congress, and particularly the House of 
Representatives, as a college campus because of its fraternal atmosphere. Similarly, many 
staffers looked to Congress as an institution that would extend their general education and build 
upon their political interests. Compared to Black loyalists, who tended to be women, men made 
up 70 percent of Black undecideds.  
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Corey L., a White staffer who I mentioned above, began work with his hometown 
congressman in a junior staff position.  Corey then was promoted to a mid-level position to do 
communications and legislative work. During his tenure, he developed an expertise in finance as 
his member of Congress and other lawmakers tried to develop a legislative remedy to the 2008 
financial crisis. Corey left Congress to attend law school and then became a financial regulator 
with a government entity based upon in part the expertise he developed in Congress.  
Willie L, a Black undecided who worked for a Black and White member of Congress 
began as junior staff and left Congress to attend law school. Although he had always had an 
interest in attending law school, he said, his time in Congress allowed him to focus his career 
ambitions on the type of law he wanted to practice and how he could make a difference in his 
community as a lawyer.  
The category of explorers has an importance that resonates beyond Congress. Oftentimes, 
staffers I spoke with had little to no knowledge about the career of a congressional staffer and 
their influence in the policymaking process. This trend was mostly found amongst staffers of 
color who had little access to the institution previously and who did not grow up with role 
models who had similar positions. Consequently, this gap in exposure dramatically effects who 
will eventually work in Congress. Furthermore, knowledge about careers in the federal 
government beyond Congress, the White House, and select “well-known” Federal agencies is 
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even more limited. Working in Congress expanded legislative employees’ perceptions of how 
they could work in government and presented them with unexpected career opportunities that 
they could have never imagined. Explorers also demonstrate the extent to which Congress exists 
as a credentialing institution.  By the very nature of being a congressional staffer, legislative 
employees interface with a diverse set of professionals and power shakers who look to do 
business with the legislature. This exposure presents legislative staff with a powerful credential 
that is often a prerequisite to enter into other elite institutions and workplaces, further amplifying 




In this chapter, I have tried to understand the significance of race in the contemporary 
congressional workforce as it pertains to career mobility. Compared to earlier periods, race 
operates in subtler and unseen ways. A central finding from this analysis is that in order for 
Black professionals to enter the congressional workplace they must belong to elite social 
networks and hold impressive educational credentials, more so than their White counterparts. It 
many ways much has not changed in Congress in that Black staffers must be exceptional. This is 
not progress for Black professionals, but a form of a racial tax, where they have to be twice as 
good to get half as far as White professionals. Black representation is aided by strong Black 
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networks and Black powerbrokers who advise White lawmakers on how to diversify their staffs. 
Once inside the congressional workplace, Black staffers’ career trajectories were defined by their 
position in mainstream or racialized roles. Black staffers in mainstream positions we able to 
occupy top positions and could eventually leave Capitol Hill for more lucrative and powerful 
positons. To appear more mainstream, Black staffers tried to brand themselves as experts on 
issues that did not only pertain to communities of color. Black professionals who held racialized 
roles or worked in racialized spaces faced limited mobility, although they did not necessarily see 
this as disadvantage. They used their positons to serve as cultural brokers and their job security 





CHAPTER 4:  RACE AND IDENTITY: RACIALIZED PROFESSIONALISM  
 
In 1989, Senator John Glenn, the former astronaut who labeled Congress the “Last Plantation” a 
decade earlier, held a hearing about legislation to eliminate the double standard that excluded 
congressional employees from federal fair labor standards. As he described in his opening 
remarks, the congressional double standard was like “a doctor prescribing medicine for a patient 
that he himself not would not take,” it reeked of hypocrisy and damaged the image of Congress. 
In addition to Glenn, the hearing included an impressive roster of other senators and 
representatives, who also invoked the metaphor of the “Last Plantation” to describe the raced and 
gendered nature of the congressional workplace. Senator John McCain, who joined the upper 
chamber only two years earlier, was a forceful advocate of ending this racially discriminatory 
practice. He testified to the Committee on Governmental Affairs saying: 
Mr. Chairman, I think this hearing is a vital step toward ending a double standard 
of inappropriate Congressional privilege and ending Congress' stubborn insistence 
on being the "last plantation." I don't think this double standard that exists is any 
more defensible than apartheid. We cannot continue to support maintaining one 
set of rules of privilege for ourselves and a set of far more restrictive rules for the 
remaining majority of society. 
With his invocation of apartheid, Senator McCain acknowledged, perhaps unwittingly, the ways 
in which race organized the congressional workplace. Ohio Representative Mary Rose Oakar, 
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who fought for over a decade to get a pay equity study completed on federal employees, further 
invoked the plantation metaphor by establishing a link between the legal exemptions and 
congressional culture. She testified: 
I think there is a plantation mentality around this place, I truly do. And it is not 
only our own employees. It is the people who work in and around the Hill. And it 
is not wholesale, but it is a problem, and it especially can affect White men, there 
is no question about that, particularly young individuals- but there is no question 
in my mind that there is a need to change the way we operate relative to women 
and minorities.  
As Representative Oakar described, much of the plantation mentality derived not from malicious 
intent, but from business as usual, acknowledging the constitutive role of race and gender in 
legislative operations and operations. Throughout the hearing, evidence was submitted that 
confirmed Congress as racial and gender bureaucracy (King 1999, King 2007). Representative 
Lynn  Martin noted that 81 percent of committee staffers earning $20,000 a year or less were 
female, while 70 percent of those earning $40,000 or more were male. Additionally, in 1989, 
African Americans accounted for only 64 out of 2,700 senior policy positions in the Senate, 
approximately 2.4 percent.  
The empirical and anecdotal evidence offered illuminated the contours of Congress as a 
deeply stratified political institution. It connected its formal structure to the racial and gender 
ethos that members of Congress and their staffs feel amidst their daily work experiences, shaping 
their professional identities in unknown ways (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly 1995a, Duerst-Lahti 
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2002). Jackie Parker, a Black senior Senate staffer and chair of the Senate Black Legislative 
Staff Caucus, articulated that within the predominantly White environment of the Senate, Black 
staffers play a distinct and crucial role. She said: 
With no Black members in the United States Senate, our caucus serves as a voice 
of Black America in the Senate on matters of national importance. It is not a role 
we choose, and it is not a position we cherish. We are not here as a result of any 
popular votes. Instead, we are a policy voice of Black America in the U.S. Senate 
by default. We represent the descendants of people who did not come here by 
choice. We have walked a delicate balance. On the one hand, serving as political 
and policy advisors in a capacity identical to our non-Black staff colleagues. But 
at the same time, we have the responsibility to assure that the Senators we serve 
are acutely aware of the impact of their decision on the Black community—even 
in instances where those members are not significantly influenced by a Black 
voting population. 
 
As Parker noted, because of the lack of racial diversity in the Senate, Black staff play an 
important role representing the voices of Black America. I will formally term these additional 
responsibilities that Black legislative staff shoulder as part of their racialized professional 
identity (Watkins-Hayes 2009).  By racialized professional identity, I describe how Black 
employees incorporate their race and other social identities into their work responsibilities and 
goals. One aspect of Black staff’s racialized professional identity, as Parker mentioned, is related 
to advising members of Congress about the impact of legislation on communities of color. For 
Black staffers, social location becomes an important frame for how they understand policy issues 
and subsequently make recommendations to lawmakers. However, in this chapter, I will 
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elucidate the other dimensions of these raced (and gendered) identities. Interview data 
demonstrate that Black staffers, particularly those who work for White members of Congress, 
work to advance the interests of Black constituents in policymaking conversations and 
constituent services. In addition, Black staffers work to make Congress a more racially inclusive 
space by recruiting of people of color to work in the legislature. As Parker noted, the additional 
responsibilities African American staff carry are not a choice, but are imposed upon them due to 
a lack of diversity on the Hill. African Americans staffers’ raced identity is an attempt to 
challenge the majority-White dominated workplace and to highlight the voices of Black 
America.  To this end, Black staffers’ racialized professional identities are, in part shaped by the 
organizational environment, which I theorize as a raced political institution, that influences a 
worker’s goals, sense of self, and perception of the institution and individuals. 
In this chapter, I begin with a review of the relevant literature on descriptive 
representation that examines the benefits of elected representatives sharing the same racial 
identity as their constituents. Although this conversation has exclusively focused on the identities 
of our elected officials, I consider research that demonstrates the importance of studying the 
racial and gender identity of elected officials’ employees. Next, I review data from over 23 
interviews with Black staffers with work experiences in the offices of White lawmakers about 
how they see their role in their offices and Congress more broadly. I show that there are distinct 
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racial differences in how African American and White staffers perceive of their role in the 
legislature. I explain the importance of racial diversity by highlighting how African American 
staff intervene in policy conversations to highlight the interests of Black America and foil 
discriminatory legislation, extend services to constituents of color, and work to increase racial 
representation in Congress and other political workplaces in Washington D.C.34  The racialized 
professionalism of congressional Black employees secondarily exhibits their expansive 
definition of what citizenship looks like for communities of color.  Similar to Morris Lewis who 
made forceful claims to his rights as an employee and citizen rebuking racial segregation in the 
Capitol, in their description of their everyday work responsibilities today Black staffers offer an 
inclusive vision for how governing institutions should operate to combat the existence of a racial 
state.   
 
                                                      
34 I understand that Black Americans’ interests are multifaceted and that there is conflict within 
the Black community to decide what its agenda is and should be (see Cohen, Cathy J. 1999. The 
Boundaries of Blackness : Aids and the Breakdown of Black Politics. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press.).  However, in using the phrase “interest of Black America’ it expresses how 
Black staffers’ sense of linked fate and a sense of shared purpose that transcends economic and 
ideological differences, influences their professional identity (Dawson, Michael C. 1994. Behind 




Descriptive Representation and Legislative Work   
Congressional scholars often debate the merits of descriptive representation, or whether 
constituents benefit from having a member of Congress of the same racial or gender identity. The 
research is inconclusive, primarily because members of Congress have numerous roles and hold 
multiple responsibilities, so descriptive representation may matter in only certain aspects of the 
work that legislators do. Scholars analyzing roll-call votes have found that there is no difference 
among how Black and White lawmakers vote on racial issues, aside from party affiliation 
(Haynie 2001). Alternatively, other researchers found that outside of voting behavior, there is a 
difference in how Black lawmakers represent minority interests and interact with Black 
constituents compared to White lawmakers (Brown 2014, Gamble 2007, Gay 2002, Grose 2011, 
Minta 2011, Minta and Brown 2014). For instance, Michael Minta (2011) found that Black 
lawmakers are more involved in committee hearings related to racial justice and social welfare 
policy than White lawmakers. As he demonstrated, Black lawmakers took on the additional 
responsibilities of representing the Black community at large, and used their oversight powers to 
enforce civil rights policies and encourage other political officials to direct their attention to 
issues confronting communities of color.  In comparison, Christian Grose (2011) argued that 
descriptive representation matters most in what legislators do off Capitol Hill, that is how they 
deliver resources to constituents. He wrote, “If we want to enhance substantive representation for 
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Black constituents, and conceive of it as roll-call voting, then electing Black legislators is not 
important. However, if we want to enhance service and project delivery to Black constituents 
then descriptive representation in Congress is crucial (2011: 9).” Along those same lines, 
congressional scholar Richard Fenno (2003) found that there is symbolic value for African 
American constituents who have Black representatives and that they serve as important role 
models for Black youth. More broadly, the symbolic and material value derived from increasing 
racial representation is important for providing legitimacy to governing institutions and healing 
group mistrust held among marginalized communities (Guinier 1994, Mansbridge 1999, 
Mansbridge 2003). What this research suggests is that descriptive representation matters most in 
lawmakers’ non-voting behavior. To understand the significance of race, scholars must look at 
what occurs before and after lawmakers vote and examine their interactions with constituents.  
Ironically, many of these scholars note that the increased attention to racial issues by members of 
Congress is facilitated through the work of legislative staff, yet there is no research that explicitly 
examines the contributions of legislative staff and how they enhance racial representation.  
 
Race, gender, and professional identities.  
While there is a robust debate around the significance of descriptive representation among 
elected representatives, this question has not been extended to consider descriptive representation 
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among our “unelected representatives,” also known as congressional staff (Malbin 1980). There 
is an extensive literature on the careers and work responsibilities of congressional staff (Fox and 
Hammond 1977, Henschen and Sidlow 1986, Jensen 2011, Kofmehl 1977, Romzek and Utter 
1996, Romzek and Utter 1997, Romzek 2000, Salisbury and Shepsle 1981b), however we know 
little about how  congressional staffers’ social backgrounds influence legislative work. An 
exception to this conceptual gap is Rosenthal and Bell (2003), who considered the work of 
women staffers. They found that the presence of senior women in congressional committees 
allows for active representation on women’s issues. Drawing from interviews with committee 
staffers, the authors documented that women staffers’ ability to actively represent women’s 
issues is shaped by their position and authority, their relationship with Members of Congress, 
and interest group support.  Although there is a continuum from passive to active representation, 
they argued that women staffers can only engage in active representation if they have the 
resources, expertise, and a relationship to influence the voting behavior of their Member of 
Congress. While Rosenthal and Bell illuminate the crucial role of staffers’ gender identity in 
representing women’s issues, these findings have not been extended to consider how the racial 
identities of congressional staffers matter for representation.  
While legislative scholars have paid little attention to the racial and gender backgrounds 
of the legislative staffs, researchers in public administration have long explored bureaucratic 
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workers’ backgrounds. Advocates of representative bureaucracy argue that the more public 
administrators and bureaucrats resemble the general public the more their decisions will reflect 
the will of the general public  (Meier and Nigro 1976). Legislative staff are the middlemen 
between elected officials and bureaucrats in the federal power structure and as such their position 
closely resembles political actors who are above and beneath them (Mosher 1968).  The 
legislative workforce noticeably differs from the federal bureaucracy with the absence of a civil 
service exam and rigid career structure. However, legislative staff and bureaucrats are similarly 
imbued with immense discretion to create and implement the agendas of elected officials.   The 
work of public employees is worthy of scholarly inquiry and, as public administration scholars 
show, their social backgrounds matter as well. However, sociology provides the tools to more 
deeply contemplate how public employees think about and act upon race, how race-work is 
tacitly done in policymaking, and the dividends of organizational diversity.   
The extant sociological literature on Black professionals is instructive for understanding 
how race is interpreted and acted upon in the workplace (Anderson 1999, Collins 1989, 
Wingfield 2013). In the New Welfare Bureaucrat (2009), sociologist Celeste Watkins-Hayes 
argued that race informs welfare workers’ perceptions of their professional identity. Racialized 
professionalism is the integration of race into workers’ understanding and operationalization of 
their work and their goals (2009: 126). Studying two different welfare offices in Massachusetts 
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in the wake of the massive welfare reforms of the late 1990s, Watkins-Hayes observed how 
Black and Latino caseworkers relied on their racial identity to help them interpret organizational 
mandates and interactions with their clients, welfare recipients. Watkins-Hayes wrote that 
caseworkers deploy race “shaping the content and tone of their interactions with clients of color 
in ways that reflect key priorities in welfare reform implementation and intra group politics with 
Black and Latino communities” (2009: 126). 
I extend Watkins-Hayes’ concept of a racialized professional identity to describe the 
specific type of racial representation that African American staff in Congress pursue.  Race 
informs Black legislative staff professional identity in two key ways. First, as African 
Americans, Black staffers bring their experiences as racial subjects in the United States with 
them into the congressional workplace and it informs how they approach policymaking. Second, 
Congress as a raced political institution, including its racist history, and White-dominated culture 
and hierarchy, represents the setting in which their professional identity is forged. Within this 
context, active racing and gendering create unique work experiences for staffers of color through 
which they react through their racialized professional identity. The racialized professionalism I 
document among Black congressional employees differs from what Watkins-Hayes previously 
observed as Black staffers use their racial identity to not only complete organizational business, 
but challenge the racial biases that organize legislative business as well. Here, this work also 
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differs from studies of Black professionals in majority-White workplaces that identify the 
numerous ways Black workers try to fit into the dominant White culture for professional 
advancement. While Black congressional staffers undoubtedly deploy some of those same 
adaptive strategies to get ahead, part of their racialized professionalism is about challenging 
Congress’ existence as White-dominated institution. Additionally, race is among a set of other 
intersecting social identities including gender, sexuality, and class that informs the legislative 
staffers’ professional identity.  
The dividends of diversity 
Centering our focus on the careers on Black staff reveals the ways in which diversity is important 
and necessary in policymaking and government more broadly. A range of research in sociology, 
economics, and law show that benefits of diverse workplaces and institutions (Van Knippenberg, 
De Dreu and Homan 2004, Williams and O’Reilly III 1998) . Numerous studies have shown how 
diverse work teams assist organizations to make better decisions, increase productivity, establish 
trust with clients, and lead to more innovative outcomes (Levine et al. 2014). Employees with 
diverse backgrounds bring with them to the workplace different ways of thinking about the 
world, including how they approach problem solving. Social scientist Scott Page (2008) argues 
that we should think about the different perspectives and heuristics that people possess and use 
as tools. In this sense, we can understand how more heterogeneous workplaces outperform more 
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homogenous workplaces since they have more tools that they can readily use to advance their 
objectives and solve problems. Additionally, legal scholars and political scientists have shown 
that diversity in governing institutions helps to assuage group mistrust and aides marginalized 
communities in viewing democratic organizations as legitimate and fair (Guinier 1994, 
Mansbridge 1999, Mansbridge 2003). In Congress, staffers from diverse racial and ethnic 
backgrounds provide alternative and innovative recommendations that promote inclusive 
policymaking and governing.  
Bridging scholarship from sociology, law, and public administration, I build on the 
important work from Rosenthal and Bell to demonstrate how the presence of staffers of color 
advances racial representation and leads to more inclusive policymaking and governing. While 
Rosenthal and Bell advance the extant literature by incorporating how diversity matters, 
especially in senior positions, their research relies on a limited sample population and 
emphasizes the formal aspects of work. By focusing on committee staffers, Rosenthal and Bell 
neglect staff in personal offices where identity may play a more central role and there is more 
diversity amongst staffers (Lorber 2009). Their choice of studying committees is understandable; 
often legislation that passes the House or the Senate is only able to do so because of action in 
committees (Fenno 1973). However, congressional power lies beyond more than just passing 
laws; underexplored in the field is the day-to-day work in which that staffers engage. Inclusive of 
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the work responsibilities of staff is meeting with constituents and interest groups, researching 
legislation, and advocating on behalf of their Member of Congress both inside the halls of 
Congress and off of Capitol Hill. An investigation of the role of identity may be best served by 
examining other areas where Members of Congress and their staff exercise their time and power.  
In this chapter, I build upon the existing research that documents the importance of 
descriptive surrogates for racial and gender representation as reflected through the careers of 
African American staff. I extend sociologist Celeste Watkins-Hayes’ (2009)  concept of a 
racialized professional identity to describe the specific type of racial representation that African 
American staff pursue. African American staff’s racialized professional identity produces a 
diversity of perspectives in policy deliberations (Minta 2011) and is associated with challenging 
Congress as a White institutional space (Moore 2008).   
Data from this chapter are from interviews with 23 Black staffers with work experiences 
in the offices of White lawmakers. Black participants’ congressional tenure stretched over four 
decades from 1975 to 2015 elucidating the continuity and evolution of Black staffers’ racialized 
professionalism. To understand, how Black legislative staffers’ professional identities differ from 
other racial/ethnic groups, I also interviewed 12 White staffers. While there were many 
similarities between the professional identities of the White and Black staffers I interviewed, I 
show how Black workers perceive their role as distinctly different than their White counterparts 
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and assume additional responsibilities as race advocates. Whereas Fox and Hammond (1977) 
indicate that legislative staffers are engaged in idea generation, constituent work, and oversight, I 
show that Black staffers complete these tasks for their member of Congress, but also do it with a 
racial focus. Contrary to Rosenthal and Bell (2003), I show that identity matters not just in the 
policy domain, but Black staff actively represent racial issues in a broader sense. I find that 
African American staffers, particularly those in offices headed by a White member of Congress, 
were engaged in trying to deliver resources to Black constituents and attempted to highlight the 
concerns of Black constituents that may go unnoticed. Simultaneously, African Americans who 
held influential positions actively engaged in promoting institutional changes by trying to 
diversify the White-dominated workplace. This racialized professionalism demonstrates the 
merits of diversity in democratic institutions and how heterogeneous staffing leads to more 
innovative and inclusive governing. To understand the racialized professional identity of African 
American legislative staff, I first review the basic work responsibilities of a legislative staffer. 
 
Guiding Congressional Action  
Legislative offices are political enterprises set up to advance the policies, ambitions, and 
personal brands of members of Congress (Salisbury and Shepsle 1981b).  Congressional staffers 
hold multiple job responsibilities from idea generation and oversight, to constituent work (Fox 
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and Hammond 1977), all of which are organized to advance lawmakers’ reelection, policy work, 
and institutional reputation (Fenno 1978). Although legislative employees work to support the 
legislative agenda of their member of Congress, interview data also revealed that they are 
instrumental in guiding the agenda of their member of Congress. As interview data revealed and 
previous research supports (Romzek and Utter 1996, Romzek 2000), as congressional staffers 
gain seniority, they become responsible for providing the office with direction and are integral to 
defining and developing a Member’s legislative profile.   
Interviews were semi-structured and I asked both Black and White participants the same 
questions about the role of congressional staffers. I began by providing a generic definition of the 
role and responsibilities of legislative staffers as individuals who support and implement the 
legislative agendas of lawmakers and asked if they would agree with this definition or change it 
in any way. Since I primarily interviewed mid-level and senior staffers, participants altered this 
definition to reflect their role as senior advisors. As such, many participants agreed with this 
generic definition as supporting the political enterprises of lawmakers, however, they would add 
that in their role as senior staffers they were also responsible for guiding members’ of Congress 
legislative agendas as well. I then followed up by asking if respondents could provide an 
example of how they guided the agenda of their member of Congress. Here, Black and White 
senior staffers interpreted their guiding role differently. As I will show, Black staffers’ 
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interpretation of their guiding role is an example of their racialized professionalism. Although I 
will argue Black staffers act as important race representatives, many of my Black participants 
would disagree and disavow any personal advocacy. Instead, both Black and White staff would 
constantly say that “their name is not on the door” as a way of indicating it was their lawmaker’s 
politics that dictated policymaking. However, while Black and White staffers both aimed to 
enhance their lawmaker’s profile, the best way to do so was subjective and interpreted 
differently. Although this analysis provides clear differences in how Black and White staff 
interpreted their guiding roles, establishing these differences required that I push respondents to 
think critically in interviews. I often asked participants to provide examples and to explain their 
thought process behind certain actions. Furthermore, analysis benefited from a mixed-methods 
approach, in which interview data is supplemented by first-hand observations. Oftentimes, Black 
participants would omit critical details from their racialized professionalism, which they deemed 
unimportant or unrelated, and would only become part of the interview transcript because I 
would ask them about certain behaviors, encounters, and events that I saw in the field.   
I also asked interview participants how they thought their backgrounds influenced their 
work as legislative staffers. Again, there were key differences along racial lines that developed 
from how White and Black participants each defined their background.  White staffers, 
particularly White men, defined their background as referencing their academic credentials and 
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previous work experiences. Black staffers, on the other hand, interpreted the question as referring 
to their social background and then discussed the importance of their race, gender, and class 
identities. These differences are of course to be expected as White professionals rarely 
contemplated their racial identity as whiteness is seen as normal. As such, their racialized 
professionalism is more hidden, less obvious to them, and harder to study. 
Black participants thought about and acted upon race in various ways, and Figure 5 
captures the different expressions of racialized professionalism among Black Democratic and 
Republican staffers. Over 75 percent of all Black participants discussed why diversity was in 
important in legislative business in rather general terms. Fewer participants were able to provide 
specific instances in which race informed their policy work. Of course, many of these 
participants were former congressional employees and had difficulty recollecting the minutiae of 
their past career. Nonetheless, those who were in positons to influence the behaviors of Members 
of Congress gave examples of how they made interventions in policy deliberations, hired staffers 
of color, and advocated for a more inclusive legislature. Next, I review data from how 




Figure 5: Expressions of Racialized Professionalism 
 
Race and deliberations. 
As a mid-level and senior staffer to a White Republican senator, Keisha and George each told me 
about how they saw their specific role in the office they shared. First, Keisha, a Black mid-level 
staffer, described how she viewed her responsibilities as helping to craft her senator’s point of 
view. She said: 
I really supported the agenda of my senator when I could. However, I don't think 
people understand how much power congressional staffers have. We inform the 
senators and congressmen of what is going on. They have barely enough time to 
think. To me, I am able to craft the senator's point of view. 
 
 As Keisha reveals, congressional staffers are involved in idea generation and expand 
lawmakers’ broad policy and political opinions into a wide range of nuanced policy perspectives.  
Although she supported her member’s agenda, lawmakers’ busy schedules allowed staffers, like 
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herself, to have more of a say in what their agenda should be. Similarly, George, a White 
Republican, also said that he sees his role as a senior staffer as guiding the agenda of his senator.  
Obviously it is not your name on the door but as your responsibility and 
experience grows, some people take on roles not only of implementation but of 
guidance strategy. In my final role on the Hill, my job was to help come up with 
broad goals and ideas and look for opportunities to work on something but also to 
provide a counterpoint and not just say, "Yes. We will get this done" but to speak 
up in a respectful and tactful way when your experience and judgment makes you 
feel as if something is not the right approach the Member should be taking and 
steer the Member toward a better policy or political goal.   
While most senior staffers I spoke with indicated that they helped to guide their lawmaker’s 
agenda, guidance took many forms. White staffers provided examples of how they guided their 
Member’s agenda by offering a critical and oftentimes contrarian perspective to develop the best 
political strategy to advance their Member’s goals and reputation. On the other hand, African 
American staffers often intervened into policy conversations to articulate how specific 
recommendations would affect communities of color and minority interests broadly defined. 
African Americans, particularly those working in the offices of White lawmakers, assumed the 
additional role of race representatives in conversations dominated by whites.35  
George, the senior Republican staffer, cited two examples of how he guided the political 
strategy of two Republican senators. Specifically, he was proactive in generating ideas for his 
                                                      
35 I mostly exclude data from interviews with staffers working for Black lawmakers, where racial 
justice may already be incorporated into the legislative agenda.  
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senators and providing political strategy to increase the political reputation of his bosses by 
capitalizing on issues that could be exploited for political advantage. In the first instance, he 
approached his senator about becoming more involved in the growing IRS controversy of 2013, 
in which it was reported that some conservative political groups applying for tax-exempt status 
were receiving more scrutiny based upon their political orientation (Prokop 2015). He said, “The 
[Democratic] administration was painting it as a few rogue officers and a quick look into that 
showed that it was coming from much higher up.” He continued and said, “That is an area where 
we jumped in and pushed.” In this instance, George offered political advice that would allow his 
senator to take a lead role in attacking the opposing political party.  
George then offered another example of how he provided political counsel to another 
senator he worked for previously that countered the advice of other legislative staff in their 
office. Locked in a competitive primary race, he crafted a political strategy that baited the 
senator’s primary opponent into opposing “Cash for Clunkers,” a popular federal policy that 
provided car owners with cash incentives for buying new cars after trading in old cars, that his 
lawmaker supported. This allowed the opportunity for his senator to attack the opponent for 
creating a similar program on the state and local level. In both of these examples, George 
provided counsel to Republican senators that would directly enhance their reputation and 
political power. Observers of Congress might assume that legislative staffers behave similar to 
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George, however, this case only narrowly represents how staffers build the political enterprises 
of elected officials.  
In contrast, Keisha, who again worked in the same office as George, approached her 
guiding role differently than he did, particularly by viewing legislation through a racial justice 
framework. She said, “I, as an African American female have an issue with any piece of 
legislation that has discriminatory practices in it, on it, around it, on its face.”  As she notes, her 
identity as an African American woman was particularly salient for how she viewed policy 
issues. Although she would act as racial and gender representative on several occasions, she 
justified that her active representation was guided by doing what was best for her boss. To this 
end, she discussed how her active representation on racial issues were always based upon facts 
and what made sense for the senator given his prior record and identity as a Republican.  
As a mid-level staffer, Keisha covered a wide portfolio of legislative issues including 
immigration and judiciary. Trained as a lawyer, she was responsible for monitoring upcoming 
legislation and votes, representing her senator’s policy perspectives to external groups, and 
tasked with developing her senator’s own point of view on a myriad of issues.  With little 
knowledge of immigration law, the senator tasked Keisha with the responsibility of developing 
his immigration agenda. During this time, an immigration-lobbying group petitioned the office 
for support on upcoming legislation that would allow a special visa for [a white, European ethnic 
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group].36 As Keisha explained to me she was personally opposed to this legislation because it 
would give preferential treatment to a select racial/ethnic group. She said, “I had to sit there and 
tell the senator, you can vote for this if you want, but you are putting [a white, European ethnic 
group] people in front of Black people, in front of the Indian person that has to wait seventeen 
years.” She continued “But you're saying that the [a white, European ethnic group] can decide to 
come to the United States and be offered this visa.” This visa would allow, as Keisha described, 
a white, European ethnic group to come to the United States with educational credentials similar 
to a high school degree, while other racial and ethnic group members would need more advanced 
degrees to obtain a visa. Deliberating with other senior staffers, Keisha passionately argued 
against supporting a racist double standard, telling them bluntly “You are racist if you sign it.” 
To further emphasize how this legislation would create preferential treatment for a select group 
she continued, “If they have the Eritrean visa you better give it to them. If you don’t want to be 
the Republican that's giving out every visa based on race, you better say no.” While other senior 
staffers, who were White, pointed out that this was an important constituency in their state and 
                                                      
36 To maintain confidentiality, I have altered some details of Keisha’s transcript, including the 
name of the main ethnic/racial group. Any alterations have been thoughtfully considered to 
maintain the integrity and substance of the transcript. 
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many of their funders were of this ethnic group, Keisha held her ground as a matter of legal 
principle and one that was informed by her racial and gender identity.  
Ultimately, the senator deferred to Keisha’s judgment and did not support the special visa 
for the white, European ethnic group. In subsequent meetings, Keisha was responsible for 
explaining to lobbyists and constituents why the senator could not support the proposed 
legislation. She said, “I did not mind telling them every single problem I had with their deal. A 
lot of people didn't even realize that the status gave them preferential treatment.” While Keisha 
was able to thwart an attempt to promote racially biased legislation, she was only able to do so 
given her legal expertise and relationship with her senator that she first developed when she 
interned in his office.  Keisha’s candor is rare for a congressional staff, most of whom never 
discuss race, at least in their offices, in such an open manner.  
Immigration was not the only issue where Keisha displayed active representation shaped 
by her racial and gender identity.  She also provided evidence of how she used her position to 
fight discrimination, citing her opposition to marriage equality and her work reforming the 
criminal justice system. It would be inaccurate to assume from this example that congressional 
staffers have unlimited power and that they are the primary actors shaping policy in Congress. 
Lawmakers still have tremendous power and must approve of any actions from staffers. 
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However, what Keisha demonstrates is the ability for staffers to influence legislative agendas in 
areas where lawmaker’s policy preferences are malleable and uncrystalized (Mansbridge 2003). 
It is not only important to have an interest in racial equality that matters; it is legislative 
staffers’ ability to use their personal and professional knowledge to influence the voting behavior 
of their member of Congress.  As previous chapters demonstrate, getting a job on Capitol Hill is 
difficult for White and Black staffers, and interview data indicates that job applicants rarely have 
the opportunity to negotiate their conditions for employment given the exceedingly high supply 
of qualified applicants applying for a handful of positions. Before returning to Capitol Hill after 
law school, Keisha was able to negotiate her position and informed her senator that she did not 
want to be their token Black staffer, saying “Don't make me your Black person fix it. If you want 
just a Black face somewhere, I'm not the right person. I'm not your gal, Okay?” Most Black 
staffers I spoke with during interviews and informal conversation did not and could not speak to 
their elected member of Congress as directly about race and work as Keisha did. The dynamics 
of the congressional workplace rarely gave staffers of any racial background such leverage to 
negotiate their work responsibilities and assert themselves and their worth. I emphasize Keisha’s 
reentry back to Congress to convey how her close relationship with her senator that she 
cultivated over the course of numerous years facilitated her racialized professionalism.  
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The majority of Black staffers who worked for White lawmakers that I interviewed 
pursued a less risky and confrontational racialized professionalism that allowed for active 
representation across a host of issues.  Michelle worked as a senior staffer to a White Democratic 
senator during the 1990s. As a politico, she indicated how her experience as an African 
American woman informed her policy recommendation to support an amendment to protect 
LGBT workers’ rights during the passage of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). She said: 
I remember the late '90s – the Defense of Marriage Act was being debated. And 
there was a lot of consternation about it. There was a lot of debate about which 
amendments we would offer, knowing that DOMA was going to pass with 
overwhelming numbers. And the President had already indicated that he would 
sign it. And part of that debate centered on a hate crimes bill that we had drafted, 
that [Senator Y] was the chief sponsor of and the Employment Non-Discrimination 
Act, which is the bill that targeted employment discrimination against gays and 
lesbians. And there were many and long debates among congressional staff about 
those two bills as amendments to DOMA.  
 
Because we were thinking about how is the message we were sending -- if the 
votes were too low, would we be damaging those issues going forward? All of 
those things -- was it the right time to do that? I remember sitting in those 
conversations and having people make the arguments about whether or not it was 
time. And at one point it really did just hit me that in just about 40 years and less 
than that before, people had been having those debates around the Civil Rights 
Act of '64 and '65. And those debates were about me as a woman, about me as an 
African-American. And at some point you have to determine that you're going to 
push forward and you're going to move forward. And I also had a strong sense of 
my boss and where [Senator Y] would be. And I remember just deciding, "I'm not 
going to sit here and debate this issue anymore. I'm going back to my office and 
get ready for the debate on the floor. And should talk to [the senator] about why 
we have to move forward." And I did. And we did.  
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The amendment that Michelle successfully persuaded her boss to take up did not get a majority 
vote, but in her opinion “it was a major step forward for that piece of legislation.” Michelle 
reiterated how she saw her identity influencing her professional identity by stating, “it was my 
own view and my own understanding of history and my personal experience that really helped 
me reach a conclusion about what was possible and what had to be done.”  Similar to Keisha, 
Michelle found herself in the exact situation that George described above, strategizing with other 
legislative staffers to develop the best policy recommendation for her boss. However, unlike 
George, her recommendation was not only related to enhancing her senator’s reputation, but was 
guided by her moral worldview. To be clear, Michelle did not see herself as a racial 
representative, in fact, she identified like many other White staffers that her role was limited to 
supporting her boss’ vision. She stated, “I felt that my responsibility was to the senator and to 
driving forward the agenda that he was setting.” However, in the extended quote above we see 
race and gender still important in how she understood policy issues.  More importantly, in her 
capacity as a senior staffer, Michelle had the ability to end the conversation and make the 
determining policy recommendation.  
Walter, an explorer, worked as a senior advisor for a White conservative Democratic 
representative and described how his race and sexual orientation informed his professional 
identity and how he approached policy issues. He said: 
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Being a Black man is something that informs how I advise my boss. Being a 
Black gay man makes me even more sensitive to indifference and intolerance; not 
necessarily inequality, which is not necessarily part of being a Black gay man; but 
understanding that people are different and that we all have something to bring to 
the table; recognizing others’ strengths can enable you to do your job better and 
be a better person. 
He then went on to describe a specific example of how that sensitivity to minority issues guided 
his advice to his representative.   
We were offering an amendment that would add money to the COPS program, 
which is a federal program that allows localities to hire additional police officers 
and buy equipment and things of that nature. In this new Republican Congress, if 
we are going to spend money, we have to pay for it. So the options we had before 
us were to take it from DOJ [Department of Justice] or from the Census. Having 
worked in [the congressman’s ] office (a Black member), I am very sensitive to 
how important the census is to our community as African-Americans. The count 
helps us to know how much resources are needed, where those resources are 
going, etc. So because of my sensitivity and knowing where that money was 
going to come from, the Congressman understood and we did not go for that 
amendment.   
Race is not the only salient identity that informs that professional identities of African American 
staff. Intersecting racial, gender, and sexual identities permit African American staff to cast 
themselves in the position of other marginalized groups and allow them to provide a diverse 
perspective in policy conversations dominated by White men. To this end, White women I 
interviewed acted as descriptive surrogates on women’s issues.  For instance, Julia worked as 
one of the highest-ranking women in the House Republican leadership and said, “I really viewed 
it as my role, I jokingly say, as a woman to raise my hand and tell them how bad their ideas 
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were.” She continued, “If they were trying to advance something I thought was a bad move 
politically, at least there was one person in the room telling them it was a bad idea.” Julia 
described her efforts to persuade Republican lawmakers to stop bringing abortion legislation to 
the House Floor and to stop promoting anti-gay bills. 
A key role of congressional staffers is to guide the legislative agendas of lawmakers and 
this sometimes require them to provide a critical and often contrarian perspective from other 
legislative staff. Race and gender are instrumental in informing the frame through which Black 
staffers analyze policy. In the instances I have highlighted, Black staffers advocated on the 
behalf of marginalized groups and worked to stop racially biased legislation, which I define as a 
part of their racialized professionalism. However, Black respondents, just like their White 
counterparts, were likely to point out that “it’s not my name on the door”, meaning they are not 
acting on their own interests and beliefs, but instead they are making the best policy 
recommendation for their boss. However, the “best policy recommendation” is subjective. “What 
is best” is influenced by staffers’ moral, political, and racial worldview. These staffers offered 
diverse opinions to legislative deliberations that advanced their members’ policy work, 
reelection, and institutional reputation.  
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Changing the Images of Congress as a White Space  
Legislative staff hold numerous responsibilities, and their work days consists of performing 
background research, monitoring legislation, votes, and committee proceedings. Aside from their 
responsibilities as policy experts, legislative staffers must also serve the needs of their 
constituents. Constituent services are mostly completed in district and state offices, however, 
legislative staffers in Washington D.C. are also responsible for interacting with constituents. In 
Washington D.C. constituent services include: responding to constituent mail and phone calls, 
arranging tours, administering internships, providing bureaucratic guidance, and meeting with 
constituents. These activities represent core responsibilities of Congress and are important for 
lawmakers’ reelection. Previous research demonstrates that constituent services is a medium 
through which minority lawmakers can disproportionately serve communities of color (Grose 
2011). Furthermore, interactions with constituents are highly racialized Voters are more likely to 
engage with elected officials of the same racial background, especially White voters (Gay 2002). 
While present scholarship identifies the intersections of constituent services and race as 
important, underexplored is how congressional staff act as descriptive surrogates for 
constituents.  
Identity matters as staff deliberate policy matters, but diversity is also important for how 
staffers interact with constituents. While African American employees in the offices of White 
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lawmakers often found themselves intervening in policy debates to incorporate the voices of 
Black America, they were also dedicated to changing the image of Congress as a “White space.” 
The image of Congress as a White space is built on a history of White men occupying dominant 
positions in the legislature.  Their enduring grip on political power sets an agenda based upon 
White interests. The racing and gendering that shape the organization of power and career 
dynamics amongst staffers inside Congress are also what causes so many constituencies, 
including communities of color to have little faith in Congress as institution that works on their 
behalf. Black staffers worked to change this belief, and tried to get their White lawmakers to 
focus on the interests of Black constituents.  
Jonathan has worked in Congress for over two decades and in his current position he 
serves as a chief of staff to a White Democratic lawmaker. In a three-hour interview, he 
described in detail why he believed Congress existed as White-dominated institution and how 
those dynamics unfolded on the ground.  For example, he argued race and class dynamics shaped 
the conduct of legislative business through the accessibility of legislative professionals.  From 
lobbyists, consultants, and policy experts, he intimated that is easier for those interests to obtain 
meetings with legislative professionals than ordinary Black and Brown citizens.  He stated: 
When everybody comes down, they always got a meeting.  When Delta [Airlines] 
comes down, they've always got a meeting.  When all the youth groups come 
down, if I'm here, I always take time to talk to them because I want them, number 
one, to know that I'm here and also know that we're going to be helpful.    
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Jonathan indirectly echoes recent scholarly research and progressive discontent over income 
inequality that argues that power is concentrated in the hands of moneyed elites, who control the 
attention of decision-makers (Bartels 2009, Gilens and Page 2014). However, he goes a step 
further to illuminate the connection between economics and race in determining political 
outcomes. I was unable to verify if Jonathan meets regularly with constituents of color, or if he 
does meet with them at a higher proportion than non-Black groups. In addition, I cannot confirm 
his claim that communities of color and less powerful interests have difficulty in accessing 
members of Congress and their staff, although informal conversations suggest that he is not 
wrong. However, what can be gleaned from this interview is how the institution and its 
associated culture and practices shape his professional identity. The public perception of 
Congress as an elite institution and the normative practices that he observes first-hand among 
other staffers influence who he perceives he ought to be as a staffer, and specifically as a Black 
staffer.  To this end, he constructs his professional identity in such a way that allows him to 
fulfill his work responsibilities and specifically reach out to Black constituents in his majority-
White district. Part of this work is convincing Black constituents that Congress is not an 
exclusively White institution and that there are African Americans who work there, particularly 
in highly influential positions like him. This behavior among Black professionals is distinctly 
different from White staffers, who in interviews and observations showed minimal indications of 
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an oppositional consciousness. In White spaces like Congress, there are staffers like Jonathan, 
who create enclaves of Black political power that they use to counter the legislature’s portrayal 
as raced political institution and to serve the interests of Black America.  
Deidre, a Black attorney, had just began working as a senior staffer for a moderate White 
Democrat when we spoke at a Starbucks behind the Library of Congress. Like Jonathan, she also 
saw as a part of her formal job responsibilities looking after the interests of Black and Latino 
constituents in her district. Similarly, she also believed communities of color were not a major 
priority in legislative deliberations, and more pointedly, inside her own congressional office. She 
said:  
He has a high Hispanic and high Latino population, and even a part of our new 
district; he has a decent African-American constituency. So my goal has been and 
still is to try to shape his priorities, to reflect all of his constituency, especially 
those that are – that I think – I wouldn't say he’s not aware of them. But they don't 
have as much of as a voice, as some of the other constituencies in our district. So, 
when I evaluate issues for him, when I evaluate bills for him, I try to look at them 
through that lens. And give that point of view.  
 
In the previous section, I described a part of African American staff’s racialized professional 
identity as acting as race representatives in policy conversations in a very broad sense. Here, the 
African American staffers that I have profiled like Deidre still act as race representatives, 
however for racial minorities that are in their congressional districts. Deidre incorporates race 
into her professional work responsibilities and goals by first identifying issues confronting 
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communities of color in her congressional district. Second, she planned to shape the legislative 
agenda of her member of Congress to attend to these underrepresented groups. She told me about 
to me her future objectives to highlight the issues confronting constituents of color, saying:  
Well, right now, the way I’m working with that is trying to increase his presence in 
those communities in the district. It’s part of a new district, so my goal as I work 
with the district staff, right now first and foremost is to – to get him in front of 
those audiences. To form that relationship, and let him create a forum where they 
can let him know what their issues and concerns are. So, that’s been my goal, first 
and foremost. Beyond that, if bills come out, if letters come out that deals with 
increasing a minority presence in certain things, or focusing on either health care-
related issues, some tax issues, I try to let him know – give him a different 
perspective of, this is something that he needs to be aware of, he needs to be 
supportive. Because this helps these particular individuals in his district. 
As shown in the quote above, Deidre integrated race into typical job responsibilities of a 
legislative staffer. Deidre acts a racial broker for constituents and her White representative, and 
works from Washington D.C. to facilitate introductions back in their congressional district. 
Second, she indicates rather than generating ideas to address racial issues of her own volition that 
this process is driven by the concerns of constituents. Here Deidre advances her member’s 
reelection, policy work, and reputation by highlighting the concerns of an important voting 
constituency that may otherwise go unnoticed. Importantly, this is how many Black staffers 
described how active racial representation takes shapes. Racial representation is not solely 
advanced because of staffers’ interests, it must be situated in a context that makes sense for 
lawmakers and the constituencies they serve. Successful active racial representation would rely 
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on framing policy recommendations as fulfilling constituent requests and/or highlighting what 
could be gained politically. For example, I spoke with a Black Republican who told me about his 
office’s efforts to provide restoration funding for a civil rights monument citing one of the 
examples where race was as the forefront of policy work. While many assumed that he was 
behind this effort because of his race, it was actually the product of a White legislative assistant 
who responded to this constituent request in their district. White staffers were not precluded from 
engaging in racial representation, however, these examples were rare, particularly in the offices 
of White lawmakers. The racialized professionalism of Black staff is instrumental in elevating 
the concerns of groups that may otherwise go unnoticed.   
 Carla, a senior Black staffer, did not work for a White lawmaker but represented a 
majority White state. However, like others, she perceived as a primary objective of her job to 
ensure that not only Black interests would be attended to, but that Black constituents felt that 
they could reach out to her conservative senator for help.  She says:  
 For me, I want to show that we have a voice in the things that affect our lives. 
[State A]’s Black population is almost 40 percent. It is really high and I think that 
people need to see that their faces are represented. Maybe it is not always the 
voice they are excited about, but I have yet to meet an angry Black liberal in 
[State A]. Once I talk to them and tell them about my boss, and once he in 
particular speaks with them...my boss spoke with the Black Senate group here, a 
good chunk of whom are obviously Democrats. I cannot tell you how many of 
them came up to me afterward and said they would have to vote for him. He is 
serious about helping people, even if our paths our different. If you want to win 
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votes at the end of the day, you have to win hearts. So for me it is about showing 
them there is a person that looks like them here.  
Although most African Americans vote Democratic, Carla made sure that her Republican boss 
frequently interacted with Black constituents, regardless of their party affiliation, and informed 
them that their issues mattered and would be addressed. In interviews with Black Republicans 
like Carla there is a tension in their racialized professionalism, where they would argue against 
being racial representatives. As Carla told me, “I do not think of myself as an influencer. I just 
come to work, do my best, and go home.” However, Black Republican staffers weren’t just 
ordinary staffers doing their jobs. Contrary to popular assumptions about Black Republicans as 
racially naïve, Black Republican staffers that I spoke with were aware of the significance of race 
in the professional lives and in congressional operations. Furthermore, their desire to help people 
and specifically, communities of color were motivations that they perceived their White 
counterparts did not share with the same level of conviction.  Their display of racial 
consciousness reveals the complexity of Black Republicanism and contradicts the views of 
standard-bearers like Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, a former Senate staffer  (Rigueur 
2014).  
Racial representation in Congress is important for many reasons, however one of the 
most significant effects of increasing minority representation in staff positions is that it could 
possibly increase minority political efficacy.  While Black members of Congress are obvious 
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race representatives to Black constituents in their districts and beyond, Black staffers in White 
offices act as racial brokers to ensure Black constituents that their interests will be attended to. A 
recurring theme in interviews with Black participants was validation and the need to 
acknowledge the experiences of people of people of color on Capitol Hill and beyond. Similar to 
the “Black Nod” that participants described as meaning I see you, the commitment to validating 
Black lives extended to Black staffers’ constituent work. In their capacity as political 
professionals, Black staffers dedicated themselves to seeing the problems and issues that are 
most salient among constituents of color. This validation is a recognition of their expansive 
definition of citizenship and their work to make governing institutions more inclusive. Next, 
analyzing Black staffers’ discourse on hiring, I show how their framing of their work 
responsibilities and relationship with their lawmakers both constrains and liberates them to enact 
a racialized professionalism.  
 
Diversifying White Spaces 
It would be inaccurate to suggest that every African American working in Congress assumes the 
additional role of race representative. Each African American I spoke with constructed their 
racialized professional identity differently, and expressed their role as a race advocates along a 
continuum from active to passive representation (Rosenthal 2000). Their ability to act as racial 
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brokers or advocates is constrained by their expertise, authority, and relationship with the 
lawmakers. When I asked Black staffers do they see their position in Congress as extending 
beyond supporting the legislative agenda of their member of Congress, many sharply quipped, 
“no, it’s not my name on the door”, or “no, that about sums it up." Black staffers would go on to 
say their job was to support the member’s vision, not their own. Again, this pattern was 
particularly evident among Black Republicans. However, it would be inaccurate to suggest that 
among these cases that race was not an important aspect of their professional identity. For 
instance, two Black Republicans saw their job as strictly following and supporting their 
member’s agenda, but they also were responsible for creating and leading efforts to diversify the 
congressional workplace. Many Black Republicans featured prominently in the leadership of 
staff groups such as Congressional Black Associates, Senate Black Legislative Caucus, Insight 
America that advocated for greater representation in the congressional workplace.37 However, 
Black Republicans’ racialized professionalism would be illegible without data extrapolated from 
ethnographic observations. In addition, I often took a more critical stance with Black 
Republicans to get them to provide specific examples of hiring and recruitment processes that 
                                                      
37 The Congressional Black Associates and Senate Black Legislative Staff Caucus are the largest 
non-partisan Black staff association in the House and Senate, respectively. Insight America 
launched in 2010 to increase racial diversity in Republican congressional offices.  
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demonstrated their racialized professionalism. African Americans engaged in practices designed 
to challenge Congress as a White institutional space and looked to increase the representation of 
people of color on Capitol Hill. African Americans facilitated institutional change by primarily 
trying to diversify the congressional workforce on all levels.   Black respondents routinely 
brought up how they mentored young staffers of color, recruited Back interns, maintained 
personal databases of qualified of people of color to recommend for job openings, and hired 
minorities. 
John became one of the first African Americans to become a chief of staff in the Senate 
in the early 1990s. When he began working for his White senator, he identified as an 
Independent, but switched to becoming a Republican during what he describes as one of his 
senator’s quixotic quests for the White House. In chapter 2, I described how John’s participation 
in elite Black networks facilitated his entry into Congress. However, he seldom brought up the 
importance of race during his tenure on Capitol Hill except when he discussed hiring. As chief of 
staff, he controlled hiring in the Washington D.C. and state offices. He mentioned in our 
interview that he always sought a diverse applicant pool to make a hiring decision from: 
There were some formal [hiring] processes up there [in Congress]. But you know, 
when we needed a legislative director, or when we needed a staffer for a 
particular portfolio of business, we just asked who's out there. Word got on the 
street that [Senator J] was looking for this or looking for that. We would get a 
stable of candidates; typically, my [senior] staff would have screened them. I 
made a point that we're looking for a diverse group. You know, if my [staffer] 
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came back with three White males I'd say, "Wait a minute there's-- there's no 
women? There's no Hispanics? There's no African-Americans that we could see?" 
Sometimes I'd say, "Let's go take another look."  
Black participants like John often talked in generalized terms about the importance of diversity 
in the congressional workplace. Like others, he suggested the need for staffers of color to 
facilitate inclusive policymaking and governing. However, unlike many Black staffers who 
believed in the merits of diversity, John was in the position to act on his beliefs that Senate staff 
represent the diverse constituencies they serve.  As such, he had the ability to require junior 
staffers to develop more diverse candidate pools when they brought forth applicants that where 
all White or all male. His more passive racialized professionalism was supported by his moderate 
senator, who had previously hired staffers of color.  
Many Black Republicans in similar capacities as John were adamant that although they 
believed in diversity their efforts to recruit diverse work teams were not affirmative action.  
Carla, who I mentioned above as someone who did not see herself as an influencer, reflected the 
tension. She said, “I'll interview five people and one is bound to look different--Black, Brown, or 
whatever.” She continued “Not that I automatically go to that person. It is not affirmative action. 
All of our Brown folks are more than qualified.”  In the interview she justified hiring staffers of 
color because they were the best fit, minimizing any influence of her own.  She also had 
experience attending a majority-White university and being identified as an affirmative action 
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student, which undoubtedly influenced her perspective hiring diverse employees. Later in the 
interview she went against her earlier assessment that she held a limited role in the office.   She 
said “The problem is that we need more people that are willing to allow someone like me to 
diversify an office, and people are scared to do that. Anyone you bring to the table represents 
you automatically. I do not think that people want to take that risk.” Here Carla reveals her active 
racial representation that she previously downplayed in an effort to highlight the reluctance of 
White Republicans to hire diverse staff and their unwillingness to trust staffers of color to act on 
their behalf. Active racial representation often occurs alongside member’s interests and discredits 
any beliefs of a staff enacting their own radical agenda.  
 A common trend held among all participants who made hiring decisions was their desire 
to hire the best staff. This trend was also found amongst Black Republican participants, who 
spoke of the merits of diversity, but denied doing any extra work to recruit diverse candidates. 
For instance, Kelly was also another high ranking Black Republican who took pride in having a 
diverse staff. However, she expressed to me that she did not feel any pressure to diversify her 
office. She said, “I want the most qualified person,” which in her office resulted in having 
diverse staff. She bragged saying, “In my last office, we were probably the most diverse office 
on the Hill, I know we were. And that wasn’t a strategy, it was just sort of how it happened.” 
Kelly and Carla were both emphatic in their interviews that there was bound to be some diversity 
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in the candidates they evaluated and that through organic processes, staffers of color would be 
hired. Without more insight and witnessing their hiring decisions, it is hard to establish Kelly and 
Carla’s claim. However, assuming that the pools of candidates across various offices roughly 
resemble one another, it is hard to understand why these organic processes that they described 
did not result in more diverse offices across the congressional workplace. It could be that having 
high profile people of color leads to more diverse candidates applying for positions or that 
moderate lawmakers, where these Black participants worked, attracted more diverse applicants. 
Nonetheless, in these instances, Black Republicans described the value of diversity and their 
diverse offices, but reported not deploying any specific strategies to achieve those goals.    
As part of their racialized professional identity, African American respondents tried to 
increase minority representation on all levels in the congressional workplace. However, as the 
interview data indicate the discourse that Black professionals’ offer to describe their work is both 
constraining and liberating. On one hand, they must show considerable deference to lawmakers, 
who must be seen by the public and various stakeholders as the person in charge, no matter how 
distant they are from the day to day operations in their offices. While all staffers face this 
challenge, this is an especially precarious position for Black professionals and even more so for 
Black Republicans who must defend themselves against possible attacks of racial activism. This 
discourse around searching for the best staff also liberates them to engage in more inclusive 
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hiring practices. From this perspective, this Member discourse demonstrates their dedication to 
their political bosses and the extraordinary efforts they go to find the best employees to hire. 
While some Black staffers may be rewarded for their ingenuity and unconventional strategies, 
their racialized professionalism is not primarily motivated by seeking professional advancement, 
but by the racial dynamics of Congress.  
 
Conclusion   
For over an hour, Carla spoke about her career, balancing motherhood, managing staff across 
several offices, guiding her senator, and the merits of diversity. She spoke in hushed tones, 
holding the microphone meant for her lapel tight in her hands and close to her lips. As she 
discussed systemic racism, she surveilled the almost empty cafeteria in the basement of the 
Russell Senate Office Building and monitored the proximity of potential eavesdroppers. She was 
one the highest ranking women of color in the Senate and while our conversation was 
confidential, what she said could easily be taken out of context and reported. I emailed her the 
day prior after receiving her contact information from another participant. She promptly 
responded and asked if we could meet the following week after the Senate adjourned for its 
Fourth-of-July weeklong break. I was not available to meet then, but fortunately, she told me she 
had an opening the following afternoon. I was surprised that as one of the top staffers in her 
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Senate office she had a free hour the day before Congress recessed, which is a frantic period 
filled with last minutes votes and schedules that are typically not your own. However, what was 
most revealing was that she decided to spend this time with me.   
The subtlest and simplest measure of a Black staffer’s racialized professional identity was 
their decision to accept my interview request. For over 7 years, I had the privilege of 
interviewing these elite political professionals about intimate aspects of their professional lives. 
Some of these participants were super elites, and had worked in various presidential 
administrations, occupied senior roles in lobbying, consulting, and non-profit organizations, not 
to mention top positions in Congress. I was often surprised when many of these individuals 
responded to my requests and agreed to speak with me. I was even more taken aback when they 
spent hours during their workdays to answer my questions and provided in-depth accounts of 
their experiences in the political world. Their desire to speak candidly and at length was 
undoubtedly influenced by their seeing a problem. The racial inequality that I inquired about was 
never news to them.  However, they often saw me as a person who could finally expose what 
they had known for years. Their generosity is also an impressive display of their own power to 
use me to fulfill their aims of unmasking Congress as raced political institution. 
In December 2015, the Atlantic and Washington Post featured exclusive articles on the 
lack of racial diversity amongst top Senate staff based upon a report I authored for the Joint 
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Center for Political and Economic Studies (Berman 2015, Ross 2015). The widespread coverage 
generated a renewed debate about diversity in the congressional workplace and the evidence 
compiled demonstrated that racial representation among the most influential staffers has 
remained almost unchanged for twenty-five years  (Jones 2015). In national and local 
newspapers, the Joint Center and I received exclusive credit for this work, when in reality this 
report was the idea of an elite group of former Black Senate staffers. These former Senate 
staffers now work as lobbyists, consultants, and policy and political strategists in the executive 
branch, non-profit groups, and corporations. At the beginning of the year, they met to network 
and discuss the persistent underrepresentation of the top Black Senate staffers and decided to 
issue an empirical report that could once again spur conversation about diversity in the 
congressional workplace. I had previously interviewed the organizers of this elite group, who 
reached out to the Joint Center with this idea and suggested I complete this research given my 
expertise and research agenda. Similarly, the powerful exposé completed by Diversity Inc. in 
2006, which led Majority Leader Harry Reid to create the Senate Diversity Initiative, was also 
the machinations of former Black staffers (Brown and Lowery 2006). These are just a few 
examples of how Black staffers challenge the existence of Congress as a raced political 
institution and work to make it a racially representative workplace.  
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 What I have shown in this chapter is that identity matters, especially in places like 
Congress, which is majority-White and majority-male. As an institution that affects the lives of 
every American, it is important that those who craft public policy, both elected and unelected 
representatives, reflect the diversity of the nation. While we know there is ample evidence to 
show how minority lawmakers use their influence to advance minority interests (Brown 2014, 
Gamble 2007, Grose 2011, Minta and Brown 2014), less is known about how the identity of 
legislative staff affects policymaking. 
I have broadly sketched out how race informs legislative staffers’ professional identity 
and approach to policy issues. While further research is needed to more systematically analyze 
differences between White and Black legislative staff, this chapter has shown some areas where 
the racial identity of a staff matters. Black staff in White offices often intervened into policy 
conversation to provide a more diverse perspective. However, the extent to which Black staffers 
can influence legislative deliberations is based upon their expertise and relationship with their 
member of Congress. Additionally, Black staffers were engaged in changing the image of 
Congress as predominantly White institution to one that could adequately and effectively serve 
the needs of communities of color. Lastly, part of African Americans’ raced professional identity 
develops from the majority-White congressional workplace where they worked to increase 
minority representation among staff. While this chapter stresses the importance of Black staffers 
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for inclusive policymaking, previous chapters remind us that Black senior staffers are 
numerically rare and too often these voices from marginalized communities are missing from 
important policymaking conversations. In addition, this rarity puts an undue burden on staffers of 
color to represent diverse communities, which they cannot alone do. The shortage of diverse 
staffers and the onus that is placed on them to represent marginalized communities reinforces 
among Whites the notion that these communities are monolithic, and silences the dissenting 
voices within these groups. This represents some of the cross-cutting strategies that Black 
staffers employ in raced political institutions.  
 This chapter suggests new avenues for exploring the roles and contributions of legislative 
staff. As I have documented, staffers are involved in a variety of legislative activities to advance 
the interests of their member of Congress and do so with incredible discretion. Future research 
should investigate how legislative staff make policy recommendations and more generally 
interrogate how important social dynamics such as race, gender, religion, class, and sexual 
orientation inform political professionals’ identities. There is also much to learn about how 
diverse legislative staffs affect lawmakers’ voting behavior and public policy. I have outlined 
several contributions of Black staffers that should be explored more fully. For example, two 
Black committee staffers mentioned how they worked to ensure Black representation among the 
individuals who testified before Congress to provide a more diverse perspective to lawmakers 
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and to examine how proposed policies would affect communities of color. Future research 
should more systematically examine how the race and gender of staffers and lawmakers shapes 
who testifies in congressional hearings.  Additionally, Black staffers’ efforts to engage 
constituents that are traditionally overlooked could have important consequences for political 
efficacy in communities of color. While previous research demonstrates the benefits of 
descriptive representatives for healing group mistrust and providing legitimacy to political 
institutions, new research should examine how the social identities of staffers and other 




CHAPTER 5: RACE AND INTERACTIONS:  THE “BLACK NOD” 
 
I am a man of substance, of flesh and bone, fiber and liquids- and I might even be said to possess 
a mind. I am invisible, understand, simply because people refuse to see me. 
— Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man (2010:3) 
 June 14, 2011 
 Just after 9:30 AM, I leave my office and head downstairs to grab a quick 
bite from the Rayburn cafeteria, one of three dining facilities in the House of 
Representatives office buildings. Members and staff frequent the popular café 
for its expansive menu that changes daily, while lobbyists often use the dining 
area throughout the day as a site to prepare for their upcoming meetings. This 
morning, I notice as I pass through one of three checkout lanes that the room is 
almost empty. Only a few individuals are sitting in the dining area. As I walk 
along the external perimeter of the lunchroom, I see a tall brown-skinned man 
walking toward me. The gentleman, who appears to be in his 30s and is casually 
dressed in slacks and a long-sleeved button-down shirt, lowers his head, and 
nods to me. I reciprocate the nod. I continue walking and turn left into the North 
Hallway to take an elevator from the basement level to the third floor.  
 
 An older African American service employee wearing navy sweatpants 
and a powder blue polo shirt is also waiting at the elevator. The man, who 
appears to be in his 50s with salt-and-pepper hair and scruff on his face, nods to 
me and says, “How you doin?” I warmly nod and respond, “I’m good. How are 
you?”  
 
Seconds later, a dark-skinned African American man passes us from behind and 
quickly nods to me as our eyes meet in the vast marble hallway. A senior 
African American congressman from the Midwest approaches the elevator 
lobby where we are waiting. Languidly walking with a hunch in his back, the 
congressman crosses our path, nodding and saying hello to the service employee 
and me as he goes to push the elevator button. The elevator arrives and the door 
opens. Three staffers are on the elevator, two Black women and one White man. 
The service employee enters first, and then I follow. The Black women nod to 
me as I enter the elevator, and I nod back. The elevator door closes. I extend my 
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hand to hold open the silver metal doors for the congressman, who ends a short 
conversation with the young Black man who had greeted him in the hallway.  
 
The women say hello to the congressman. “Everybody all right?” says the 
senior representative. A mixture of yeses and okays fill the elevator. The White 
staffer exits on the first floor. There seems to be an awkward moment, as it 
appears he does not know what to say to the congressman as he exits. The 
congressman exits at the second floor. The staffers say “bye” to the 
congressman. The elevator arrives at the third floor. The service employee says, 
“Y’all have a good day now,” as he and I exit the elevator.  
 
Within those three minutes going from the cafeteria to my office, I exchanged 
nods with five congressional Black employees and one Black member of 
Congress. Although it is rare to see so many Black employees and so few White 
employees within such a short time span, the exchange amongst Black 
employees reflects the many informal interactions I had with them while 
working and conducting research in Congress.  
 
Scholars have studied the “Black nod” and similar informal greetings exchanged among African 
Americans (Anderson 1999, 2011, Dyson 2001, Robinson 2010). Dyson argues that the nod is a 
gesture of recognition among Black men and writes, “The point, after all, is to unify Black men 
across barriers of cash, color, or culture into a signifying solidarity (2001:93).” Exchanged 
among Black men of different social status, the nod, he contends, is visual ebonics, expressing 
Black cool in its different iterations and yet ultimately extending a subtle recognition of each 
other. Most recently, Anderson (2011) highlights a similar type of gesture that he observed and 
participated in with another professional Black man. The “knowing look” that Anderson writes 
about conveys a shared experience among Black professionals employed in predominately White 
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occupations. While Dyson and Anderson each investigated the meanings of such racial gestures, 
I aim to connect these micro-level encounters to action on meso- and macro levels. Specifically, 
I use the nod as a lens to analyze African Americans’ relationships with Congress and to 
particularly investigate the connection between race and power in the legislature.38 This chapter 
demonstrates how perceptions of power and the organization of space shape individual’s actions 
and group identity. The reproduction of race is facilitated through a cultural medium that hardens 
social boundaries and reconstitutes group identity in fleeting interactions.   As chapter 2 noted, 
the Post –Civil Rights Era brought the bifurcation of Black congressional community into elites 
and service workers. However, although we see the group is more stratified in this era, they 
maintain solidarity through cultural practices. These practices reflect an informal version of their 
racialized professionalism that is also connected to challenging the racial order in Congress. 
However, these aims can only be achieved through a certain disciplining of race that requires a 
choreography of formation amongst the entire group to build Black political power and 
reconfigure the racial hierarchy. 
                                                      
38 I should emphasize that chapter is not an examination of the practice of the nodding in itself. 
Thus, it does not evaluate the factors that may impact the frequency of the nod, including, time, 
place, and the numbers of actors involved. That is an interesting research endeavor in itself, but 
the aim of the chapter is instead to use this routine cultural gesture to understand race in an 
important American political institution.  
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During the summers of 2010-2013, I worked as a legislative intern/fellow for a Black 
congressman in the House of Representatives to collect a portion of these data. As part of my 
duties, I was often called upon to run errands for senior staffers in the office. While fulfilling the 
less glamorous aspects of my internship/fellowship (from getting letters signed by other 
members of Congress to going to the House Floor to drop off legislation in the Capitol), I used 
the opportunity to record any nods or other types of gestures I received from Black employees. I 
never initiated the nod or communicated while walking in the hallways unless I knew the 
employees, so that I would minimize my own influence on interactions I observed. Data on the 
black nod collected in interviews emerged as I probed respondents about their relationships with 
peers and specifically focused on members of the same racial and gender background. During 
these moments, Black respondents, either independently or with prompting, would discuss intra-
racial interactions including the nod.  
 To describe their close relations with African American employees, many Black 
respondents use their heads to indicate how they nodded to other African Americans, either 
friends or unfamiliar faces, in congressional hallways.  On these occasions, I pretended to be 
uninformed about this cultural practice and asked for more details. I asked respondents about 
what the gesture meant, when they nodded, and why they participated in this informal social 
activity with other Black staffers. Discussions about the nod lent themselves to conversations 
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about the social situation of congressional Black employees or what it meant to be Black and 
working in Congress. Black respondents discussed their perceptions of how race unfolded in 
their daily work life and careers and the informal organization of Congress. In this instance, 
specifically probing about habitual gestures allowed Black respondents, somewhat unknowingly, 
to articulate how the institutional and historical context in which they are embedded organized 
their social experience. 
 To frame my analysis of racial hierarchies, I first review the relevant literature on 
gendered organizations, raced spaces, and social gestures. Using my data in conjunction with 
these theories, I show how a racist history coupled with persistent inequality shapes Black 
employees’ understanding of their social position within the legislature as seen through daily 
interactions. The “Black nod” is a way of seeing the marginalized status of Black legislative staff 
and of recognizing their attempts to mobilize to challenge Congress as a raced political 
institution.  
 
Organizations, Power, and Race 
The extant literature on raced organizations locates interactions as a site of active racing and 
gendering in formal organizations (Acker 2006, Hawkesworth 2003, Moore 2008, Vallas 2003).   
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 I build upon these seminal studies adding insights from microsociology that are instructive for 
revealing the informal dimensions of racial hierarchies and the ways in which subordinate groups 
resist domination. In contrast to Hawkesworth and Moore, whose studies of racial encounters 
focus on the surface of interactions, microsociology provides the analytical tools to understand 
how interactions are important for identity formation and boundary maintenance. These insights 
show how cultural performances and norms tacitly reproduce racial boundaries.  
 One aspect of interracial and intra-racial interactions that is often overlooked is the 
greeting, which is an overture to a more substantive interaction. Greetings and the social gestures 
that often accompany them are more than the everyday signals we witness from family, friends, 
and strangers; they tell us about the individual and the environment in which he or she is 
embedded (Allert 2005). As such, social gestures can inform us about race and racism in ways 
that may be unrecognized.  For example, Doyle’s (1968) analysis of social rituals, such as 
salutatory greetings, demonstrates how a rigid social etiquette is a feature of a racial caste 
system. Early work such as this provides a model to show how the interactional ritual of 
greetings is imbued with racial meaning and significance.  
 The beginnings of interactions are especially important for setting the stage for future 
action and are witnessed in the moments that decide if an interaction will occur. Eye contact is 
often the first step to initiating a greeting and interpersonal interaction, but as Goffman (1959) 
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noted, avoiding eye contact was an important way to signal racial subordination. For instance, he 
cites how Black men were not allowed to establish eye contact with Whites, especially White 
women, in public places, and how Whites would avoid eye contact with domestic workers, who 
were Black, to signal their subordinate role. However, the present racial moment differs from the 
era of race relations understood by Doyle and Goffman. Today, the “rigid social etiquette” 
governing interactions between races is far less rigorously defined and enforced, although not 
altogether absent. The current era is characterized by an expectation of political correctness in 
which overtly racist attitudes are less likely to be expressed and the racial meanings of gestures 
are likely to be ambiguous (Jackson 2008). Consequently, it is unclear if salutatory greetings still 
have any racial meaning or if establishing or avoiding eye contact signals racial subordination.  
 Tavory’s (2010) analysis of the nodding ritual among Orthodox Jews is instructive for 
contemplating the racial meaning of greetings and relations more broadly. After observing nods 
among Orthodox Jews who donned a yarmulke, he writes “Rather than looking at the ways 
identifications are ‘held’ in some abstract way, potentiality is revealed in interactions with 
others, interactions in which members tacitly come to expect they will be ‘reconstituted’ in 
specific ways” (2010, p. 53). While Tavory points to the ways in which these everyday micro-
processes (re) constitute ethnic and racial identification, I argue that in this case they also 
simultaneously delineate the boundaries of a raced political institution.  
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 I use insights from feminist sociologists and micro-sociologists to analyze the cultural 
routines of African American employees. Similar to scholars who investigated Black 
professionals’ experiences in Post-Civil Rights Era workplaces (Collins 1997, Durr and Logan 
1997, Feagin and Sikes, 1994, Wingfield 2013), I am interested in examining the barriers 
confronting this group. However, I connect micro-level encounters to speak more directly to how 
race organizes the workplace, which in this case is a raced political institution.   
An analysis of the micro-level encounters that happen every day, outside regular work activities, 
can provide an accessible, yet instructive, window into congressional culture and its racial ethos. 
Although this analysis is based on only a small population of the congressional workforce, it 
suggests new ways of thinking about how we understand and conceptualize Congress, requiring 
further interrogations of race as an organizing force of the congressional workplace. 
 
Safety and Strength in Numbers  
The practice of nodding among African Americans is not specific to Congress. Discussions of 
this informal exchange among African American are found in literary fiction (Adichie 2013) and 
the nod was even the focus of an entire episode of 2014’s television hit series, Black-ish. 
However, in this instance, the nod does inform us of about the social terrain that Black 
employees navigate in Congress. The Black professional staff I interviewed often brushed off the 
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nod as merely a common cultural practice shared among African Americans. However, data 
reveals that these ephemeral interactions are not just about signaling general sentiments of 
solidarity, but rather they are also an adaptive strategy for working in a majority-White 
institution. Unlike other adaptive strategies that Black professionals deploy to obtain professional 
success in majority White workplaces, i.e., changes in appearance or voice, the nod is more akin 
to a survival technique (Anderson 1999, Lacy 2007). The habitual and cultural components of 
the nod mask how the gesture provides Black staffers with a tool to establish networks of support 
and gain information necessary for professional success.   
 The numerical underrepresentation of congressional Black employees is a recurring 
explanation that respondents offered for their participation in the “Black nod”.  Of the 42 African 
Americans I interviewed, 37 (88 percent) knew about the nod, and 34 (80 percent) participated in 
the practice. Additionally, 29 respondents (60 percent) said the nod was a gesture of solidarity 
and made reference to their numerical underrepresentation.   
 There are two specific ways the nod acts as an adaptive strategy for Black employees 
working in the majority White congressional workplace. First, the nod is a way of 
acknowledging the shared work experience of African Americans, who are underrepresented in 
Congress. A key finding is that the nod transcends political and occupational boundaries among 
African Americans on Capitol Hill. Despite increasing partisanship in American politics, party 
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affiliation is a not a deeply dividing factor in relationships among Black employees, and nodding 
occurred among and between Black Democrats and Black Republicans. Second, the nod acts a 
way to cultivate and maintain social relationships among Black employees in a manner that 
supports their professional development and career mobility. In this section, I reveal how micro-
level interactions are an outcome from action situated on the meso-level, primarily the 
marginalized status of African Americans in the congressional workplace.  
 
A gesture of acknowledgment. 
 Kelly, who works for a Republican, brought up the nod as a way that she interacts with African 
Americans in Congress. She said, “If it’s an African American staffer I mean I still think that 
same old fashioned kind of nod, you know, acknowledgment, is still done up here. You don’t 
really think about it, you just kind of do it. And it’s a very subtle, ‘I see you.’” She then went on 
to explain the meaning of the nod.  “I do think that it’s just a recognition on the part of all us that 
there are so few, and it’s still, even though it shouldn’t be new or fresh, it kinda sorta is, because 
[there] is still such a long way to go. So it’s just sort of acknowledgement. Good job, you made 
it.” 
 During conversations about the nod, many African American employees emphatically 
stated that they always greeted other Black workers in the Capitol.  This was the case for Sean, a 
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junior staffer who worked for a senior White Democratic member.  At the beginning of his 
career, he was an explorer and told me, “The nod is just a way of communicating, not orally, of 
acknowledging their presence. For me personally, I’m just acknowledging, ‘oh, you’re me, but 
you’re you. You’re Black.’ I make a point to acknowledge every single Black person I see.”  
Despite working in a majority White office and being gay, for Sean there was a unifying Black 
experience on “the Hill”.  
 This charge of recognizing African Americans did not exclude Black Republicans and 
indeed, Black Republicans nodded as well.  I interviewed six Black Republican staffers ranging 
in influence from junior staffers to a chief of staff, and all six staffers participated in the “Black 
Nod”. Randall, a senior Democratic staffer said, “it is acknowledging a shared experience we 
have. I even try to talk to Black Republicans, because I know they have it tough.” Randall 
alludes to how there are fewer African Americans working in Republican offices and in the 
Republican Party in general. He perceives that this situation must be exhausting and 
communicates his support through friendly gestures.  Anthony, a Republican committee staffer, 
said “I could not live with myself if I didn't nod.”  He further explained that the nod meant, “I’m 
in the struggle, ‘I see you brother, I see you sister.’ I see the struggle.” Anthony intimated during 
the interview that although his office was not a racially hostile environment, the same could not 
be said for the rest of the legislative body. He said, “Black staffers go through a lot, those not in 
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CBC offices, hearing racist comments or comments that make you pause to say ‘why do you say 
something like that or talk about a group in a certain way.’”  Moreover, he added that African 
Americans in Congress could not always express how they felt about race. African American 
staffers cited numerous reasons why they were reluctant to express racial views including: a 
desire not to escalate social encounters with Whites, they were too busy with their own work 
responsibilities and did not want to become distracted, and dealing with racism was generally 
exhaustive and avoiding these issues was a strategy to remain focused and sane.  
“Well I nod to a lot of Blacks in the hallway because I know them,” said Brandon, a 
military staffer for a White member of Congress. He added, “But I try to go out of my way to 
nod to them because you never know what they are going through. Someone might be having a 
tough day, especially if they are working in a non-CBC office, you just never know.” 
Cassie, a fellow for a Black member and working in a majority- Black office, described 
how she feels when she nods in the hallways with other Black employees:  
 Again, I think it is the sense of relief in the day-to-day stress, the craziness of 
“the Hill”. Because you always feel like you are fighting, you know, you always 
feel like you are trying to prove something and do something. And you can 
sometimes feel overwhelmed, and you know [you are] not always necessarily 
supported but to know in that brief moment that someone else is acknowledging 





 Cassie alludes to the struggle of being a minority working in a majority-dominated 
institution and the general stress from work. During our interview, Cassie repeatedly brought up 
the stress of trying to produce good work. Although Cassie worked in a majority-Black office, 
where any failure would not necessarily be attributed to her racial identity, she still found the 
congressional workplace stressful.    
 Congress is an extremely stressful workplace, where staffers work long hours for low 
salaries (Romzek and Utter 1996). However, this stress may be greater for African American 
employees, who also have to deal with racial hostility or just the pressure of being a minority in a 
majority-White institution. Thus, when African Americans pass one another in the hallways the 
nod becomes an important symbol of their shared experience on “the Hill”. Interviews confirmed 
a general sentiment among congressional Black employees that they should look out for one 
another and provide social support in a workplace where they are underrepresented and notably 
absent from positions of power. This finding echoes the recent study by Wingfield (2013), who 
found that African Americans in predominately White occupations were likely to support each 
other rather than be a source of competition.  In addition, with few African Americans in senior 
staff positions, Black staffers who work in Democratic and Republican offices often have at least 




Nods and networks. 
 As we have seen, Black staff use the nod as a means for showing support within the 
Black community on The Hill, but they also use this cultural gesture as a tool for professional 
mobility. In one particular meeting for Black men on the Hill, I was part of a group that was 
explicitly told to nod. The informal meet-up was for all Black men on “The Hill”: Members, 
House and Senate staffers, and service employees. Although the focus of this meeting was on 
Black men’s health and policy initiatives to address the health crisis, one of the organizers 
prefaced the formal proceedings by explaining the purpose of the group. A primary concern of 
the leaders of the group was to build stronger social ties among Black men on the Hill to 
facilitate mobility. The organizer stressed the importance of networks and building stronger 
social ties with other Black men so they could be privy to information outside their personal 
network. Consequently, the staffer instructed those in attendance to nod and acknowledge 
“brothas” when they met in the hallways. This reflects that the nod is not only a recognition of 
camaraderie but also how nodding connects individuals in the workplace. The nod, although just 
a brief greeting, could also be a moment that leads to the formation of more substantive 
relationships. Subtly introducing and recognizing other staffers you do not know is a strategy for 
gaining access to knowledge outside your established network. Conversely, a deeper 
interpretation of this moment of nodding reveals how the organizer’s edict around the necessity 
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of the gesture represents a certain disciplining of race. The nod then fits into a code of 
respectable interactions and presentations that will properly facilitate professional advancement.   
 While most of the nods I recorded from Black staffers were fleeting moments 
accompanied with brief salutations, the nod did on occasion set the stage for interacting more 
substantively with Black staffers.  
July 13, 2011. 3:30 PM 
 
A young Black staffer nods to me while I wait for the elevator on the third floor 
of the Rayburn House Office Building. “This elevator is so slow,” he says. He 
continued, “What office do you work for?”  After I told him the name of the 
Black representative I worked for, he replied he had worked on and off for a 
senior African American for the last seven years. As we descend down several 
floors on the elevator, I formally introduce myself to my new acquaintance. As 
we depart, he says, “I will see you around.” 
 
As this brief moment demonstrates, the interaction began with the “Black Nod”; however, it 
would be a mistake to suggest that the “Black nod” alone builds networks as the organizer from 
the Black men’s groups suggests. It would be more accurate to say that the “Black nod” is part of 
Black professionals’ cultural toolkit and that they use the gesture to facilitate introductions and 
maintain social networks with other African Americans (Lacy 2007). In order for the interaction 
I described above to turn into a network tie, I would have needed to come into contact more 
often with that staffer during my fieldwork, which I did not. While none of the respondents gave 
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examples of a relationship that developed from the “Black nod”, this could be from the inherent 
difficulty of recollecting how relationships begin, especially with regard to a habitual gesture that 
respondents rarely contemplated. However, when Black staffers did discuss the importance of 
nodding and social networks, they would discuss in a generalized way how the nod acted as a 
preamble to conversations, where they could obtain important information or introduce 
themselves to new acquaintances. As such, it makes sense to think of the nod as a part of an 
available repertoire from which Black professionals draw in order to interact with known and 
unknown members of their racial group.  
 Until this point, I have discussed the nod in ways that are not truly specific to Congress. 
While the interview data do highlight how the numerical underrepresentation of African 
Americans in the congressional workplace strongly shapes the behaviors and interactions of 
Black employees, these findings could be found in many majority White workplaces (Anderson 
1999, Wingfield 2013). However, next I will focus on ways the practice of nodding among Black 
employees is related to Congress as a raced political institution. The deployment of the nod 
reveals how racial boundaries are reproduced and folklore concerning the gesture demonstrates 
how Black staffers discipline other African Americans to maintain a cohesive community that 




Invisibility Versus Visibility: Perceptions of Race  
 
White civil inattention and Black invisibility. 
In all of the exchanges of the “Black nod” recorded in my field notes, eye contact is the crucial 
first step that determines if the nod will occur. As Goffman notes, eye contact is often the 
opening move to more substantive interaction. He explains “eye to eye looks, then, play a special 
role in the communication life of the community, ritually establishing an avowed openness to 
verbal statements and a rightfully heightened mutual relevance of acts” (1963:92). The signals 
that we convey with our eyes inform us if the other individual is open to further communication. 
Consequently, if the overture is accepted, typically by sustained eye contact, what follows is 
some type of facial expression elaborated by a verbal or nonverbal message.  
 However, seeing the person and making eye contact also takes on a deeper, symbolic 
meaning for congressional Black employees. Almost one third of the Black employees said that 
the nod was a way of seeing the presence of the other person. Goffman notes that abnormal gazes 
often signal alienation from group life and writes, “An individual who feels he has cause to be 
alienated from those around him will express this through some ‘abnormality of the gaze,’ 
especially averting of the eyes” (1963:93). Contrary to Goffman, my interview data indicated 
that when White employees do not establish eye contact with Black employees, either 
intentionally or unintentionally, Black employees perceive this as a perpetuation of their social 
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invisibility in Congress. The miscommunication or misrecognition between White and Black 
congressional employees leads African American employees to negatively interpret the 
interaction. 
 As Monica, a loyalist, explained to me, “White men act like they don’t see you in the 
hallway, they look straight ahead or near the floor.” “Especially White Members,” she continued, 
“some of them won’t even look at you. They look every other way, but at you.” A chief of staff 
for a Black member of Congress, Monica also perceived that White staff made assumptions that 
she was a service employee saying, “Sometimes I am in the elevator, and they just ignore me. I 
will say ‘hi’ if I am in close quarters with someone, but they do not see you. They just say ‘Floor 
number three please’ like I work here [on the elevator].” Interestingly, Monica’s account about 
how White men are reluctant to recognize her reflects on how Congress is both raced and 
gendered.  As an African American woman, she identifies how White men occupy the dominant 
positions of power in Congress and even as a chief of staff, she does not feel embraced by those 
with whom she works in close proximity.  Monica does not participate in the “Black nod,” 
because she believes it is more of a male gesture; however, she is more likely to acknowledge 
other African Americans staffers by saying hello.  
  A pattern of criticizing the action or inaction of White lawmakers and White staffers was 
only found among a subset of interviews, and all of these instances were from senior staffers, 
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suggesting that this is a generational difference. In one moment, Lisa, an African American 
committee staffer for a Black member of Congress, described the “rude” and “disrespectful” 
behavior of young White staffers, who obstructed her path before she exited an elevator.  
One year I was taking the elevator. I was trying to exit the elevator, before I could 
get out, a young bunch of staffers rushed on in. It was mildly irritating. I said, 
“Excuse me.” And the young woman comes, and says, “Excuse me,” to me. And I 
thought, “Oh how rude.” Again, maybe it’s my age, or my upbringing.  
 
The staffers Lisa described above were White and she went on to generalize the group as, 
“entitled,” “privileged,” and “oblivious to all the world.” A loyalist, she observed that “lot of the 
folks of color who seek to make eye contact, a lot of them happen to be Black.” While young 
African Americans staffers are not “perfect” in her opinion, she said they seem to have a 
different upbringing, which recognizes the value of acknowledging individuals. Lisa’s 
participation in the "Black nod” is directly related to this instance of “disrespect.” She says about 
the nod, “It’s a way for us to acknowledge each other in this environment where we’re not really 
respected and not really affirmed.” Lisa clearly saw a connection between the micro-level 
encounters she described and the larger power structure of Congress.  
 
We’re not in a majority, chiefly—numerically. We’re not making the main 
decisions. Black folks aren’t in positions of power, controlling the budgets or 
making the major policy decisions. In order to accept this. It’s a way to sort of 




As Lisa indicated, although the nod was just not about the numerical underrepresentation of 
African Americans on Capitol Hill, the gesture illuminates how African Americans lack 
institutional power.  During our conversation, Lisa equated power with Democrats being in the 
numerical majority in the House again. When Democrats were in charge her boss headed a major 
committee and had a diverse staff that centered the committee’s agenda around racial justice. Yet 
other African Americans staffers I interviewed voiced their inability to influence Democratic 
decision making more broadly, highlighting how African Americans lack real political power 
regardless of who controlled the chambers.  
 Both Monica and Lisa, older African Americans in senior positions, see the actions of 
White staffers as “disrespectful.” Although these instances are tangentially related to the nod, 
they reveal a clash of two modes of civility on Capitol Hill. Lisa said that it was a cultural 
difference between African Americans and Whites, and she is most likely right. However, this 
cultural difference between how Whites and Blacks interact has material consequences for how 
Black employees think about their social position in Congress and the institution itself. Here, 
notions of respect and power are tied together, and Black employees' perception of Whites’ civil 
inattention is related to the marginalized status of African Americans in Congress.  
 If African Americans are socially invisible in Congress, then the nod acts as a way to 
affirm their social presence. In one third of interviews with Black respondents who knew about 
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the nod, they described the nod as meaning “I see you.” As mentioned previously, Anthony, a 
Republican committee staffer, said the nod meant, “I’m in the struggle. I see you, brother. I see 
you, sister. I see the struggle.” Anthony recognizes his fictive kin in Congress, in an atmosphere 
where they might not be seen, and sees the struggle that African Americans face in this 
predominately White space.  
Jordan worked as chief of staff to a Black member of Congress. As a top staffer and 
loyalist to his member, his schedule was unpredictable and scheduling an interview proved 
difficult. I spent an hour following him as he completed several errands around Capitol Hill and 
he in return told me about his experience in Congress. He said about the nod, 
I think it's a validation.  It's like, "I know who you are and I see you.  I see you 
and I validate you."  You know, and that's kinda what the nod is.  It's like, yeah, 
we have a common shared [experience]—we may know nothing about each other, 
but we're here on “the Hill”, which is where—we know we're a small number 
there, and we're walking these halls knowing that we're doing something good, 
something connected to the same kind of work, and so, there's a recognition there.  
You know, whether it's a Black male or female.  You know, you got my nod; I 
hear you, I see you, you know, and that's the start of it.  If there's nothing else, you 
got that.  
 
From Jordan’s perspective, he nods to validate the experiences of other African Americans who 
are numerically rare in Congress. Interestingly, he explained that his own social invisibility and 
that of other congressional Black employees in Congress stems from the lack of awareness 
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among those not familiar with the halls of Congress and the fact that African Americans work 
there.  
I mean, as an African-American male, you know, I don't know that anybody 
knows that we walk this place and that we have such an impact on what we do.  
And so, sometimes it's like the Ralph Ellison book, "Invisible Man," you know?  
You kinda are here when nobody knows you're here. 
 
African Americans were critical of not receiving formal acknowledgement of their social 
presence when near Whites, and interpreted it as a racial slight. However, Jordan also highlights 
his perceived invisibility from outsiders. He suggests that outsiders are not aware of the presence 
of African Americans working in Congress, especially those in senior positions, like him.  
 Monica, Lisa, and Jordan all discussed in different ways the invisibility of congressional 
Black employees and, as senior staffers, all three talked about a level of recognition they should 
be afforded, but did not receive. Monica and Lisa both felt ignored by White lawmakers and 
White staffers in the hallways and elevators. Monica thought the lack of interaction indicated 
how Whites where consciously ignoring her presence or an attempting to reduce her social 
status, while Lisa saw the behavior of young Whites as disrespectful and ignorant of a Black 
minority. While Jordan also articulated claims of social invisibility, his concerns were more 
about those outside of Capitol Hill who do not realize that African Americans occupy senior and 
influential roles in the legislature. While each grievance differs slightly, each articulates a need 
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to affirm the presence of African Americans in Congress in social interaction, and the “Black 
nod” is one tool they use to recognize their African American colleagues.  
 
Nodding and performing one’s racial identity.   
The practice of nodding is important for acknowledging a shared experience, recognizing the 
social presence of minorities in a majority White institution, for building strong networks, and 
signaling visibility for those who feel invisible. However, not nodding invalidates all of the 
above. Not only did African Americans negatively interpret situations where White staff did not 
acknowledge them, they were equally upset, if not more so, when Blacks failed to do the same. 
Not nodding effectively allowed African Americans to question Black non-participant’s racial 
authenticity and understanding of racial issues. Black respondents discussed how some African 
American staffers did not participate in the “Black nod”. Their criticism of Black non-
participants and comments why they should nod in a “minority situation” reaffirm the 
significance of race in their daily work experiences and careers. Here the practice of nodding is 
an example of performing race. 
 I should note that there are obvious gender differences in the practice of nodding among 
African Americans. One female respondent said that Black women were more inclined to speak 
and that the “Black nod” was actually more of a male gesture (Dyson 2001). However, another 
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explanation is simply that nodding to Black men could be seen as a possible sexual signal, a 
layer of implication that my male respondents never worried about. Black women are careful that 
the gestures they exchange convey camaraderie, not sexual attraction. Therefore, female 
respondents said they were more likely to reciprocate the nod than initiate the gesture 
themselves. Nods, therefore, were typically between Black men or from Black men to Black 
women. However, Black women were aware of what the “Black nod” is and its significance, and 
spoke at great length about the gesture.   
  “For me, it would be like, what kind of Black person are you?” Cassie, the legislative 
fellow said, laughingly. She continued. “Honestly, like how do I put that in a better way?  Um, 
like, are you trying to ignore the fact that you are a Black person and I’m a Black person and 
race? Do you think race really doesn’t matter?” By not nodding, she stated, non-participants 
must be blind to the racial dynamics of Capitol Hill, underscoring the significance of race in the 
day-to-day business of Congress.  
 
Not nodding and the splintering of the Black community.   
Understanding the racial dynamics of Congress and the particular disadvantaged position staffers 
of color occupy meant that they needed to “stick together.”  As Cassie said, it is more than just 
being blind to the continuing significance of race; there was a clear difference between the 
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people who nod and those who do not. It is unclear from my interviews why some Black 
employees do not nod, as almost everyone I interviewed said they participated in the nod or 
another similar gesture. In interviews, Black employees presented themselves as friendly and 
social beings that acknowledge other African Americans or all employees more broadly. I was 
unable to find anyone who was aware of the “Black Nod” or another variation of racial 
acknowledgment but chose not to participate in any of these social practices.  
 Black employees who do not know the motivations of non-participants infer their own 
explanations. Respondents routinely brought up class differences to explain the behavior of non-
participants, saying those who did not nod thought that they were somehow better than the rest 
and were not enmeshed in the struggle for racial equality. If the nod meant that “I see you”, then 
not nodding meant, “I do not see you”, which respondents described as uniquely hurtful coming 
from another African American.  
 In Disintegration (2010), journalist Eugene Robinson ruminates about the splintering of 
the Black community and writes, 
I have to ask whether Black Americans, divided as they are by the process of 
disintegration, still have enough shared experiences, values, hopes, fears, and 
dreams that they define and claim a single racial identity - and feel a racial 
solidarity powerful enough to connect, if only for an instant, strangers who may 
never see each other again. I give the little nod without even thinking about it. Is it 
my imagination, or are fewer people nodding back? (P. 224) 
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Similarly, former congressional Black employees of the 1980s and 1990s and current Black staff 
with decades of experience are likely to lament about the lack of nodding among the younger 
generation of African Americans. These respondents tell nostalgic stories about how every Black 
person would nod in earlier periods and some even spoke about critical interventions they made 
with other Black staff to teach them the rules about nodding and acknowledgment in Congress.  
 Cynthia, who has worked in Congress for over a decade for two Black members, told a 
story about how she taught a Black male to nod after he failed to acknowledge her in the 
hallways. She would later go on to chide me during the interview for not knowing enough Black 
employees in Congress and relying on my office contacts to secure respondents rather than my 
own solid network of African American staff. Riley, who again worked as staff in the 1970s and 
1980s did not know what the “Black nod” was when I asked him about the social practice. 
However, after I explained my observations, he sharply quipped, “Oh you mean speaking!” Even 
if an African American did not know about the head nod, there was an assumption of 
acknowledgment and communication, either verbal or non-verbal, among African Americans. 
All of these Black elders in Congress maintain that nodding is something you do as a Black 
person to other Black people, especially when you are underrepresented in a particular space.  
 Jonathan, a chief of staff, who I identified in previous chapters as seeing Congress as a 
White space practiced the “Black nod”. The racial ethos of Congress not only shaped who he 
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believed he had to be as a staffer, but also how he interacted with the community of Black 
employees on Capitol Hill.  He mentioned how he built his network of African American 
colleagues through informal meetings. “When I started here in ‘91, that head nod was in full 
effect,” he said.  He met important Black members of Congress like Kwesi M’Fume, Ron 
Dellums, and Barbara Collins through informal greetings and gestures in the hallways. However, 
after decades of being in Congress he does not see the same level of participation of nodding 
among young Black staff and does not know if this current generation understands why it is 
important. 
I have a friend of mine who works at the White House and assists in bringing in 
more minority candidates, people of color, into the administration. She wanted to 
have a conversation with me. I said, "Okay, come on up to ‘the Hill’. We'll have 
it." I said, "Let's go to the House floor. We're in recess, we'll just sit on the floor 
and talk." Which is something also that most people don't think that we would do. 
So we're walking, and there were three young Black people walking towards us, 
two males and one female, just chatting, kinda, you know, coming. Both my 
friend and I both stopped talking so we could sort of eye them and acknowledge 
them for who they are, to say, "Hello, how are you, good morning." They walked 
past us like we were not even there.  
 
Jonathan clearly expresses his amazement and disdain that he did not receive an 
acknowledgment from the young Black staffers. However, more important is the action that 
Jonathan intended to take and how that reflects the underrepresented status of African Americans 
in Congress.  Jonathan stopped his conversation with his colleagues to recognize African 
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Americans, first by eye contact, and second with verbal communication. However, in this case 
the interaction did not take place. Again, Jonathan notes he intended to acknowledge them just 
for who they are, young African Americans in a space where they are numerically rare. Here 
there is as a hint of racial pride of their accomplishments and he later admits that he is more 
cognizant of these interactions with people of color than with Whites. This instance is also 
connected to his personal efforts to improve diversity in Congress; an issue that he has publically 
written about and that he says keeps him up at night. The purpose of this meeting with his 
colleague from the White House was to discuss ways to improve racial representation in the 
presidential administration; however, from his vantage point the lack of nodding is a critical 
setback for those diversity initiatives.  
 The "Black nod” in many ways serves a metaphor demonstrating the changes in the 
Black community on the Hill. Whereas between 1960 and 1990 a Black legislative staffer could 
expect to know the entire African-American professional community in the Capitol, in part 
because of its small size, now the chances of identifying every Black staffer are unlikely as the 
group continues to grow. As Robinson (2010) and Jackson (2008) both highlight, in the 21st 
century our understanding of what race means has changed. Racial paranoia represents the 
flipside of racial solidarity. Nodding among African Africans employees is a way to signal racial 
solidarity and convey a set similar of shared experiences and beliefs about the significance of 
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race and racism. However, when an African American does not participate in the practice of 
nodding, perhaps by not reciprocating the gesture or by avoiding eye contact, other African 
Americans read this behavior as an indication that an African American does not share the same 
views and values. The uncertainty of the motives of Black non-participants produces racial 
paranoia for those African Americans who do nod. In this instance, nodding facilitates the 
practice of boundary making among African American employees. In informal conversations 
about the nod, African Americans would try to decipher why another African American would 
not acknowledge them, either by verbal or non-verbal communication; they would ultimately 
conclude that Black non-participants did not see the importance of racial cooperation and to 
some extent the circumstances that required it. Here the nod represents a certain disciplining of 
race, where Black staffers, particularly those who are older and more senior, recognize the only 
way to effectively improve the status of African American staff on the Hill is to maintain a 
strong Black community. Thus, not nodding becomes an affront to those attempts at building 
power and community.  
 
The nod as gestural equalizer across rank, class, and age. 
In his anecdote about three young African Americans not nodding to him and his colleague, 
Jonathan provides insight into the social organization of Congress. He acknowledges his senior 
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status as a chief of staff and that of his colleague at the White House.  He notes that his position 
gives him unprecedented access to Capitol and the ability to use the House Floor as a meeting 
space when Congress is adjourned. Jonathan went on to explain how he would do the nod when 
he first came to Capitol Hill with Black members of Congress, reaffirming his observations 
about the lack of nodding among young Black staff. Recalling how he would introduce himself 
to these Black political leaders, he says,  
Yeah, either a nod or—you could also say, "Good morning Congressman," they're 
like, "Oh, hey, good morning, how are you?" … You could see—John Lewis, you 
could say hello. They would say hi. You see Lewis does that all the time, 'cause 
everybody now sees him. He— Lewis could walk by everybody and just be like, 
‘I don't wanna talk to you. You know who I am?’ And the thing about it is there 
are a lot of young people who do the very same thing. And I'm like,— that's fine 
by me. I shake my head, because I wish it wasn't. I could come into my office 
every day, sit at my desk and pat myself on the back for eight hours at what I've 
achieved and where I am. I don't have to say a doggone thing to anybody. 
Because most of 'em can't do anything for me. But the ironic thing is I go out of 
my way to make contact with people. And they see me, they go out of their way 
to not make contact with me.  
 
Here, Jonathan references a critical dimension of the “Black nod”: its ability to transcend 
occupational rank as nodding occurs between Black staff and Black members of Congress. He 
also details how he and other African Americans who have accrued a certain level of success 
could easily abandon these social practices, but instead they remain committed to them. Lamont 
(2000) found that Black working class men put strong value on solidarity and generosity, and 
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here, these principles are found among Black professional men.  Jonathan went on to explain the 
value of nodding and having core networks of African Americans for the purposes of venting 
about certain issues to which they would be able to relate and to seek their professional 
mentorship. Jonathan was not alone; many African Americans, most notably those of senior 
status, empathically stated the importance of nodding and ascribed negative perceptions to those 
who did not. As Monica recounted earlier, she believes that White men, especially Members of 
Congress, do not see her in the hallways. In many ways this lack of recognition Monica 
described reinforces a racial hierarchy in Congress, because Whites are not entering into the type 
of equalizing interaction with Black staff that African Americans in the Capitol exchange with 
one another.  
 
Visible responses to invisibility.  
The “Black nod” is a subtle and discreet gesture, however, it is not invisible. The nod is a visible 
response on the part of African Americans in Congress to their self-perception of invisibility in 
Congress. Moreover, there is little awareness by some Whites about this social practice—only 
one non-Black respondent knew about the nod, which in many ways confirms Black staffers’ 
claim of invisibility if White staffers are ignorant of visible gestures. Nonetheless, it is unknown 
how much Whites and other racial and ethnic minorities are aware of the “Black nod.” The 
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gesture is subtle and discreet, and if the perceptions of Black respondents are true, then Whites 
who intentionally avoid establishing eye contact may not see the gesture at all, thus confirming 
their invisibility in Congress. However, the ephemeral “Black nod” is successful in ways that 
more formal methods of recognition are not. Monica, who before said that White men did not 
notice her in the hallways, later expressed a racial anxiety suggesting that Blacks in large 
numbers heighten the awareness of Whites to the presence of Blacks: 
I have to tell you what happened last week. I was downstairs with my one my 
girlfriends in the cafeteria and we ran into some other Black people we know. 
[She recounted about four names of senior Black women that have been omitted.] 
And I said you know we have to break it up before they start think we are 
plotting. But that never happens. You never see that many Black people together.  
 
What Monica told me was expressed with a certain degree of levity to convey how rare it is for 
her to see many African Americans outside of her office due the vastness (and whiteness) of the 
Capitol complex. However, there is also a hint of racial anxiety in her reflection, which is 
connected to how African Americans formally and informally interact. The nod works in part 
because the subtle gesture is discreet and often unnoticeable by those who are not Black. In 
addition, without a cultural awareness of the meaning of the gesture, the coded message of racial 
solidarity and recognition becomes indecipherable to outsiders.  Many Black employees may try 
to avoid very public interactions with other Black employees in part because of what it might 
signal to White employees. As Anderson (1999) observed among Black corporate executives, 
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highly visible moments of congregating or fraternizing closely with other Blacks are boundary-
heightening events.  Gatherings of African Americans can remind Whites about the racial 
identity of their Black coworkers in manner that exaggerates differences between Whites and 
Blacks. This could work to the disadvantage of African Americans who at other times engage in 
inclusionary boundary work to blur distinctions between themselves and their White colleagues 
(Lacy 2007).  
 What I have shown in this section is that although the “Black nod” is a common cultural 
practice amongst African Americans in spaces in which they are numerically in the minority, its 
application in congressional workforce interactions is not just a mere extension of that cultural 
practice, but is a cultural tool that advances Blacks on Capitol Hill both as a community and as 
individuals. The nod on “the Hill” is imbued with layers of meaning and interpretation.  For 
Monica, Cassie, Anthony, and Jordan, the pre-eminent meaning of the congressional “Black 
nod” is affirming the presence of other Blacks, in spite of being diluted in a White majority 
environment, in response to being ignored by White staff, and regardless of one’s ideological or 
party affiliation.  For Cassie and Jonathan, the nod is a performance of race that serves as a 
gestural equalizer and signal of racial authenticity.  Given this importance, not nodding is 
interpreted on a micro level as a personal slight and on a macro level as an indicator of emerging 
fractures in shared Black identity across class and generational lines.  Finally, Monica cites the 
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strength of the nod as an adaptive strategy for affirming and reproducing Black solidarity without 
being so conspicuous that it is perceived as threatening to the White majority.  Feminist 
sociologists use the term “gender ethos’ to describe the organizational culture of gendered 
organizations, which influences beliefs, mores, attitudes and practices. However, in Congress it 
is its racial and gender ethos that shapes Black employees’ perceptions of themselves and others 
and their interactions in the workplace. 
 
Conclusion  
Slightly after 1 PM, I leave my office, ending my second consecutive summer 
studying Congress. After saying goodbye to my co-workers, I prepare to take my 
usual route to exit the congressional complex, walking through the basements of 
Rayburn and Longworth and exiting through the garage in the Cannon House 
Office Building. This afternoon, the buildings are quiet, not atypical for a Friday 
during August recess. However, before I depart from the halls of Congress, I 
become engaged once again in the interaction I have come to study. A Black male 
Capitol Police officer, who appears to be in his 30s, nods to me. He quickly 
lowers his head and nods down as we briskly walk past each other in the tan brick 
hallways of the Longworth basement.  
 
In this chapter, I have focused on why African Americans nod to one another in the halls of 
Congress. As the extant literature suggests, and Black respondents first explained, the “Black 
nod” is a cultural gesture that communicates racial solidarity and is not specific to Congress. 
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However, my interview data show that there is an additional layer of meaning attached to the 
nods that African Americans give one another when they walk through the Capitol. Motivations 
to nod are also manifestations of African American employees’ attempts to survive and thrive in 
a workplace organized by race. The nod is encompassed and shaped by labor organized along 
racial lines, a history of racial subordination, and racial anxiety.  
 The ways in which the congressional workforce is stratified and segregated have material 
consequences in how African Americans interact and evaluate their relationships with Black 
employees. The nod becomes a medium through which African Americans express their shared 
experience in this unique environment and build relationships and a network of support among 
individuals who have similar work experiences.  
 In response to working in an environment organized by race, Black staff have developed 
a racialized professional identity (Watkins-Hayes 2009). Whereas chapter 4 described how Black 
staffers’ racialized professional identity was connected to their formal work responsibilities, here 
we see how this identity also regulates the Black congressional community. Through this 
racialized identity—and through the gestures that signify one’s “membership in the club,” Black 
staff recognize social divisions and prioritize the validation, respect, and acknowledgement of 
the work of fellow African Americans in Congress over political and occupational differences. 
To this end, the “Black nod” is an external expression of Black staffers’ racialized professional 
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identity that is expected and negatively sanctioned when not initiated or reciprocated. When 
African American staffers do not participate in these social exchanges, Black employees 
perceive it as a signal that they do not share the same views and possibly do not want to be 
associated with other African Americans. This process of boundary making among African 
American staff identifies the nod as an important tool in Black professionals’ cultural toolkits, 
which they use to create and maintain peer relationships. These findings reaffirm the importance 
of studying workers’ cultural repertoires (Anderson 1999, Lacy 2007). This deeper 
understanding of the Black nod also reconceptualizes our perception of Black congressional 
staffers as a group, moving us from viewing them as a powerless group to seeing them with the 
potential to mobilize in subtle ways to enhance their positions. 
 I investigated micro-level encounters and connected them to action on the meso- and 
macro-levels. To understand the “Black nod” in Congress one must account for the meso-level 
realities that Congress is majority-White at all levels and particularly in senior staff positions, 
that race is a constitutive element of the national legislature, and that two centuries of racial 
segregation and stratification are reflected in its workforce.  On the macro level, one must 
account for a history of racial subordination, particularly around social gestures and racial 
etiquette, and the racial anxieties that characterize the Post-Civil Rights era in America. What 
results from the meso-level or institutional context is the racial ethos of Congress; it is a spirit of 
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past discrimination and present inequality that structures African American employees’ 
perceptions of the workplace and events that transpire. What results from the macro-level, or 
societal context, is that when Black employees enter the Capitol, they bring with them their lived 
experiences as Black Americans, inclusive of previous encounters with racism and an informed 
understanding of the country’s enduring racist history, which acts as a frame to analyze their 
social interactions (Feagin and Sikes 1994).  Consequently, we can see African Americans’ 
decisions to nod to one another are not just acquiescence to banal and quotidian gestures, but 
rather they are profound expressions of shared meso- and macro-level experiences. 
 Congress is not a typical workplace; it is the center of federal legislative power. What is 
unique about the exchange of the nod in this particular social setting is how it is deployed as an 
adaptive strategy. In a space where political identities can be polarizing, the nod functions to 
transcend occupational, hierarchal, and gender boundaries.  Whereas in many other settings, 
Black Republicans could be expected to be ostracized because of their political beliefs (Rigueur 
2014), data reveal that Black staff maintain close relations in spite of their party affiliation. 
Again, race was also used a disciplinary measure to reify racial boundaries in hope of enhancing 
the group’s position in a manner that is unlikely to occur in less political workplaces. The 
reification of these racial boundaries could of course have detrimental effects and limit 
interracial contract that could also benefit the group.   
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 Understanding Black legislative staffers’ moral worldview can more broadly provide 
insight into how Black Americans think about racial encounters in the Obama era. What comes 
across most clearly in interviews is how the “Black nod” is an adaptive strategy that renders 
African American staffers visible in an environment where they feel socially invisible. Given its 
value as an adaptive strategy that implies validation, recognition, and solidarity, when the nod is 
not initiated or reciprocated Black staffers are not certain if this gestural absence is predicated on 
racism (from White staff) or on a fracturing of the shared Black identity (from other Black staff). 
What is certain is these moments between stares and glances are fraught with racial anxieties and 
Black employees deploy race as an explanation for both participation and non-participation.  
 For African Americans in Congress, the nod is a way of seeing one another.  For 
scholars, the “Black nod” is a way to see inequality in the congressional workforce, to 
acknowledge the contributions of staffers of color, and to build on the existing literature about 






CHAPTER 6: ADVANCING EQUALITY IN RACED POLITICAL INSTITUTUIONS IN THE 
POST-RACIAL EPOCH 
 
Almost a decade after Barack Obama was sworn in as the fifth Black senator in U.S. 
history, hundreds of Black congressional employees descended the steps of the Capitol and stood 
with their hands up in a powerful show of solidarity with nationwide protests for reform in the 
criminal justice system (Mak 2014). As elite professionals who serve members of Congress, their 
calls for attention to the deaths of unarmed Black men and women by police officers were 
particularly significant.  Although the news media widely covered the protest, reporters ignored 
how this display of racialized professionalism revealed a fundamental paradox around race in the 
Obama era. Namely, they missed how during the second term of the nation’s first Black 
president this event exposed racial inequality on multiple fronts. While the link to enduring 
racism through state-sanctioned violence was clear, the presence of dramatic inequality in the 
Capitol itself was all but ignored.  
The group of primarily Black and brown political professionals appeared numerous to 
observers who viewed viral photographs of the walkout. However, as preceding chapters 
demonstrated, staffers of color are actually underrepresented in the congressional workplace 
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overall. The congressional workplace lags behind the top 50 corporations as one of the worst 
employers for diversity and Black staff representation in top staff positions has remained almost 
unchanged over the last 25 years. However, it was not just political journalists who missed this 
point - how inequality is perpetuated by and through the state – scholars also have yet to fully 
excavate race from the institutional structure of the American racial state. 
 New technologies document the most-racist expressions of the racial state and direct the 
attention of activists, communities, and politicians to confront a new era of Jim Crow (Alexander 
2012). For their part, scholars have not abdicated their role to help explain this violence, 
providing insight into the policies that gave rise to mass incarceration and the transformations of 
local police departments into the arms of the carceral state39. While there has been great attention 
to these racist polices, the current discourse does not provide any contextualization about how 
these policies develop from raced political institutions. Moments like this are important.  They 
inform us of the limits of a Black presidency, pinpointing both visible and invisible forms of 
racial inequality. Many critics of President Obama point to events in Ferguson, Baltimore, 
Milwaukee, and a growing list of American cities where racial violence erupts as failures in his 
presidency and more broadly in Black politics (Cobb 2010, Harris 2012, Kennedy 2011, Taylor 
                                                      
39 Sociologist Abigail Sewell recently created an online repository to disseminate sociological 
findings around race and policing for scholars and activists   
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2016). But these events also reveal how the limited inclusion of racial minorities into governing 
institutions even with a Black president all but enshrines a White-dominated political system that 
is incapable of addressing systemic inequalities and that instead maintains them.  
Throughout this book, I have interrogated the symbolism, structure, and positionality of 
Congress in American political life. The Capitol, including the building itself, is replete with 
contradictions as a representation of democratic ideals and an embodiment of the racial state. 
Throughout its history we have witnessed its shortcomings to fulfill egalitarian principles and 
this is most clearly seen through the career experiences of Black workers. These workers and 
many others have made Congress as preeminent site to address racial grievances. In their 
complaints they have made important claims about citizenship, representation, and institutional 
inequality. In return, those in dominant positions in Congress have responded by renegotiating 
the terms of the racial contract. This contract is what orders the American racial hierarchy 
through a stratified institutional system providing advantages to whites over nonwhites. In the 
Capitol, these contract negotiations have not always ended in ways that benefitted Black workers 
and other similarly positioned groups. Instead what has developed from these legislative 
deliberations are a blend of political gains and concessions. Unfortunately, these political wins 
have overshadowed the endurance of a White-dominated political system by providing a linear 
narrative of racial progress. In the Obama racial epoch this racial mismatch has reached an apex.  
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A central aim of Black Capitol is to make sense of the paradoxical discrepancy between 
the persistence of inequality in the Congressional workplace and the record number of people of 
color now serving as lawmakers and legislative staffers.  To understand this phenomenon, I have 
relied on variety of sociological tools to reveal the social underpinnings of the federal legislature. 
I argue that race is a constitutive element of the Capitol’s workplace and has remained an 
organizing force within it since its inception. However, the ways in which race and power are 
intimately woven together in the institutional structure of Congress are not always obvious. The 
first century was by far the most overtly racist and rigid in terms of the spatial and labor 
organization by race. This is clear through labor practices that hired slaves to construct the inner 
most of foundations of the congressional chambers and the expulsion of Black workers from top 
positions following Reconstruction. It is also apparent in how space was demarcated to make 
Congress as White space. As such, institutional rules, like the 1828 rule that banned Blacks from 
congressional grounds are not only important because they are racially exclusive, but also 
because of the ways in which they curtailed citizenship. Regulating access to governing 
institutions limits civic participation, prevents accountability, and narrowly defines who is 
worthy of government attention. This history of racial stratification and segregation in the 
Capitol has had a lasting effect on African Americans’ relationship with the federal government 
and has shaped political identity in ways that we have yet to fully understand.  
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The emergence of a colorblind ideology as the ruling racial regime during the second half 
of the 20th century has forced a renovation of the racialized structure of Congress (Bonilla-Silva 
2006). As a consequence, race has receded into background of congressional operations. This, of 
course, was a gradual progress that required decades to perfect. Across three racial epochs 
starting after the great depression, we observe Members of Congress experimenting with the 
language they use to describe the racial order in Congress and how they respond to racial 
conflict. In the 1934 congressional hearing, Members of Congress said that racial segregation is 
allowable in the capitol because it is facilities are private and that African Americans themselves 
preferred segregation. In the 1980s, representatives and senators responded to allegations of 
discrimination, again in the dining facilities, by privatizing labor as a way of expanding workers’ 
rights. Nowadays, senior staffers talk about promoting racial diversity in hiring by not seeing 
race, ignoring how this practice further deepens racial inequality. Through these racial epochs 
the discourse of egalitarianism is all the same and grows in sophistication, but in practice, this 
rhetoric has limited the rights of the most marginalized workers and further reduced access to the 
institution, even in the face of record numbers of staff of color. This egalitarian discourse is 
closely associated with what is perhaps the most direct cause of inequality in the legislative 
workplace, congressional exemption. It is the notion that the laws that Congress passes cannot be 
applied to itself for fear of executive intrusion that permit the workplace to maintain an abhorrent 
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level of inequality and lack of diversity in its senior positions. This is reflected in the lack of 
institutional rules that govern the congressional workplace and that allow it to operate in 
idiosyncratic ways beyond the reach of oversight applied to virtually every other workplace in 
the nation. 
Despite the endurance of Congress as a raced political institution, we see the rise of a 
new Black elite. While their success is visible and stands as a mark of progress, their experiences 
are essential for instructing us on the ways that race remains at the center of legislative 
operations. As Black professionals climb to top positions in Congress, we see what propels them 
is their elite academic credentials and social network ties. While this pattern is certainly the case 
for White staffers as well, and exists in many other workplaces, in Congress the advancement of 
Black professionals is more closely tied to social connections. Additionally, it is not only that 
Black staffers had to have more advanced credentials to obtain similar positions to White 
staffers, they also had to construct their professional identity in such to appeal to two different 
social worlds. For instance, Black politicos had to navigate the White political landscape, 
constantly demonstrating their expertise, while trying not to ignore communities of color, which 
remained important to them. They also had to construct their professional identities in such a  
way to avoid becoming racialized in their roles as staff. The balancing acts that Black 
professionals had to juggle never came across in interviews with White staffers. The racialized 
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professional identity of Black staffers illuminates the contours of a raced political institution 
through their acts to engage in inclusive policymaking, to serve as interlocutors between White 
lawmakers and communities, and to diversify the congressional workplace. Their racialized 
professionalism more broadly demonstrates how they work to change the racial landscape of 
Congress, making it more inclusive and in the process expanding the boundaries of citizenship 
for those off of the Hill.  
On Capitol Hill, Black staff fight against an invisible, but perceptible racial hierarchy. 
They feel and negotiate the weight of the country's racial history, but in this modern epoch, racial 
trauma and its associated paranoias manifest themselves with such heightened subtly that they 
are difficult to declare as such. Contrary to earlier periods in American history, overt racial 
discrimination is no longer socially acceptable, and thus, racism often occurs in subtler and 
hidden ways. Political correctness characterizes this new period and makes it difficult sometimes 
to ascertain the meaning of certain gestures and statements in a social interaction that may or 
may not have a racist underpinning (Jackson 2008). However, racial anxieties and paranoias do 
not manifest out of thin air; there is a truth to them. Congressional Black employees’ anxious 
perceptions of their power call attention to Congress’ enduring organization as a raced 
institution. The extent to which Congress is a citadel of White power and privilege is debatable 
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However, that debate first requires a consideration of race as an organizing institutional 
principle. 
 
Congress as a credentialing institution  
Until now I have described Congress as raced political institution to demonstrate the relationship 
between race and power and its role in producing inequality in the legislature.  However, any 
analysis seeking to understand inequality in this august body must acknowledge the intersecting 
roles of race, gender, and class. While institutional rules and political parties govern the formal 
organization of Congress, raced, gendered, and classed processes determine how it is socially 
organized. To this end, Congress represents what Joan Acker would describe as an “inequality 
regime”. Inequality persists throughout Congress because of interrelated raced, gendered, and 
classed practices. To fully comprehend how Congress exists as an inequality regime and the 
extent to which this case is important for understanding broader distributions of American 
political power, it is worth briefly considering the career trajectories of congressional staff on 
and off of Capitol Hill. 
Entry to Congress often begins through internships. Congressional interns are the unpaid 
labor that make Congress churn. During their day, interns participate in a host of activities that 
allow their congressional offices to operate, including: answering phones, responding to 
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constituent inquires, providing tours, and assisting legislative staff with research. In exchange for 
occasionally getting their members of Congress coffee, interns are given a front seat to witness 
American policymaking. They can observe congressional hearings and proceedings on the House 
and Senate floors, and gain intimate access to some of the most influential leaders in American 
politics, who they can, of course, capture selfies with. Interns’ tenures on Capitol Hill are 
undoubtedly priceless and supplement formal knowledge about Congress as a political 
institution. However, the exchange is not reciprocal, as Congress benefits more handsomely from 
the use of unpaid labor. In recent years, Congress has reduced the budget that lawmakers use to 
hire their staff, and interns help to absorb these costs by doing the work of junior staff. While 
interns can accrue college credit for their service, many universities make no distinction between 
credits earned in the classroom or on Capitol Hill and charge them accordingly. While some 
members of Congress do pay their interns, paid internships are still too rare to allow students to 
circumvent the double costs they incur while learning about the legislative process. 
The economic inequality that undergirds internships exacerbates Congress’ distinction as 
a racially stratified workplace. Previous internship experience represents a gateway to securing  
fulltime paid employment as a Hill staffer. Senior staffers hire former interns for many reasons, 
but chief among them is their working knowledge of congressional operations and internal office 
dynamics. Former interns are able to hit the ground running as trusted members of the team and 
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often are already adept at responding to the idiosyncratic needs of lawmakers. In addition, 
compared to job applicants with no prior Hill experience, interns often have someone who can 
help pull their resume from the piles of job responses and vouch for them during the interview 
process. However, since congressional internships are often unpaid, they are out of reach for 
students coming from underserved communities and families that cannot afford to support their 
children with the thousands of dollars needed to live in Washington, D.C It also worth noting the 
ways in which internships are gendered. Unpaid internships are also likely to affect women 
more, who hold up to 77 percent of these unpaid positons in government agencies, nonprofits, 
and companies (Gardner 2010). Furthermore, interns are feminized when they are taught to be 
flexible, obedient, and enthusiastic to be successful (Schwartz 2013). Lastly, women interns are 
especially burdened in how they must carefully construct their appearance to avoid negative 
descriptors such as a “skinterns”, women interns who show excessive skin (Goldstein 2013). 
While there has always been a double standard for women’s appearance in politics, women of 
color face another level of criticism for bodily characteristics, like their hair, which lately has 
been grounds for misrecognition among Black women legislators.40 The social dynamics of 
                                                      
40 For Instance, five term Congresswoman Yvette Clarke (D-NY) admitted that she still gets 
asked for her congressional id and former Representative Cynthia McKinney (D-GA) infamously 
hit at Capitol Police who did not recognized her after she changed her hair.  
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internships thus have an important spillover effect that strengthens preexisting inflections of 
race, gender, class in the organization of the congressional workplace. 
The intersectional residue produced by congressional internships lingers in the halls of 
the Capitol and then spreads throughout other elite political workplaces in the capital and beyond 
(See Figure 6). Among its various functions, Congress operates as a credentialing institution that 
allows staffers who have developed significant issue expertise and social connections over a few 
years to cash in their work experience for employment in more elite political professions. In 
these more senior positons, former staffers earn more money and hold more power that they can 
use to influence legislative deliberations and decision-making more broadly. For example, 
congressional staffers routinely go from Capitol Hill to work in the White House and other 
executive offices, the lucrative and influential lobbying industry on K Street, and leading think 
tanks and policy institutes. Additionally, Supreme Court Justices Elena Kagan, Stephen Breyer, 
and Clarence Thomas all demonstrate the possibility for staffers to enter the legal field with great 
success41. Most staggeringly, 75 percent of members of Congress in 2014 previously served as 
                                                      
41 Justice Kagan interned for Representative Ted Weiss and later became an assistant press 
secretary for Representative Elizabeth Holtzman. Justice Steven Breyer was special counsel and 
then chief counsel to the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary and worked closely with 
Senator Ted Kennedy.  Justice Clarence Thomas worked as a legislative aide for Senator John 
Danforth handling energy issues before the Commerce Committee.  
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congressional staffers (Gale 2014). In this way, Congress represents an important entry port that 
facilitates the movement of political professionals throughout a White-dominated political 
system.  
Figure 6: Congress as a Credentialing Institution 
 
What is at stake in Congress represents more than jobs, but access to political power in 
American society. Throughout these chapters, I have investigated, both explicitly and implicitly, 
who has power and who does not, and how power is distributed through an institutional 
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structure. This type of inquiry is important as Congress through its laws and through breeding a 
new power elite provides the architecture for the American racial state. The work and dominance 
of this professional class facilitates Congress’ hand in structuring and intervening in racial 
projects. It is for this reason alone that we cannot ignore who walks the halls of Congress.  
From this standpoint, I recognize that to address racial inequality in the congressional 
workplace any policy solution must look at this problem as a misallocation of power, not just at a 
lack of diversity in top positons. There is no easy answer to fix this imbalance of racial power 
and any solution will likely employ multiple cross-cutting strategies. However, the first step 
members of Congress should take to address this problem is to end congressional exemption. Not 
only should Congress be subject to the laws it passes, but as a symbol of our democratic values it 
should set the standard for how employers can extract race from institutional structures, if 
possible, and embrace diversity on multiple fronts  
The most serious challenge to reforms in the congressional workplace requires a shift in 
our understanding of Congress as a site of work and disproving lawmakers’ discourse that has 
allowed for this unfortunate double standard to flourish. Often during interviews, congressional 
staffers described their office, as a “small business” to highlight how each office is 
independently run and its structure is idiosyncratic to the member of Congress.  This concept is 
also used in the legislative studies literature (Salisbury and Shepsle 1981b) . Most importantly, 
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this is the justification as to why there cannot be institutional rules that govern the hiring and 
promotion process between and within offices. Underlying all of these descriptive examples is 
the belief that Congress is an exceptional workplace and exceptions must be made for how 
senators and representatives run their offices because they need employees who they can trust 
(Daub and Jacobson 1981). It is the last rationale that gave Congress its dubious nickname of the 
“Last Plantation,” because applying federal workplace laws to Congress would have meant 
oversight from an executive agency. Therefore, lawmakers exempted themselves and were free 
to discriminate. While the metaphor of a small business is an accurate measure of how 
congressional offices do run, it is a flawed assessment of how they should run.  Congress is more 
akin to a major corporation with 535 subsidiaries. The fact remains there are institutional rules 
that govern what is permissible in congressional offices. Lawmakers and their staffs must follow 
ethical guidelines related to how they travel, spend money, and interact with external entities, 
like lobbyists and corporations.  Furthermore, each congressional office operates from an 
allowance they receive from the institution to pay rent for district offices and hire staff. Unlike a 
small business they are not independent, but dependent.  
While Congress is a political workplace and there must be special consideration for how 
lawmakers hire to support their political enterprise, this does not mean it cannot do so equitably.  
For instance, Congress collects no racial or gender demographic data on its employees, although 
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this is a key federal mandate that promotes transparency and accountability in all other 
workplaces. Collecting this type data would not be a great imposition for lawmakers nor would it 
require uprooting how the institution is socially organized. Instead, it would provide greater 
transparency about who works in Congress and allow constituents the opportunity to hold those 
they elect accountable for hiring staff that represent their interests and backgrounds in various 
positions. I do not believe it practical or possible for the congressional workplace to undergo a 
complete renovation. However, what I have documented is that congressional workplace is 
socially organized and reforms must build on that social organization. Staffers are hired by 
informal networks and that is unlikely to change. However, if there was greater public 
knowledge of who congressional staffers were, lawmakers would think of hiring decisions just as 
they do other political decision-making in how it effects their reputation and reelection. More 
importantly, greater transparency would not only empower constituents, but also campaign 
donors who hold more sway over lawmakers.  
If we care about inequality more broadly we should also look to expand and increase 
access to the congressional workplace as a site of work. Given the highly partisan nature of 
Congress and brooding distrust of so-called “big government” among many constituents, 
expanding the size would be difficult, but not doing so comes at the cost of equality. As it stands, 
congressional staffers are overworked and underpaid (Goodin 2013). These dynamics lead 
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lawmakers to rely too heavily on the lobbying industry to inform them of important policy 
debates (Wallach 2016). Congress should be staffed by the leading experts and paid 
commensurate to their experience. Increasing congressional staff salaries is likely to increase 
competition for these coveted positions, possibly making it more difficult for applicants of color. 
However, low salaries must be seen as barrier for those who do not come from wealthy families 
that can afford to supplement low wages as their family members build their reputation and 
political power as junior staff. Furthermore, increasing salaries would also ensure that those who 
want to work in government can earn a competitive wage for doing so, an acute need for 
residents of Washington D.C., which is experiencing an increase in housing and rent prices 
(Hyra and Prince 2015).  
Lastly, we cannot fail to consider the broader implications of congressional employment 
and its ties to citizenship. Earlier, I raised the point that congressional internships exacerbate 
inequality; however, they also represent an avenue through which lawmakers can change the 
image of Congress.  A long-term strategy to diversify the legislative workforce, including 
congressional internships, would be for members of Congress to simply pay their interns.  This 
would provide students from all backgrounds a hands-on experience in policymaking and widen 
the available pool of talent from which senior staffers hire. But more than compensating students 
for their work, lawmakers and their staffs should look to hire diverse students as their interns, 
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those who cannot even contemplate a career in politics beyond running for office. By including 
those on the margins of American society, Congress can offer a more expansive and inclusive 
vision of citizenship. Internships may develop, for some, into long-term careers in Congress or 
another political workplace, where they can bring to bear their unique experiences in policy 
conversations that may lead to innovative outcomes. For others, a legislative internship may 
represent a student’s only foray into politics, but one that nevertheless they will carry with them 
throughout their lifetime, shaping their political identity as citizens in unknown ways. 
Limitations and New Directions  
In coming to understand Congress as a raced political institution there is still much that we must 
learn. Unfortunately, Black Capitol is limited methodologically and conceptually in ways that 
prevent this manuscript from fully accounting for the ways that race is manifested in the 
institutional structure of Congress. As such, I outline some ways scholars in future work can 
continue this necessary conversation on representation, inequality, and citizenship.  
What I see as the primary strength of Black Capitol is also its inherent weakness. What 
motivated me as a scholar and former congressional employee to complete this project was the 
lack of recognition of the work of Black congressional employees. My tenure on capitol hill 
exposed me to the valuable work of congressional employees and how necessary diverse 
perspectives were in policymaking conversations. Observing these contributions from staffers of 
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color firsthand, I understood their importance.  However, there was almost no mention of this 
community or their work in any scholarly literature. Upon entering the academy and gaining 
familiarity with canonical texts, I knew that my previous work experience afforded me a 
different lens to analyze such a familiar and well-researched institution. However, while I tried to 
bring the perspectives of African Americans to the forefront, I did not focus enough on other 
communities of color in Congress. Although I did interview some Latino and Asian American 
staffers, these limited interviews do not justice to the overall experiences of these groups. 
However, this was not an intentional oversight. My status as African American man with 
connections to the Congressional Black Caucus afforded me entrée into Black congressional 
community which did not easily translate to studying other groups. To fully understand how race 
is incorporated into the professional identities of legislative staff more research is need from non-
Black perspectives. Furthermore, studies into other communities of color in congressional could 
shed important light on the relationship between race and mobility. For example, in a policy 
paper I authored for the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, I found that there were 
four times as many Asian Americans in top senate staff position than African Americans. This is 
a puzzle in many ways. Asian Americans represent a smaller demographic group in the united 
states and have traditionally sought success through nonpolitical avenues (Louie 2004). While 
part of their greater representation is because Asian American staffers have found more success 
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being employed by both political parties, it does not explain why African Americans have not 
made more inroads in the congressional workplace given their longer history, the greater number 
of Black lawmakers, and their outsized influence in the democratic party. Thus studying other 
racial and ethnic groups can have other unexpected dividends, including illuminating the specific 
barriers that African American political professionals encounter.  
Similarly, there must be a more robust of interrogation of whiteness in the capitol. The 
difficult theoretical task in unmasking Congress as a raced political institution is in learning to 
see what is merely “normal” as inherently racial. In this sense, my analysis on racialized 
professionalism in chapter 4 would be stronger with more data from White employees about how 
they construct their professional identity. Getting White staffers to think critically about their 
racial identity and the formative experiences that shape congressional work proved difficult. It 
may be that the method I employed, interviews, is inappropriate and that these types of inquiries 
would be best completed by ethnography, which is better equipped to document such implicit 
details. Furthermore, I believe I could have more forcefully proven my case in chapter 3 with 
additional career histories from White staffers. The limited data I had on the career trajectories of 
White staffers and their professional backgrounds leaves me unable to discern if my sample of 
Black staffers was an outlier or a representative case.  
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There may be some readers who notice certain silences throughout these chapters 
regarding overt racial discrimination. They may wonder how can there not be more explicit 
accounts of racism in the congressional workplace in an institution in which a sitting lawmaker 
can yell out “You lie” during a State of the Union address by the first President of African 
descent, or where current members have conscious or unconscious ties to White supremacists’ 
groups.42 The answer is complex. Similar to what I have argued in chapter 2 regarding how raced 
institutions must be flexible to adapt to changing racial ideologies if they are going to endure, 
micro-level overtly racist encounters have declined as part of that institutional change. A wide 
range of studies have documented the decrease in overt instances of racial discrimination in our 
era of political correctness (Jackson 2008). This does not mean that racism does not exist, it does 
suggest however that it is more sophisticated and requires more innovative methods to capture. I 
must say candidly that collecting data on congressional employees is difficult, especially when 
related to questions of race. I encountered roadblocks on several different projects to collect 
racial demographic data in Congress. Some staffers minimized the importance of race or 
questioned why this type of study was relevant.  
                                                      
42 Conservative Republican Rep. Joe Wilson yelled “You lie” after President Obama in his first 
state of the union address indicated that undocumented immigrants would not be covered in the 
Affordable Care Act. Republican Majority Whip Steve Scalise came under scrutiny in 2014 for 
talking at a known White supremacist group in 2002.   
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Another explanation for these silences around overt discrimination  is that I chose to 
study Black professionals over Black service workers in the current racial epoch. Compliance 
records show that it is this latter group who has complained the most about discrimination 
(Office of Compliance 2011). I have already discussed at length what persuaded me to study 
Black professionals, however, in completing this project it is clear that any accounts of racial 
inequality are incomplete without the perspectives of this group. The vocal protests of cafeteria 
workers in the House and the Senate and the ongoing lawsuit from Black Capitol police officers 
ensures there are likely participants who are willing to talk to researchers interested in this thread 
of future research. In addition, scholars who are studying the congressional workplace or Black 
professionals in general must be cognizant of their participants’ social statuses and the ways in 
which their respondents are familiar and supportive of these unequal regimes to explain these 
silences.  
While there are limitations to this study, I do believe Black Capitol moves the needle in 
how we think about race in Congress and creates new avenues for scholarly work investigating 
democratic governing institutions. Quantitative scholars should look to verify the claims of my 
respondents through more representative samples and analysis of administrative records. 
Additionally, there also must be more conversation between race and gender scholars to develop 
more intersectional frameworks for studying congressional power. Finally, those interested in 
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democracy and inequality must examine the interlocking racial institutions that together produce 
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APPENDIX A: BEING IN THE FIELD  
There are many common misperceptions about conducting qualitative research. Among them is 
the perception of the relative ease of observing interactions or conducting interviews, which all 
but discounts the rigor required of recording spontaneous moments and deeply probing 
respondents beyond generic answers. Another misinterpretation is related to the overemphasis of 
getting in, or gaining entrée to a researcher’s field site and participants. As such, there is much 
conversation about how to expertly craft an IRB protocol to avoid harm and about how you will 
negotiate to study others. While these are important dimensions of qualitative research, they do 
not begin to cover the ethical dilemmas and difficulties ethnographers and interviewers will 
encounter in the field.  This overemphasis on the front end obscures the more central challenges 
that qualitative researchers will face, which is not getting in, but staying in. Studying the United 
States Congress for over 7 years represents an odyssey of sorts, it has been filled with precipitous 
turns that have constantly forced me to shift and readjust my orientation to studying elite 
political professionals. These difficulties forced me to reconfigure conceptual frameworks and 
deploy methodological tools in innovative ways. I offer a brief reflection of my journey, 
ruminating on the data I gathered and my position in the field, to provide a more nuanced 
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representation of conducting qualitative research, and in particular, in an elite institution like 
Congress.  
For me, getting in was easy. As I mentioned previously, I interned in Congress 
throughout my undergraduate career and had a key set of informants who could support me 
during the beginning of my research project. My colleagues, who I described before as like 
family, took me under their wings, much like they did when I first came to Congress. They were 
sounding boards for my early theories of race and power in the Capitol and patiently listened and 
responded to my observations with their own reflections of work in Congress. In addition, they 
not only shared their contacts with me during my first wave of interviews, but they also helped 
me secure interviews with staffers who they were not formally connected to, but believed would 
be important for my research. My first summer I conducted over 25 interviews with staffers and 
interns. That summer proved instrumental in helping me to refine my research questions and I 
was eager to return to the Capitol in my new capacity as a researcher the following summer. 
However, subsequent iterations of fieldwork proved more difficult and revealed the challenges of 
studying race in the halls of federal legislative power.  
I started off my project unknown and rather invisible. My first summer in Congress in 
many ways represented beginner’s luck because when I returned to my site getting interviews 
became more difficult. Venturing out beyond my informant’s contacts, potential participants 
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were more skeptical of my research, particularly White staffers.  More importantly, trying to 
arrange interviews proved difficult. 
The data that I was able to collect in the field is in many ways related to my social status 
in Congress, including my identity and recognition. For what seems like the great majority of 
this project, I was relatively unknown and invisible. I was indistinguishable from any other 
junior staffer in the halls of Congress and blended in with the sea of political professionals glued 
to their phones for work. Although on those occasions, I was likely recording interactions I had 
just observed. There are many benefits to invisibility, most importantly, it allowed me to be a fly 
on the wall in various social proceedings. However, in Congress, where social relationships are 
like currency, being invisible and detached worked against me.  Without a deep well of social 
contacts recruiting participants proved difficult, especially for skeptics of my research. Often at 
the beginning I would cite where I was working and my connections to the Congressional Black 
Caucus to frame myself as an insider.  Still that script was only likely to work with Black staffers 
and Democrats, leaving my access to White staffers and Republicans strained. To gain a degree 
of visibility, I immersed myself in the field beginning in 2012. As a nature introvert, this 
immersion was uncomfortable as I forced myself to attend receptions and events that I had 
regularly skipped as an intern. These social events were always beneficial as I typically found 
one or two individuals to interview and became acquainted with key staffers. Still I thought I was 
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invisible. I would enter late and sit in the back of the room to take notes, always careful not to 
bring too much attention to myself. However, I was unware of how I was slowly becoming 
known in the field.  For instance, I had regularly attended group meetings for Black women on 
Capitol Hill, often forgetting how I was the only man in the room. In one meeting for Black 
History Month, attendees sat and learned about the different waves of Black lawmakers in the 
Capitol. During the question and answer session one attendee asked if there was any information 
on the history of Black staff. The presenter, a House historian, regrettably said there was little 
research in this area, but it was ripe of exploration. I quietly laughed with a colleague as we both 
recognized my pending contribution. However, someone in the audience interjected saying “I 
think there is someone studying that right now.” She surveyed the room and then pointed at me 
and said “Oh there he is!” Sitting in the back of the room, my cover had been blown. People 
knew me and my research interests in Congress, however, as I came to learn this was beneficial. 
The more I became known, the more people would seek me out or refer to individuals to me 
saying “you should talk to James”.  It was also these social connections through observations, 
informal conversations, and interviews that lead to more fortuitous opportunities, like my 
opportunity to author a policy paper for the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies.  
The lead up to the release of my policy paper and the period after changed my status in 
the field in significant ways. The report was widely covered in the national and local newspapers 
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and caught the attention of congressional lawmakers and staff. Prior to this release, I would tell 
new acquaintances about my research and they would respond with enthusiasm and then begin 
peppering me with questions. After the publication, new friends would respond with their own 
expert knowledge saying, “You know I read something about that in The Atlantic or The 
Washington Post”. More than the people I encountered casually at dinner parties in Washington 
D.C., the report changed my status as a researcher on Capitol Hill in significant ways.  
For over two years, I was on a quest to gather racial demographic data on congressional 
staff. As I discussed previously this data is not collected by Congress and is another example of 
legislative exemption. Therefore, I tried to personally collect this data in various ways.  The 
social science library at Columbia University generously acquired over 10 years of congressional 
personnel records for my project. I had hope to add to this dataset information on the racial 
demographics of legislative staffers to examine mobility patterns and its intersections with race. 
The first approach that I tried to collect this data with was through a social network survey. I 
worked with Kinga Makovi to design a social network survey, where we contacted staffers and 
gave them a list of names of staffers, who they were likely to know based upon previous work 
experiences and asked if they could provide demographic information. This project failed 
miserably. We contacted over 2,000 staffers and after initial follow up emails, the survey only 
yielded a two percent response rate. While the vast majority of legislative staff simply ignored 
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our emails, those who did reply stated it was against office policy to participate in any kind of 
surveys, including social science research. I must say lawmakers and their staffs have grown 
increasingly reluctant to in engage in social science research that provides a better understanding 
of how government operates. Whereas previously members of Congress and their staff were 
likely to participate in interviews and surveys about the legislature that seems less likely today. I 
attribute this reluctance to a growing distrust of social science research as evidenced by recent 
attempts to defund the social sciences. This is related to a small minority of those who did 
respond, but voiced skepticism about how we obtained such “sensitive information”, specifically 
about who their colleagues were. Furthermore, discussions with key respondents confirmed that 
legislative staffers saw us as “outsiders” and did not trust us enough to provide “sensitive” data. 
Although we highlighted our elite institutional affiliation and approval from the institutional 
review board, I expect survey respondents still had major concerns about how the demographic 
data we sought would be used. 
This experience led me try a second approach that required me to work with previous 
participants and collect demographic data for a subset of offices. Consulting with various faculty 
members, I believe my quixotic quest would become more realistic if I collected data for a 
limited number of offices instead of the entire congressional workplace. I contacted previous 
respondents and again gaining this information was difficult, even for staffers who had already 
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assisted me in this project. Many emails went unanswered and scheduling became frustrating. 
However, after collecting data from a handful of staffers, I learned staffers were not just blowing 
me off, they were reluctant to give out this data. They treated demographic data, although high 
observably, as confidential, and did not want this disclosure to be traced back to them. This led 
me to be vague when recruiting respondents and then become more open when we met in person 
or talked over the phone. Participants were cooperative when we finally met, however, their 
knowledge of all the staffers in their offices for the last decade was often limited and provided 
me with incomplete data. These experiences left me with a pessimistic view about working with 
congressional staffers to collect demographic data. I knew for any future attempts this would be 
an unreliable group to work with.  
My third and final attempt to collect this data involved me focusing on a narrower group, 
top Senate staffers, and me finding this data on my own. In order to determine the racial identity 
of congressional staffers, I performed an online search for photographs with links to current and 
past employment. I obtained data from a variety of sources including: Twitter, LinkedIn, 
YouTube, Wikipedia, Roll Call, The Hill, National Journal, constituent photographs, wedding 
announcements, and press interviews. This process of racial classification was subjective, but 
proved effective. I obtained photographs for almost 90 percent of top staffers. I then worked with 
current and former congressional employees to review these data. Since this third attempt was 
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for my policy paper with the Joint Center, the implications of my findings would not only effect 
my reputation but theirs as well. At their request, this data underwent an independent 
verification, where reviewers contacted each Senate office to verify my findings. I was very 
pessimistic about this approach given my previous research experience and the lack of support I 
received outside of the Black congressional community. However, because this research was 
going to be featured in the press congressional staffers were more receptive to cooperation. Top 
Senate leaders were all briefed about the report and key staffers were instrumental in correcting 
the limited number of inconsistencies. However, what was most revealing was again how my 
status had changed in the field. Prior to this independent verification, I was unknown outside of 
Black staffers and received little assistance from other groups of staffers. However, since I was 
the author of this forthcoming policy paper, staffers became eager to find out who I was and 
discuss my methodology. Whereas I could have sent these staffer interview requests before with 
the expectation of being ignored, now they were contacting me. On one afternoon, I received a 
friendly call from a Senate communications director, who wanted to know more about my 
research. His attempts to be as enlightening as possible were a subtle attempt to influence me to 
portray his boss favorably. However, this instance underscores the ways in which those who are 
seeking to studying elite institutions might have to work and publish in unconventional ways to 
collect data that is otherwise hard for regular social scientists to do.    
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While my familiarity, or lack thereof, influenced if I could collect data, my social identity 
shaped the data I received.  Simply, my identity as a Black man in his 20s shaped what 
respondents told me.  I am unable to say how much my identity influenced what respondents 
said, only they know that answer. However, I am aware of what they said, even casually, during 
our time together. First, my race with Black respondents positioned me as an insider. Coupled 
with my previous work history, this allowed Black respondents the opportunity to freely critique 
the Black congressional community and highlights its shortcomings. On many occasions, Black 
respondents told me they only responded to my interview request because they wanted to help a 
“brotha” out. While I did allude to the racial focus of my study with Black participants, I never 
indicated my race. However, that information could have been easily found through any online 
search of my professional biography or intimated through my experiences with the 
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation and a Black lawmaker. While I anticipated how my 
race might play a role, I was surprised how much my age factored into conversations. When I 
started this project I was 22 and not surprisingly looked more like a college undergrad than a 
social scientist. Even as I matured, respondents still saw me as the kid, or as they would put it, I 
reminded them of their children and grandchildren. This lead them to change the nature of our 
relationship that in many ways eschews standard interviewer-interviewee relationships to put the 
respondent more in control. Since they saw me a kid or a student, they would take the 
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opportunity to school me on matters of race in the Capitol.  I welcomed these efforts as a way to 
retrieve rich descriptions of their social experiences and played the role of a naïve listener. While 
I offered to pay for coffee during the interview, they all but protested, telling me to save my 
money. They would inquire about my future career plans and asked me when I was going to get 
a job or what I was going to do when this was over, just as they asked their own children 
grappling with adulthood. I did not mind their questions as I have become accustomed to them 
from my own family members. However, their ability to see me as young student, I believe 
enabled them open up in ways that are unexpected. Of course, if they were to be interviewed by 
someone in their peer group, it is likely they would have had their own special rapport. However, 
I emphasize this to say that my fears about the difficulty of collecting sensitive information 
seemed to be over exaggerated, in part, because respondents never saw me, I think, as someone 
who would write a shocking expose on the racial dynamics of Congress. 
The data that I was unable to collect has been just as important as the data I was able to 
collect. Frank conversations about race with congressional staffers and those instances where the 
conversations have been avoided have each contributed to my thinking about how race functions 
in the Capitol.  In particular, trying to understand why White staffers avoided talking about race 
lead me to understand the reign of a colorblind ideology in the Obama era.  More importantly, 
what this experience has taught me is that there are no failures in research. Again, I have learned 
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as much from my “successes” as from my “failures”. Often I would come back from interviews 
thinking I did not get anything useful from my participant and that it was a bad interview. Al 
Young has reminded me on several occasions that there are no bad interviews, just bad 
questions. Oftentimes respondents do not say what we want or expect them to say, however, my 
richest insights have come from trying to understand what they are trying to tell me. Much of the 
time what respondents said did not immediately resonate with me because it did not fit my 
conceptual framework. However, after meticulously reading and re-reading transcripts, I have 
inductively been able to piece together how Congress exists as a raced political institution and 
the idiosyncrasies in which race operates. I am grateful to all my participants and non-





APPENDIX B:  HISTORICAL TIMELINE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN 
CONGRESSIONAL EMPLOYEES AND MEMBERS OF CONGRESS  
 
1789-1801 Slave labor used to help construct the U.S. Capitol 
1814 Tobias Simpson, a Black messenger for the Senate,  saves Senate 
records when the British invade and burn the Capitol 
1828 Congress passes  a law that bans Blacks from congressional grounds 
unless they are employees 
1868 Kate Brown, an attendant in the Senate Ladies Retiring Room in 1868. 
Brown is historically significant because she protested segregation on 
the railroad line from Alexandria to D.C. in 1868 refusing to leave the 
“Ladies” car, which was de facto reserved for White woman. She was 
physically ejected from the train, sued the railroad in District Court and 
won with the case going to the US Supreme Court, which at that time – 
28 years before Plessy V Ferguson- rejected the railroad’s argument 
that it provided ‘separate but equal” accommodations for Blacks 
1868 George Downing becomes the manager of the Members' Dining Room 
in the House of Representatives 
1870 Joseph Rainey becomes the first member of the House of 
Representatives 
1871 Hiram Revel becomes the first African American to serve in the Senate 
1871 Representative Charles Porter sponsored Alfred Q. Powell as the first 
page to serve in the House. 
1881-1883 William H. Smith serves as the House librarian during the 47th 
Congress  
1929 Robert H Ogle was hired by Senator Francis Warren as a clerk for the 
Appropriation Committee, becoming perhaps the first Black employee 
in a professional positon.  
1934 Morris Lewis, the private secretary of Rep. De Priest was kicked out of 
the House Cafeteria that was unofficially reserved for Whites. 
1937 Jesse Nichols became documents clerk to the Committee on Finance. 
Along with Ogle, Nichols was one of the first African American to 
serve in top clerical positions in the Senate. 
1947 Finest L. Gilkey becomes the first African American to serve with the 
Capitol Police. 
1949 Alice Dunnigan of the Associated Negro Press becomes one of the first 
Black journalists credentialed to work in the Senate and House Press 
galleries. 
 
1949 Christine Ray Davis becomes the first African American chief clerk of 
a House committee, a position she assumed in 1949, when William 
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Dawson of Illinois, the new chairman of the House Committee on 
Expenditures in the Executive Department, asked her to work for his 
committee. In accepting Dawson’s offer, Davis became the highest paid 
Black woman in the federal government.  
 
1968 Edward Brooke (R-MA) becomes the first Black American elected to 
the Senate.  
1971 The Congressional Black Caucus forms. 
1972 African American staff formed the Pendulum club, a Black staff 
affinity group. 
1974 Arva Marie Johnson becomes first African American woman to join the 
Capitol Police. 
1980 Ronald Brown becomes the general counsel and staff director for 
Senator Edward Kennedy on the Judiciary committee. 
1982 Ralph Everett named chief counsel and staff director of the Senate 
committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
1992 Carol Moseley Braun becomes the first Black women elected to the 
Senate 
1995 Congress passes The Congressional Accountability Act of 1995, which 
applies workplace rights laws to Congress. 
2001 Over 300 Black Capitol Police file a lawsuit against the agency alleging 
“continuous, pervasive and egregiously discriminatory actions”. 
2004 Barack Obama (D-IL) becomes the third Black American elected to the 
Senate.  
2007-2011 Lorraine Miller serves as the first African American Clerk of the 
House, the highest staff position in Congress.  
 Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) creates the Senate 
Diversity Initiative to increase racial representation amongst the staff of 
Democratic senators.  
2008 Senator Barack Obama (D-IL) elected president of the United States.  
 
